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A b stract
This thesis introduces and explores the notion of bicontext, an order-enriched cat­
egory equipped with a unary endofunctor of order two called reverse. The purpose 
is threefold. First, the important categories that arise in Scott-Strachey dénota- 
tional semantics have this additional structure, whereby the constructions used to 
solve ‘‘data-type equations’^ are both limits and colimits snnultaneously.
Second, it yields a pleasant “sot-theoretic’’ treatment of algebraic data-types in 
terms of bicontexts of (1,1) relations rather than pahs of continuous functions. The 
theory provides a general way of relating bicontexts which serves to connect these 
particular ones.
Third, the least solutions of data-type equations often have an associated prin­
ciple of structural induction. F’roperties in such solutions become arrows in the 
appropriate bkontext, making the defining functor directly applicable to them. In 
this way the structural induction can be derived systematically from the functor.
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C h a p te r  1
In trod u ction
This thesis is an attempt to provide a unifying framework for a iminber of aspects 
of the theory of domains, initiated by Scott in [7j and developed in [8].
Definitions of domain abound in the literature, but the lowest common denom­
inator is an ordered set with a bottom element and the existence of suprema for 
(some kinds of) directed subsets. Chapter 1 of [l] is an excellent brief survey of 
domain theory, wherein the author comments upon the proliferation of definitions 
of domain and points out that it is no more reasonable to expect a single concept of 
“domain” than of “universe” . For this reason we prefer a deliberately vaguer term, |
and both the title of [8] and current research interests suggest the term data-type, 
or just type for short.
The most important technical property of types is the possibility of solving fixcd- 
point equations (more accurately, isomorphisms) over them. The solutions are 
normally found by some kind of limit construction in a suitable category. All such 
categories are enriched by additional structure, most notably orderings on the bun­
dles (hom-sets). This was investigated in jlSj and pursued in (12]. But there is 
also a symmetry or bi-directionality about the categories — an arrow from x to y 
has a reverse arrov/ associated with it from y to x. This gives a somewhat different 
enrichment; rather than a local enrichment of the individual bundles, we obtain a 
global enrichment in the form of a unary reversal operator (of course, this operator 
must behave sensibly with respect to composition and identities). We feel that this 
structure has not been adequately investigated or exploited to date, although one of 
the most fundamental categories, namely that of (small) sets and relations between
them, possesses it: reverse is just inverse. We call order-enriched categories contexts 
and the symmetric ones bicontexis.
One particular effect of the symmtery is the duality between limit and colimit — 
the limits mentioned above can be viewed as either or both. The authors of [12] tiy 
to take account of this, but the result is a somewhat messy concoction of categories 
and their opposites. Such an outcome is inevitable while the description is being 
forced into the mould of conventional category theory. Herein, we study categories 
with added symmetry for their own sake, and although the theory rvhich we develop 
in Chapter 3 parallels that of ordinary categories, and more especially A6-categories, 
in many respects, there is significant divergence both at the very fundamental level 
of the notion of functor and in the notion of limit itself. In fact, it turns out that 
the natural definition of functor is much v/eaker than in the conventional case, and 
that the best way to approach limits is not as a limit — in the “unique existence” 
sense — at all, although such properties do emerge.
This is the first aspect. The second concerns the subclass of algebraic types. 
Probably the most important intuitive property of a type is the way in which 
its order structure captures a notion of one value containing, a greater or lesser 
“quantity of information” than,another. It is therefore suggestive that the members 
of a type could actually be sets of “information units” , and this idea, elaborated 
as information systems by Scott in [9], leads naturally to consistently-complete w- 
algebraic types, hereafter referred to as simple types. Such types have many very 
pleasant properiies, but admit only rather weak powerdomain constructions. In |5j, 
Plotki.n introduced a wider class of SFP types subsequently shown ([11]) to be the 
largest subclass of the w-algebraic types closed under exponentiation.
Of course, it may be said that algebraic types are not fully adequate for déno­
ta tional semantics because the real numbers, as embodied in Scott’s original type 
], are not algebraic. But it is possible to construct an w-algebraic type of reals,
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starting from the closed intervals with rational endpoints, which we feel in many 
respects is preferable as a computational model because it distinguishes between, 
for example, 1 and 0,9*. We describe this type in more deta.il in Chapter 2.
An algebraic type has a basis consisting of its compact (isolated, finite) points, 
which in fact determines the whole type — v/e call it the centre of the type. The 
appeal of the information system approach is tha.t much of the behaviour of simple 
types is des crib able entirely in terms of their centres. Moreover, the class of orders 
that can act as centres for simple types is finitely axiomatisable; one of the prices 
paid for the generalisation to SFP is that the latter's centres are not axiomatisable. 
In Chapter 5 we study a bicontext of algebraic types, whose arrov/s are certain 
(1,1) relations between centres, which have the symmetry that the approximable 
relations of [9} lack. This turns out to be pleasant in four ways: (a) it, too, allows a 
treatment in terms of centres, (b) it allows much of the behaviour of the bicontext 
of pairs of continuous functions, including the standard solution limit constructions 
mentioned above, to be mi)uicked in a purely “set-theoretic” manner (this is the 
burden of Chapter 6 —in part, it extends [14] to SFP types), (c) it gives rise to 
various notions of effective type, akin (though not. identical) to those of |10], but in 
a seemingly more natural way, and (d) it provides the right backdrop against which 
to introduce the third aspect, induction.
There is a canonical solution of any type-cquation which is generated from the 
one-point ty%)e 0 and has the property that its identity function is the least fixed- 
point of the functional (functor) embodied in the right-hand side of the equation. 
This fact may then be used, via fioced-point induction, to justify a principle of struc­
tural induction on the solution type, often called therefore an inductive solution. 
However, this process is not systematic for two reasons: one is precisely that the 
functor is generally defined only on pairs of continuous functions on the solution, 
which bear no obvious relation to properties, and the other is that the justification
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refeiTed to above deals in properties of yet a third kind of object, namely single 
functions over the solution (see (4j for details). An exanvple of this is the class of 
Eoo types, defined as the inductive solution of an equation of the form
where A  is some constant type independent of the variable type X . What principle 
of structural induction does it have, and how is it justified? In the conventional 
setting, the best we can probably do is to observe that E qo is also the inductive 
solution of the equation
which can be shov/n to have the induction principle whose step is [P Ç E^o)
A Ç F & V/ 6  -+Foo)[(Va; €  /a; E F) => /  E F|
which is ad hoc to say the least.
The outstanding advantage of the bicontext of Chapter 5 is that properties on 
the solution ore themselves arrows on the bicontext, rendering such properties valid 
arguments for the defining functor. This makes the functor generate an induction 
principle which is already justified by the general theory. Prior to this we take a 
very general look in Chapter 4 at the i^henomenon of induction on a complete order, 
by relating induction principles to well-orderings and transfinite induction.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we discuss some applications and examples, including 
again.
C h ap te r
B ackground M aterial
In this chapter we present all the standard definitions and results that we shall 
need in the sequel. They are mainly concerned with orders and categories,
2 .0  B a s ic s
MÎÜCollan e ous N o ta tion ,
We declare here various basic items of notation and terminology.
o Sometimes it will be convenient, provided that no confusion results, to use the 
same lower-case Roman letter for a set and a typical member of it (in the latter 
case, possibly decorated) — eg: E a;.
o Pov/X will denote the p owe is et of the set X .
» Ord will denote the class of ordinal numbers, with members denoted by lower­
case Greek letters.
o In addition to the normal set-inclusion and sct-union symbols, Ç ,U, we shall 
also use Cf,,, to moan “is a finite subset of’ and W for disjoint union.
o f  : X  Y  means that /  is a partiai-function from X  to Y.
G When the meaning is clear, we may sometimes use the quantifiers V, 3 in an 
adjectival sense, eg; % > Vy E F  meaning is greater-equal every y in Y . Or 
æ r  ; a z x r 3y s z  etc.
S ets an d  Glasses.
We have no wish to become involved in delicate foundational questions herein. 
Suffice it to say that we assume a background of ZF set theory, and that a class 
will tacitly be taken to be a set when a particular manipulation requires it. We 
may adopt the common practice of referring to sets as “small” and proper classes 
as “large”. Thus, for example, in the phrase “the class of spaces” , the spaces must 
necessarily be small, and the class itself large. Also, explicit dependence on the 
Axiom of Choice arises at a few points, and will be indicated by the annotation 
“(A oC )\
Tuples.
Tuples will occur frequently. If / ,  X  are classes, an Î -tuple (in X) is a function 
X : I  X  where the members of /  are thought of as indexing the images under x. 
Thus J  is the indeo^claas or arity of x, and x applied to i v/ill normally be written 
as Xi rather tha.n xi. When I  is a set (which it usually will be), % itself is a set, and 
the class X^ of all /-tuples in X  exists.
If /  is a set, and the cc, are sets whose members have some significance, we can 
form their Cartesian product I | . r  or each element of which is itself an
/-tuple in U » € / i s  some expression involving i and denoting, for 
each i G / ,  an element of .r,-, we shall write ( /" [% ] ) ,or just (djfj),, for the tuple 
AAd[fj E n  case /  — {f], . . . ,  is finite, we may also write (dh 'il,, . . ,  (fffn])» 
and .r,q X X for the product.
If all the Xi are the same x, the product is a power, .
There «r e certain functions associated v/ith a product. The (component) projec­
tion functions are (j,- : --*■ Xi for each % E / ,  and the superimposition functions
are, for each J  C / ,  x E ]}.r,
& [/) : Q  Xj  —> J J r  : re' x [ J / x ']
where â;{.7/a:'| =  (if i G J  flien  else Xi)içj (When J  — {/}, write j  instead of 
J), And if /  is an /-tuple of functions sucix that /,• : x, —>■ y* for each z E / ,  the 
product function is
II /=n  IIV :
When I is finite, the a:,- can be named explicitly, and therefore the tuple x  still 
exists if the X{ are large, even though X  does not exist. The product can also be 
formed, and the above discussion remains valid. We shall therefore use the tuple 
terminology uniformly for both cases, with the understanding that if the tuple 
components are large, /  must be finite.
Tuples can be combined. If, for /  fl J  =  0, s; is an /-tuple and y is a J-tuple, 
define the catenation, of x, y as the I U /-tuple
x-H-y — (if kG. I  then a* else yk)keiuj
B inary  R e la tio n s .
Given classes X  and Y , a relation from X  to Y  is a subclass of X  X Y. We may 
write X r y for {x, y) E r.
We define the following notation. For r C X  x Y, s C Y x Z, X ' Ç X:
«. r"  -  {(y,œ) i X r y}
e !r — {re 6  X I a; r 3y E F} — the left-set of r 
© r! --!(r"') — the right-set of r 
O X^ =  {($, z) I z E X'} Ç X X X  
o r ; s ~  {(rr, z) | z r 3y $ z 3y G ¥ }  
o r is singular iïï x r y Sc x r y‘ =*- V ~  v'
We shall make the obvious identification between the subsets of X  and those of 
X x (so X x is identified with X).
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We list without proof some fundamental properties of relations. In the following,
r, r‘ are from X  to Y , s is from Y  to Z, R, S  are classes of relations from X  to F
and F  to respectively, and p Ç X, q C Y .
® P r n  r I q ~  p \ r I g. In particular, p]q = pH q
■ o îr J f =  r ; r! — ?*
ffl !p — pi =  p
o r is singular iff r ” ; r Ç F
» (u«)-=u(H-), (n^ i)"=n(Æ-)
= U«!US = U(^!S)
o f] /?. ; C Q (F  ; S) with equality if f ] / /  is singular
© ir =  r ; r~ n  X, so for singular r, rl — r~ ; r
© In case X  Y  and r is singular, X  f1 r is the set of fixed-points of r
o If r, Y  are singular with r C r' and !r —!r', then r ~  Y
We shall also write sr for (r ; s)l. This is of particular importance in the case of 
rp, p Ç X, when it is the set of r-relatives of elements of p.
Polyadic Fxxnctions-
Fiist we make some comments about functions of many arguments, polyadic func­
tions.
The usual way of treating a polya,dic function is as the corresponding monadic 
function over the appropriate product class. However, these two functions are not 
equivalent for all purposes, so we shall take the concept of polyadic function as basic 
(as defined below) and treat monadic functions as a special case. Thus the term 
“function” shall in general mean “polyadic function” .
Let X  be an /-tuple of classes, F  a class. A polyadic function /  : X  —»• F  is a 
function /  from the product of X to F. By our identification of X  with its product, 
we can think of /  as actually being a function over X.
i
For index i and a G X , we define the projection fa,i : X i  F  by
=  /  a\ijxi\
A prcpcrby P  of monadic functions can be extended in two v/ays to polyadic 
functions;
(1) /  has P  iff /  does.
(2) /  has P  at i e  I  w h en  has P  for every a E X, and /  has P  when it has P  
at every t E i.
If the two extensions are equivalent, we shall that P  is mgenaittve. Otherwise we
shall distinguish them as mono-P for (l) and pohj-P fo^ ' (2), although (l) will be
the default mode if q u alifica tion  is absent.
2 .1  O R d e r s
An pre-ordering on a set X  is a binary relation <  on X  which is reflexive. (X Ç  < )  
and transitive ( <  ; <  Q < ) .  If it is also anti-symmetric ( <  D <  Ç X), it is an 
ordering.
We write x < y for x < y and x ^  y; also > (>) is < “ (< “ ). Notice that the 
relation > is also an ordering. Elements z, y of X are comparable when x  < y or 
y < X. We shall call this system of notation for an ordering “pointed notation”. An 
alternative is the following “square notation”
3  4— » >
j~ <— <c -r
;  >
Some items of notation introduced below will vary according to the system em­
ployed — the square form w ill appear p aren th esised  after the pointed form. And of 
course, either kind of symbol m ay be decorated in various ways.
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An (pre)ordcr is a pair {X, <), with < an {pre-)ordering on X . It is a chain when 
any two elements are comparable. (X, >) is the dual order of (X, <). Any concept 
associated with an order has a dual, which is that concept applied to the dual order.
2 , 1 . 1 P r o p o s i t i o n .  E  (X , <) is a preorder, < n  >  is an equivalence, and 
X /'^  then, becomes an order by
< t//~  z  < y
(here z /~  is the '■->-class of x).
This notion of order is what is commonly termed a partial-order in the lit era.- 
ture. The latter term is clumsy and unnecessary, resulting only from the historical 
accident that chains were originally called orders. For us, this sub-class is less 
interesting, so wo use the simpler term for the larger class.
Henceforth, we shall only deal with orders unless stated otherwise, and shall refer 
to the order X  when the ordering is understood. Even where two or more orders 
are mentioned in the same context, we shall use the same symbol where to do so 
causes no ambiguity.
A fundamental construction on orders is that of product. If X  is an /-tuple of 
orders, it.s product is the product of the sets X, with the ordering defined by:
X < y Vi e  / , < Pi
We shall employ all the notation that we introduced for the product of sets.
We now list some fundamental concepts associated with orders. In the following, 
X  is an order, x E X and Y, F ' Ç X
The lower shadow of z, (zj, is {y E  X | y < x}. We shall use (F] to mean
U (y|. The dual is the upper shadow, (z).!,ey
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-..s ' s i : .......
sê
O Z is au upper hound of Y  iff Y  Ç (z| (write F  < z for short, and F  < F ' when 
F  < Vy' 6 F '). The dual is lower bound.
® y E F  is maximal when y Y- Vy' E F . The dual is minimal and extremal means 
either maximal or minimal,
© z  is top (greatest) in a: is an upper bound of F  and z  E F . The dual is bottom 
(least). The bottom of X  itself we shall generally call 0.
© z is the least upper boxi-nd (supremum, sup) of F  iff it is the least of all upper 
bounds of F , Write \ f  Y  ([J F) for z in this case. If F  =  {t/i,..., t/„}, we may
also write z as j/i V • • • V (yi U • • • U t/„ ). The dual is greatest lotoer homid
(infirnum, inf), written / \  (n).
® 3^  is hereditary iff (F] C F. The dual is persistent. 3
® F  is consistent iff Y has an upper bound.
0 F  is directed iff it is non-empty, and any two elements of Y  have an upper 
bound in Y .
© F  is an ideal v/hen it is either empty or hereditary and directed,
o Y  dominates Y ‘ iff Y ' Ç (F). When F  dominates {z}, we say simply that it
dominates z, and vice versa.
© Y  entails Y ' (F  h F ')  iff every upper bound of F  is > dy E F '.
0 F ' is a roo/ of F  iff F ' > F, F  I- F \  and F ' is finite.
© F  is U-closed iff eveiy finite non-empty Y ' Ç F  has a roof inside F .
© F  is projective iff every {x] n  Y  (;;; E A') is directed  or empty.
It will be conveaient to introduce some systematic terminology, as follows:
If is some generic family of subsets of order X , and Y  C X, we say that F
is SS-closed to mean that whenever ¥ '  E .S5{F] has a sup in X , it is in F . In a 
similar way, wo say that X  itself is SS-complete to mean that every F  E has |
a sup. In particular, monotonie families (F  Ç X  =*- 5'S[F| Ç 5S[Xj) enjoy the 
following properties:
11
.
2 .1 .2  PROPOSITION. For monotonie SS
(1) E  X  is SS-complete and Y  C X  is SS-dosed, Y  is itself SS-complete
(2) The collection of SS-closed subsets of X  is a closure system, whose closure 
operation we shall write as SS{...)
P R o o f :
(1) Let F ' E a9(F). Then F ' E aS"(X), so F ' has a snp, say in X. By the
closure, y' E F . But then y' is obviously the F~sup of F '.
(2) Let Y Y  be a family of 55-closed subsets of X, with intersection 3^ . Let V  E 
&^[F] have sup u. Then F  E VF' E FF , whence u E F '. It follows
that u E 3'^ , i
The following special cases are of importance:
© SS  is all subsets. In this case, we simply omit it.
•  SS is all directed subsets. We refer to it as “D”.
6 SS is all non-empty consistent subsets. We refer to it as “almost” . |
o SS is all subsets of size 2. Wo refer to it as “dual”.
« SS is all consistent subsets of size 2. We refer to it as “dualmost”.
o SS is the empty set. We call this case “0”
Note that almost-closure requires only consistent subsets of Y  to have their X- 
sup (if it exists) within F . To say that X  is 0-complete is to say that 0 exists; to
say that F  Ç X  is 0-closed is to say that if 0 exists in X, it is in Y. All of these
families are monotonie.
We can also evidently characterise the dual-closure of F  Ç X  as the set (V F ' |
F ' Cfin F ) , which has the same set of upper bounds as F.
We list without proof some obvious facts about these concepts. Again, X  is an 
order with typical element x and subset F.
© 0 is consistent provided X  is non-empty, with every z as an upper bound
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I® 0, if it exists, is Y 0
* {a;} is consistent, with sup z 
» If F  has a top, it is also its sup.
« F  is directed iff every finite subset of it has an upper bound in F  
.  If F  Ç F', then (Fj C (F'j.
0 F  C (F|.
© (F] is hereditary.
* If Y Y  is a set of subsets of X ,  (IJFF j — UreYY (F).
« If F  dominates then it dominates {F'j 
© F  dominates F ' iff F  dominates every point of F ' '}
® If directed D dominates finite F , it contains an upper bound of Y  
® If F ' is a roof of F, and F has a sup, then V F  €  F ' t
» If F, F ' have equal sups, they have common upper bounds. Conversely, if they
have common upper bounds and either has a sup, the other has the same sup.
2 . 1 . 3  P r o p o s i t i o n .
(1) If Y  has a roof, it has a smallest roof, UY
(2) The U-closed sets are a partial closure system. V/e write U*Y for the U-closure 
of F , when it exists
(3) A directed union of li-closed sets is U-closed
(4) Any Bnite order is U~chsed
PROOF:
(1) Let E ,S  be minimal roofs of F , with r 6 R. Then r > F , so r > 3s E S, and 
in turn s > 3r' E R. But then every upper bound of R > r is also > r', so 
R  \  {r} is a roof of F , which is impossible unless r ~  r ', whence r ~  s. Thus 
R Ç  S\ conversely, S C R .
(2) By a partial closure system we mean closed under arbitrary non-empty inter­
sections, but X  itself may not be closed. Thus F  has a closure iff some closed
13
•?
y ' D V. Let FF(ÿÆ 0) be a set of (/-closed subsets of X  with intersection F, 
Let A 3'^ , Then A has a roof inside every F ' in YY, so it has a smallest 
roof in every such F% hence in F .
(3) Let 3^3"^  be a directed set of subsets of X  with union F . Then if A  Cj;,, F ,
A Ç 3F ' E 3''F, so has a roof in Y \  hence in F .
(4 ) If F  C X, the set of all upper bounds of F  is a roof for it. |
Of course, not every consistent subset of an order need have a sup (see, for
example, Diagram 2.2).
2 . 1 . 4  D e f i n i t i o n .
(1) A (data-) type is an order which is both D- and 0-complete.
(2) E  X  is a type and F  C X, F  is a subtype when it is both D- and O-chsed.
This concept is usually refened to as a “complete partial-order” in the literature.
The term, is a misnomer, because “complete” suggests that every subset has a sup
(and should , in fact, be synonymous with “complete lattice”).
Exam ples.
(1) Given any set X, v/e can construct from the hat type Xj_ by adjoining an extra 
bottom element to X  — see Diagram 2.1.
(2) Let w 4-1 have its natural order, and adjoin extra elements 1', 2' with (1,1’} < 
{2,2/}, 0 < F and 2' <  o> — see Diagram 2.2.
(3) For any set X, its powerset, PowX, is a type under the inclusion ordering. It 
is complete wich bottom 0 and top X; its sup and in f operations are union and 
intersection respectively.
(4) If X  is an order, its (/-closed subsets together with 0 are a subtype of PowX.
The following notation will prove useful. Given a type X  and Y  C X, we shall
write D Y d to mean that D is a directed subset of Y  with sup d (not necessarily
in 3'’), When F  =  X, we shah write simply D  / ” d,
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2 . 1 . 5  L e m m a . If X  is a type and Y  C X  is such that every finite subset of Y  has 
a sup, then Y  has a sup.
P r o o f ; Let 'YY — dual(F). Then Y Y  is dii-ected because the subset
{ \ / Y u - , \ / Y n } Q Y Y
has upper bound \/[Yi U • • • Uhh). So Y Y  has a sup, and since Y  and Y Y  have the
same upper bounds, Y  has the same element as sup. |
2 . 1 . 6  C o r o l l a r y . Type X  is ahnost-complete iff it is dualmost-compJete.
' 4P r o o f ; The forward implication is trivial. To establish the reverse, we first show i
■ Ithat every consistent finite subset of X  has a sup, by induction on the size of the 
subset. Then if Y C X is consistent, every finite subset of Y  is consistent, so has a 
sup. Now use 2.1.5. |
2 . 1 . 7  L e m m a . If X  is an aJmost-compIcte type and Y  C X  is non-empty, then 
f\  Y  exists.
PROOF: Let Y* be the set of all louver bounds of Y. Because F  0, F ' is consistent,
and 80  has a sup. It is ea sily  checked that V F ' = / \ F .  |
We define some more concepts associated with types. In the following, X is a 
type, with typical element z, subset F  and directed subset D:
«■ D passes æ iff :c < \ /  Z>
© F  is prs-compact iff for any y G Y  and any D which passes y, there is directed 
D' Ç F  with sup y and dominated by D. F  is compact iff it is finite and 
pre-compact. If {z} is compact, we say that z is compact. Notice that 0 is 
compact.
© The sxtpport of F  is Fj =  (compact a G (3'^ ]}. We write x\Y ' for {3:j\Y‘, and 
F jF 'fo r  F |n l^ '.
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o The centre of X ,X ° ,  is the set of all its compact points, except 0.
o Y  is algebraic iff every y G Y  has p |y  y  y. Of special importance is the case
where X  itself is algebraic.
The compact points are sometimes called the isolated points (sometimes also the 
“finite” points, but this is another very over-worked term). Non-compact points are 
often called limit points.
We have the following properties of supports: 
o X | =  X '' U {0 }
© z E z| iff z is compact
® If z < z ' then zj Ç z'j 4:.
2 . 1 . 8  P R o p o s i t i o n .
(1) Let \ /  y  =  y; then Y \ Ç y I, v/ith equality if Y  is directed
(2) If y  Ç X ° and, for every non-0 x  E X ,x \Y  y  x, then F  =  X° and X  is
algebraic.
PROOF:
(1) The fact that {Y\ C (yj gives the inclusion. Now if Y  is directed and a E y\, Y  
passes a and so, because a is compact, Y  dominates a, ie: a E F|.
(2) Let a E X ° . Then a =  \/(a{F), which implies that a < 3a‘ E o.\Y, v/hich 
implies in turn that a -■ a'. Thus a E Y. Hence Y  ~  , and the result
follows. B
In general, a point in a type may be the sup of its support without the support 
being directed. For consider the type X comprising two copies of w 4- 1, with 0 
common, ordered as shown in Diagram 2.3; w' is such a point.
2 . 1 . 9  P r o p o s i t i o n .
(1) A union of pre-coiupact sets is pre-cornpact. In particular, any set of compact 
points is pre-compact.
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(2) A finite set is coiripacfc iff each of its points is compact.
(3) The sup of a compact set is compact.
In an algebraic type we also have:
(4) II of a compact set is compact.
(5) The U~clo3ure of any set o f compact points consists of compact points.
PROOF:
(1) is trivial.
(2) We need only prove the “only IP . Let X  be a type with compact F  C X, and 
let y 6  F  be passed by dh'ected D Ç X . Then there is directed D’ Ç F , with 
sup y, dominated by D. Since is finite and directed, y G D'. Thus y is 
dominated by D, v/hence y is compact.
(3) Let yy — \ / Y ,  Y  compact. Let yy be passed by directed D. Then each y G Y  
is passed by D, therefore dominated by D. So D contains an upper bound of 
Y,  whence yy is dominated by D.
(4) Suppose A Ç X  is compact, and y 6  UA \  X °. Let x > y > A. Then yj 
dominates A, hence contains some o > A. Therefore So G UA with a > b > A. 
Thus X > y > a > b > A, so U A \  {y} is a roof of A, contradiction.
(5) If F  C X|, Ü^F n  X| is ((-closed, by (2). g
In connection with part (3), [11] gives the explicit construction of U*Y as U^^nF
where (/oF =  F
= y { J / / l |A Ç f i„  U..Y)
Furthermore, it is obvious that lY Y  D [3^ ) is (/-closed, whence U*Y Ç [F).
2 . 1 , 1 0  D e f in i t i o n  . A type is:
(1) w-algebraic iff it is algebraic and has a countable centre.
(2) SB'P iff it k  (jO-algebraic and every compact set has a finite U~chsure (and 
therefore a fortiori a roof ).
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(3 ) sim p le  if f  it is almost-compîete oj-aJgebraic
2 . 1 . 1 1  P R o p o s i t i o n . Simple implies SFP
P r o o f ;  L et X  be sim p le  w ith  com p act su b set Y , L et Y Y  — dual(3'^). T h en  
F Ç y y , which is finite. If F' =  S  (each F  Çgn y ) , then:
(i) F ' inconsistent: 0 is a roof of Y ' within YY. (ii): F ' consistent: (Y  F '}  is a 
roof of F ' within Y Y  because Y F ' =  Y UILi F- 
So Y Y  is (/-closed. i
Notice that dual(F) is just UqY  above, and is ah’eady (FF .
We now prove an important property of algebraic types,
2 . 1 . 1 2  T h e o r e m . An hereditary subset of an aîgebi'aic type is pre-compact
PROOF: Let A  be algebraic  w ith  X  Ç  A, and  le t D X  dd> x E X , T h en  :c| X x  a;, 
and  every a E x\ is passed , an d  the re fo re  d o m in a ted , by D. H ence z| is d o m in a te d  
by D. I
2 . 1 . 1 3  C o r o l l a r y . An algebraic type is pre-compact itself
2 .2  F u n c t i o n s  o v e r  O r d e r s
In th is  section  we look a t re la tio n s and  functions betw een  orders.
Let X ,V  be orders (typical elem en ts z , y ) , and let r C X  x F  a relation. Then r
i s :
© monotom'c iff x < x* & x r y & x' r y‘ => y < y ' .
G himoiiotonic iff r and r “ are both monotonie.
® an isomorphism iff it is blmonotonic, total and onto. We may then write
r : X Zs F . Moreover, X  =  F  will mean 3r : X  £= F , in which case X, F  are
said to be isomorphic.
When r is a function, ifc is;
«3 projective w hen every  n o n -em p ty  {x | rx < y} has a top .
« central on X ' Ç X  when X, Y  are algebraic and C r(X')®.
We .have the following basic properties;
2.A..T P R o p o s i t i o n . Jjet fujiction f  : X —> y  be monotonie. Then:
(1) A monotonie roltition is singulsT, find a birnonoionic one is Thus a.
bimonotonic fanction is an injection (ie: one-one).
(2) An isomorphism is a bijectionj whence its inverse is also an isomorphism.
(3) B: S Ç X  with V S  — z, and \ /  f {S)  ~  y, then y < fx .
(4) 1.1 D Ç. X  is directed, then f{b)) is directed.
P r o o f :
(1) X r y h  X r y' -> y < y’ < y.
(2) Immediate from (l).
(3) Every f s  < f x{s S)  by monotonicity, so fo: is an upper bound of f {S) .
(4) .Let f d  , f d  G f{d)), lor d', d" D. Tlieii d \ d" < 3d E D, so by monotonicity 
o f / ,  g
Now also le t T  be an  / - tu p le  of types, and  le t D a:, S  C X  with su p  5, and  
le t f  : X —> Y, g : T  —> Y.
e /  is strict when /O — 0.
o /  is cotUinuous (is a map] when it is monotonie and f d  = \J f[D).
« /  is linear when it is monotonie and f s  =  \ f  f {S).
o g is definite when it is monotonie and
gt =  0 ii ~  0 3t e  /
0 < g t < g d  => t <  i'
Ihus a linear function preserves all sups which exist, not just directed ones. In 
particular, it is strict. We also have
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2 . 2 . 2  P R o p o s i t i o n . JFbr (monndîc) monotonie f  : X  —* Y:
(1) If ifi is projective, it is Jwear.
(2) If it is linear and X  is complete, it is projective.
P r o o f :
(1) Let S  C X  with sup a, and let y > ]{S).  Let x be the top of {x^ [ f x '  < y} 
{D S).  Then s < x, whence f ( S)  < f s  < f x  < y, giving f $ ~ \ f  f (S) .
(2) Given y E . Y , let x ~  \J{x' | f x '  < y}. Then f x  =  \ / { f x '  j f x '  < y} < y. Thus 
X is top in (a/ j f x '  < y}.
Notice that a monadic map over an algebraic type is determined by its values on 
the compact points, because every x ~  Y(%|). In fact, it is determined by its graph, 
where
g ra p h (y  : X  -+  y )  =  { (o ,6 )  G X | x  y |  | 6 <  / n }
2 . 2 . 3  P r o p o s i t i o n .
(1) With the same notation, h t  f  be a hirnonotonic map, and let D / ' j^x)  
Then d G f {X) ,  with f~'d ~ \ J  f~{D) .
(2) An isomorphism between types is continuous (and therefore its inverse also)
P r o o f :
(1) Clearly, as in the p roo f o f 2 .2 .1 (4 ) , f~ D  is directed, so its sup exists, say d'. 
But by continuity, fd ' =~- \/  f ( f ~ D)  ~ \l  D ~  d.
(2) Now le t /  be an isomorphism. Let D / ' x  d. Let d' ~  \ /  f D.  Then by 2 .2 .1 (3 ) , 
d' < f d  and d < f~d' .  But together these imply f d  = d'. |
It is a standard result that continuity is insensitive. This is not the case for 
strictness, definiteness and linearity , although we do have that poly strict implies
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monostrict and that a polystrict monolinear function is polylinear. Moreover, a 
definite monadic function is bimonotonic.
Prime examples of maps are tlie identity function on any type any constant 
function, the composite of tv/o maps, and any product of maps.
There is a standard point-wise ordering unposed on the functions between two 
orders, vk:
f  < 9 f x  < gx Vs e  X
2 . 2 . 4  D e f i n i t i o n , hbr types X, X , the order (X —* F )  is  the set of all m ap s from 
X  to Y under the point-wise ordering.
Now consider the statement template;
For .... types X, F, (X —* F) is also a .... type.
It is well known ([2,11]) that the blank can be omitted or filled variously with 
“almost-complete” , “complete”, “SFP” or “simple”, but not with “w-algebraic” .
Now if f  C  (X —+ F) is such that for any x G X, Fx  {/a: | /  G P} has a sup 
Sa;, then the pointwise sup function
s : X  —/ F  : x t—» s.j.
is continuous and the sup of F.
It folhrws that directed sups, and in the almost-complete case all sups, in (X —» F) 
are the pointwise sups. However, this property does not extend to roofs in the SFP 
case (ie: /  G UF Vx G X, G U{Fo:) ) as the following example shows.
Let X  ~  {0,1} under the natural ordering and F  be the order in Diagram 2.4. 
Define / ,  g, h : X  Y  by
/  =  {0 0 , 1 1 }
ÿ = (0 f~> 0% 1 h P}
h =  {O a, 1 !-+ fc)
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Then k  G U{f, g}, but hi ~~h ^  U {fl, g l) ~  U{1,1} ~  A,
A crucial jjroperty of endomorphic maps is:
2 . 2 . 5  P r o p o s i t i o n . Let X  be a type, and let f  €. X~* X . Then f  has a lea st  
hxed-point (LFP), fix / ,  given by
G x / =  \ / { / ”0 I n > 0}.
If X G X  with X < fx ,  f  cuts down to the subtype [%). We shall write f ix » /  for 
the LFP of this restriction of / .  Such an x we shall call a seed of / .
The LFP is itself a continuous operation, in the sense that &%%/ is continuous 
in both X and / .
2 .3  GENERATING TYPES
Given any order, we can generate from, it an algebraic type v/ith the original order 
as its centre. If the generator is duabnost-complete, the generated type will be 
almost-complete, whence if the former is also countable, the latter will be simple. ‘i
The last case is that used in [9] to allow a simple type to be presented as an 
information space. The construction is detailed in the next definition.
2 .3 .1  D e f i n i t i o n . Let X  be an order. DeGne the type generated by X  to he the 
set Type(f'i) ail ideals in X  under the Inclusion ordering.
2 . 3 . 2  T h e o r e m . T y p efX J  h  an algebraic subtype o f F e w X , with centre {(%] j 
X E X }  (which h  therefore isomorphic to X).
P r o o f ;
(1) Type{X) is a subtype of PowX: Clearly 0 constitutes 0. Now let D be a 
directed (with respect to C ) subset of Type(X). If a/, x" G D, then they are 
both in some d G D Thus there is an x G d with x', of' < x. Since x g \J D ,
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y  D is directed. Furthermore, if % G U D, a: G 3d G D, so {x\Q  dÇ, U D, ie: 
y  D is hereditary.
(2) Type(X) is algebraic with centre X ' =  {(æ| | x G X}: Every (rj is obviously 
in Type(X), and the bijection x —^-+ {r] is clearly an isomorphism between X  
and X '. Now let D be a directed subset of Type(X) which passes (a:j. Then 
X G y  D, whence x G 3d G D, whence (z; C d, so that D dominates (æ]. Thus 
( r j  is compact, ie: X ' C Type(X}°. Furthermore, if s G Type(X), sjX ' =  
{(.rj I X G 5}, which is directed because s is, and obviously has union s. The 
result follows. I
2 .3 .3  T h e o r e m . I f X  is dualmost-complete, T y p e fX j  is ahnost-compJete.
PROOF: Let S  Ç  T y p e (X ) b e  co n sisten t, w ith  S < æ. W e cla im  th a t th e  se t 5
defined  as
V » ', 3«' C g . I J a )
is the sup (within Type(X)) of S. Obviously s is hereditary. Let x ',x"  G s, with 1
say
r < \ / 3 ' ,  X " < \ / V
Then s', s” C ss, so s 'Us" C as. Therefore s'U s" has an upper bound in .5S (because 
S3 is directed), whence (by dualrnost-completeness) it has a sup, which is clearly in 
5 anid an upper bound of {x ',x"} . Thus s is dhected, ie: $ G Type(X). Finally, if 
a: G 3 with X < V s', then a' C ss, so has an upper bound in ss (as a,bove). Because 
S3 is hereditary, x G ss, ie: s C &?. Thus s is indeed the sup of 5. ||
2 .3 .4  COROLLARY. When X  is countable dualmost-compleie, Type(X) h  simple.
E xam ple.
Let R  be the set {[r, s] [ r < s G Q}, where Q is the set of rational numbers to­
gether with ±<x>, under the superset ordering D. Olndously 'R is dualmost-complete.
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As we mentioned in Chapter 1, Type(R>) is an algebraic version of the Scott type 
of real numbers. The difference is that every (r, s] G I t  has four distinct represen­
tatives in Type(It), via. { [r',3'| | r ' < r,s < s'}, {[r', s'j ) r' <  r, s < s'}, {[r',s'j j 
r' < r,s < s'} and {{r',s'j j r' < r, s < s'} which we shall write as {r, s], (r, s], [r, s) 
and (r, s) respectively. The ordering amongst these is (r, s) < {{?',-s], {?•, s)} < [r s] 
with the two middle ones incomparable. In the case of a single rational number (ie: 
r ~  5) the four representatives correspond to: computing the number exactly, com­
puting a definite upper bound, computing a definite lower bound, and finding no 
bound but only tending to the number in the limit from either side — the number 
itself may be the same in each case, but computationallv they are very different.
2 .4  C a t e g o r ie s  a n d  F u n c t o r s
Finally in this chapter, we give the basic definitions of the concepts of category 
and functor.
A category, C, is a class (the carrier, traditionally called the arrou>e of C and 
written |C| when it needs distinguished from G itself), together with:
® A subclass objC' of C, the objects of C (/, y ,... are typical arrows, and x ,y ,... 
typical objects),
© A ternary  relation on C  x (objC')^, written f  : x y , and a partial binaiy 
operation, called composition, on C, writ ten /  ; g satisfying:
o f  : X If h  f  : sf y' => x ~  x' k, y — y '. x is the sourc.e, and y  the target 
of / .
o ÎS f  : X y a,nd g : x' —» y', f ;g  is defined iffy — x', in which case f ;g  : x —+ y'.
® If /  : X -> y, y : y —> z and h : z —* w then ( /  ; y) ; h =  /  ; [g ; h). We w’rite
simply f  \9 \h .
© X \ X —> X and is an identity for composition, ie: f  ]X ~  /, x ; g -■ g for any /  
with target x or g with source s. Clearly x is the only such identity. We may
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refer to an object simply as “1” when it is clear from the context which object 
is in question, or in order to talk about an arbitrary object, 
o If arrows /  and g have the same source and target, they are parallel 
o The class { / S C j /  : s  y}, denoted by C[x, y], is called a bundle. 
e For objects x, y, z, composition restricts to a binary operation from C[x, y] x 
C[y,z] to C[x,z]. These are the local composUions.
The bundle C\x, xj is the class of loops on x. It is a monoid.
If C is a category and O' C C, C  is a sub-category of C  when:
o f  : X y k  f  G C  => x ,y  G C  
» If / , y €  G' with /  ; g defined, then f  \ g G. C"
It is full when x, y G C  and /  : x y implies f  G C ', and it is spanning when
it contains every object. We shall equivocate between a full sub-categoiy and its 
object class when there is no confusion.
One can form another category bom C  by turning all the arrov/s round. The 
opposite category, Cop, of G has the same arrows and the same objects, but /  ; 
X — + y iff /  : y —» x and composition f  ]op 9 ~  9 i f  •
Later, we shall make use of a particular kind of category, which we now define.
2 . 4 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n . A net h  a category such that:
(1) Given objects x ', x”, there are arrows f  : x' —> x, f “ : x” —> x for some x,
(2) Given anous / '  ; x —>■ r/, /  ' : x —^ x", ibwe cae arfu'Aa f  : . f  —> y, g” : x” —>
y with / '  ; g' — / "  ; g”. We say that g") unifies ( / ',  /" ) .
We can also form the product of a tuple of categories ■— if (7 is an /-tuple of 
categories its product Y[C  has:
«■ i n c i  =  n .ic .- i
• o tj r ii
o /  : X —> y <4* f i  : Xi —> y,; Vf G /
25
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« /  m <7 =  ifi ; 9i)i
Again we use all the standard set-product notation. |
We nov/ define the notion of functor, which is a function between categories 
preserving the category structure.
Let 0 ,6 "  be categories and F : C C‘ a. function. F  is a pre-functor when it 
satisfies:
o Every E l  is an object 
o /  : X — y => F f  : F x  —» Fy
Thus F  maps each 0(.x, y] to C'[Fx,Fy]. We write F[.x, y] for the restriction of 
F  to G\x,y\, and call these the bundles of F. Then F  is a functor when it also 
satisfies (for any composable arrows f,g):
“ f  ( /  ; g] “  F f  I Fg
Furthermore, F  is an isomorphism when, it is a bijection between jO| and jO'j.
When we come to add order structure to categories, the pre-functors will play .as 
important a role as the functors.
It is immediate that the functio.nal composite of (pre-)functors is also one. We 
shztll normally write this composite as juxtaposition, with GF meaning X f.G (F f).
In line with our conventions about polyadic functions, a polyadic function over 
a tuple of categories will be a functor precisely when it is a mono-functor. In this 
case, however, F[x, yj will be thought of as a polyadic function.
Tv/o kinds of functor have special names. A functor from C to itself is called 
covariant on C, and one from C^p to C  is called contravariant on C
We conclude with a definition that will be useful in the sequel.
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2 . 4 . 2  D é f i n i t i o n .
(1) A bijection between  objC' and  o b jC ' is  a co in cid en ce; C and C' are then  co in ­
cid en t.
(2) I f  C,C ' are coincident, (pre-)functor F C C is s ta tic  when it  extends the  
relevant coincidence.
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C h a p te r  S
C on tex ts  and  B icon tex ts
3 . I B  ASIC D e f in i t i o n s
As we pointed out in Chapter 1, all the relevant categories used in denotatioiial 
semantics and the associated theory of computation are endowed with orderings 
on the bundles. Many also have some natural way of “reversing” arrows. In this 
chapter we pursue both these ideas.
A coTiiext is a category, C, in which every bundle is a type with respect to which 
each local composition is continuous and strict. In an obvious way, Cop is also a 
context.
Two immediate consequences of this are that no bundle is empty — there is always 
the zero arrow 0 : x —» y for any objects x ,y  G C — and that every bundle is a set 
(even though the context itself may be large).
An isomorphism between two contexts is an isomorphism of the underlying cat­
egories with every bundle bimonotonic.
Given context C and K  Ç C, we say K  is a pre-subcontext, or just pre-sub of C 
iff it is a sub-category of the underlying category of C and every bundle of K  is 
D-closed relative to C. We write K  < C, and K\x,y] for K. n  C[z,y\. If every K- 
bundle is a subtype of the corresponding C-bundle (ie: K[x,y\ contains 0 ; x —> y ] ,  
then K  is a subcontext (sub), and is then a context itself. In this case, we write
< c .
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A symmetric context, or context, is a context equipped with a static contravari­
ant functor (•)~ of the underlying category v/hich is monotonie on each bundle, and 
of order 2 (ie: every /  =  / ) .  f~  is the reverse of / .
C— will denote the underlying context of bicontext C. If / f  is a (pre-)sub of O—, 
we say that K  is a (pre-)sub of C, and write simply K  <iC [K < C],
If K  is a (pre-)sub of C— and is closed under reversal, it is a symmetric (pre-)sub, 
or (pre-)6îsub, of 6’, and we v/rite K  <“ C (K  <~ C). In case I f  G, K  itself 
becomes a bicontext. With the obvious meaning, we can refer to full and spanning 
(pre-)subs (clearly a full pre-sub must be a sub).
We may also apply the term, symmetric to functions •— if F  : jCj —>• |C"| is any 
function, it is symmetric if every F [f~ ) — {Ff]~  (equivalently i ' ( / ” ) ^  (F /) " ) .  
In such a case we may unambiguously write Ff~~.
An isomorphism, between bicontexts is a symmetric isomorphism between the 
underlying contexts.
3 . 1 , 1  P r o p o s i t i o n .  For any æ, y e  ob jC , (•)“  : C[x, yj ^  C [y, a-]
Exam ples.
(1) objC <= C
(2) objC plus all the zeroes (objoC) 0
(3) If ysT Ç objC, C \X  will denote the full bisub determined by X, ie: all arrows 
between objects in X .
There is a simple way in v/hich we can create a bicontext from a context. Given 
context C7, wc define the bicontext Pair(C) as follows.
Its objects are the the same as those of C. Its airows ai’e pahs (/, / ')  such that 
f  : X ■-> y, f '  : y X in C\ v/ith ( /, / ’) : x —> y. Composition is defined by
(/: / ')  ; (g, / )  = i f  ; i?> s' ; /'),
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reversal by
and the bundle type by
P air(C )[z,y | =  C[ z , y ]  X C[y, x \ .
The zero from x to y is (0 : a —» y, 0 : y -»■ x).
It is easy to verify that this conslniction does indeed produce a bicontext.
Te:rmlnology>-. Any property of orders can be applied to C to mean that every 
bundle of C has that property. Likewise with a property of dyadic functions to 
mean that every local composition of C has the property.
3 . 1 . 2  D e f i n i t i o n . For U,V ç  C:
© f/{rc, y] = U n  C\x, y] 
o U ]V  ~  {m ; u I Ü G U, V G F }
© The co~Us are the set U" —■ {u~ j u G 17} 
o The symmetric Us, or bi-f/’s, are the set U~ ~  U f) U~
We shall write U ; v for U ; {v}, etc.
3 . 1 . 3  P r o p o s i t i o n .
O (17 ; F ) -  = F "  ;17-
O [/— = u  
O [f= - := u ~ ^  =  17=
© I f K  is a (pre-jsuh of C, then so is K ~ , and K "  is a (pre-jbisvh.
3 . 1 . 4  P r o p o s i t i o n . It K  is a (pre-Jsub o f C, then so is K ~ , and  K ~ is a. (pre- 
j bi.su b.
3 . 1 . 5  P r o p o s i t i o n  . Each of the four c la sses of all small (pre-) (bi)subs is a closure 
system.
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This means that we can talk about the sub etc. generated by a certain subclass 
of C.
Every object of a context C  has a zero loop. The question arises as to whether 
this can be equal to the identity on the object, and what happens if it is. Obviously, 
if X has only one loop, this must be both 0 and 1. The next proposition shows that 
the converse is true: in every other case, 0 and 1 are distinct.
3 . 1 . 6  P R o p o s i t i o n . I f object z  has x ~  0 •, x —> x, then for any y, C[x,y\ and 
C[y, %] are singleton. In particular, 0[a;, æ} =  {0).
P r o o f :  Let /  : x —> y. Then /  “ l ; /  =  0 ; /  — 0. Similarly for 0(y, xj.  |
This motivates:
3 . 1 . 7  D e f i n i t i o n . A zero (object) is one v/ith 0 = 1 .
Thus zeroes of a bicontext behave like both initial and terminal objects in an 
ordinary category and the zeroes of an additive category. Below, we shall see that 
all zeroes are equivalent in an obvious sense. We shall assume, unless otherwise 
stated, that a context contains objects other than zeroes. However, there is one 
particular use for a zero context (ie: comprising only zeroes, necessarily symmetric) 
to represent a. class — if X  is a class, we shall treat it as the unique zero context 
with objects X .
3 . 1 . 8  D e f i n i t i o n . Let f  : x —> y in bicontext C. We deline 
o -  f  ] f -
0 /-R =  / "  ; /
These are the left and right ends of / .  They are both loops.
Immediate properties of the ends are:
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o 0^ =  0^ =  0 , =  1
a qu il functions from C\x,y] to C7[x, x] and C[y,y] respectively, are
continuous.
An important part will be played in the sequel by the next two concepts.
3 . 1 . 9  D e f i n i t i o n . A bicontext is interior iff every arrow has both ends < 1.
3 . 1 . 1 0  D e f i n i t i o n . /  : x —«■ y, g : y —* z  ht iff and g^ are comparable, or 
either o f f  or g is an object.
3 . 1 . 1 1  P r o p o s it io n  .
o f , f ~  nt.
© I f f ,g  f t ,  g~",f~ do also.
We now define a series of properties of an arrow based upon the relationship of 
the ends of the arrow to the identity. In the next definition, 0,... will stand for any 
of the binary relations <, >, =  or identically true between loops on an object.
We shall say that arrow /  has signature [Q,0*\ iff 6 1 and 6' 1. We write 
C\9,B'] for the set of arrows with this signature (identically true will simply be 
omitted). These subsets are called end-properîies.
3 . 1 . 1 2  T h e o r e m .
(1) C[0,d'] < C. Furthermore, it is spanning.
(2) If d and 6' are only either < or identically true, CfB, O'] < C.
PROOF:
(1) Any object has all four relations to itself, and therefore possesses every signa­
ture. So C[6,6'] is spanning, and it is then trivial that it is closed under taking
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source and target. Now
( /  : =  /  ; 9 ; g - ;
=  / ;
 ^ / : / -  
=  / ^
Q 1
and each relation is transitive. Similarly for ( /  ; with 9'. Thus C[Q,9'] is 
a sub-category. If D y o[s,yj /  aiid every member of D  has signature C\0, d’\, 
then := VdeD For all four relations it is clear that if every has that 
relation to .1, so has their sup. Similarly for / ^ .
(2) Trivial. g
The next proposition lists some basic facts about end-proper ties.
3 . 1 . 1 3  P r o p o s i t i o n . 
o c |g y ] -  =C[g',g]
© k  sym m etric .
* C ( g i , g i ) n C [ g 2 / ^ )  =  C ( g i n g 2 ,  
0  C ( g , g ' ] =  =  C [ g n g %  g n g ' j
We can now define the end-properties of special interest; for each one we indicate 
what sort of sub it is.
3 . 1 . 1 4  D e f i n i t i o n .
(1) interiors, Int =  [<,<] <i~
(2) injections, Inj = [=, <] <
(3) projections, Proj =  [<, = j =  Inj“ <
(4) isos, Iso =  {—,=] <=
(5) singuhus, Sing — [, < | <
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(6) totals, Tot =  [>, j <
(7) expandings, Exp =  [=,] <
(8) contractings, Con.tr =  [,=] =  Exp“ <
(9) adjunctions, Adj = [>, <] <
(10) closures, Clo =  [>, >J < “
If we want to refer explicitly to C, we shall write Int(C) etc. Notice that Int is 
the only signature that gives another bicontext,"which is itself interior. Also, C  is 
interior if and only if Int(C) =  C.
When i \ x y is an iso, v/e may write i : x =  y. We said above that all 
zeroes were essentially equivalent: they are in fact all isomorphic, because any 
arrow between zeroes is itself zero, and therefore has zero ends whence it is an iso. 
Li fact, the unique arrow from a zero to any object is an injection.
We now define a particularly important subclass of loops on an object,
3 . 1 . 1 5  D e f i n i t i o n . For object X, the p m ts  of X, P x , is  the set [ f  : x x \ f  <
l } .  We shall use the term Part to refer varioasly to the set of all F x  or au ar b itrary
Fx.
The ends of a part are parts, so Part C Int. Indeed, we could characterise interiors 
as arrows v/hose ends are parts.
3 . 1 . 1 0  P r o p o s i t i o n ,
(1) Pari is a bisub.
(2) Part (Part)) ~  Part
PROOF:
(1) 0 < 1, X < 1] and if / , y < 1 so are /  ; g and / “ . It is obvious that Px is 
D-closed, so Fx C. (2): Lnmediate. |
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Term inology. K .P is a property of (bi)contexts, we shall say tha.t C is locally-P to 
mean that Part(C) has P , and that C is P at x to mean that Px has P, Similarly, 
if i f  — . . .  is some concept defined relative to a presub K  < C, when K  =  Part(C) 
we shall talk of a local-... or locally- . ... We may also apply a px'operty of bicontexts
to an object x to mean that Px has the property.
We now give some examples of contexts and bicontexts:
S et.
This is the bicontext comprising all relations between smaU sets. The ordering 
on the bundles is set inclusion, composition is relational composition, and reverse is 
relational inverse. Every bundle is non-empty, v/ith the empty relation as its zero.
Seto.
This is very similar to Bet. It comprises all small pointed sets (sets v/ith a 
distinguished element, 0), and relations r ; x y between them for which 0 ^
!r, 0 0  r!. We shall see below how to construct Soto from Set.
37ype.
This is the context comprising all strict maps between small types. The objects 
are the identity functions, the bundle types are the orders (x —* y) and composition 
is ordinary function composition.
T ype2.
This is the bicontext Pair (Type). We may often take the liberty of using an 
arrow of this bicontext to stand for its “forward half’ if no confusion will result, 
.A.pproximable rela  tions.
Another e.x.ample would be the class of orders with bottom (O) and approximable 
relations (see, for example, [l]) r : x y between them.
As with ordinary categories, we can form the product of an /-tuple of (bi)contexts.
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o The product of au i -tuple of contexts is the product of the underlying categories 
with each bundle being the corresponding product order.
« When the component contexts arc symmetric, their product is that of the 
underlying contexts with reverse defined component-wise :
r  =  { f r h s i
We also have a power when all the components are equal; in every case we shall 
employ exactly the same notation as for product categories.
It is easy to check that these products are indeed a context and a bicontext 
respectively.
Of particular utility is the following special product. Let ; X  objC be any 
function. Fust construct G x  X  (treating X  as the zero context) then select the 
full sub
We shall call this the magnificaiioii of C by rf, and write it as <7 X t/>. Obviously 
G X if} and X  are coincident via x  <—->■ x ) .  Moreover, ï î  K  < C  is spanning, we
can also form K  X \h spanning C x  jj.
3 . 1 . 1 7  PROPOSITION.
(1) Int(C  X V’j — Int(C) X ^
(2) Partie X =  Part(C) x
Now suppose we have classes X ,Y  and functions : Y  —y X , i/’ : X  objC. 
Define
(f>' : Y  obj(C X \6) : y  (%ù(,/y), j>y).
Then clearly the function : |<7 x (</ ; «/Ol 1(^ X ^) X 4>'\ that takes
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and
(/ : {''P[4>y),y) (/ : {<f '^y y^) {4>'y',y')]
(well-defined because the /  on both sides is in C\4>{(l>y), ^(,^t/)j) is an isomorphism 
: C  X  ( ^  ; ^ )  =  ( C  X  X  4>'.
We shall therefore identify these two contexts and v/rite tliem commonly as C X 
X 4\
We also have the following relationship between subs and products:
3 .1 .1 8  P r o p o s i t io n ,  i f  C  is an I-tupîe  of (bï)contexts, and for each t G / ,  K{ 
is some km d of sub of Ci, then i[^(/Ci) is the  same land of sub of  n^(C'i).
Purtlicrmore, if every IQ =  K , we shall often refer to simply as K,
Using this macliincry, we can define various constructions on contexts. One ex­
ample is Soto. Let drop be the function that carries every pointed set X  to J£T\{0}. 
Then Scto Set X drop. We now define some more complicated variations.
It is convenient to introduce the notion of a square in a context C. This is a 
diagram (see Diagram 3.1) with
lef t  ; bottom < top ; right.
We might call it “sub-commutative” ; if it is properly commutative, ie: equality 
holds, the squme is exact. We shall express rliis situation by saying that (left,  right | 
top, bottom) is a square. And given square s, top(s) etc. will denote the various 
edges.
Notice that lef t  and bottom can be decreased, or top and right increased, and 
still retain a square.
Given the corners (z, y, z', j/), the set of squares v/ith those corners can be ordered 
edgewise. Then the (exact) zero square (0,0 j 0,0) is obviously bottom in this
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ordering (if ifc is non-empty), and if D is a directed set of squares, we have
( \ f  left[d)) ; ( \ J  bottom{d)) =  \ J  [left[d) ; bottom{d)) 
de.D den den
(*) <  V  ; rzght{d))
=  ( V  top(d)) ; ( Y  right{d]) 
d€D deD
so we get a type Square (a;, y, œ', y'). And if all the squares in D v/ere exact, we 
would have equality in (' )^, so the exact squares are a subtype.
Squares can be composed both vertically and horizontally; if two squares have 
a common edge, the two taken together v/ith that edge removed is also a square, 
exact if the originals are. For example, Diagram 3.2 shows the horizontal composite 
of two squares — it is easy to check that
{left, (bottom ; bottom'} ( (top ; top'}, right')
is indeed a square. Moreover, both inodes of composition are clearly continuous 
with respect to the edgewise ordering.
If we are given the top, lef t  and bottom of a square, we could try to complete it 
with
right =  top~ ; lef t  ; bottom
Then
top ; right ~  top ; top~ ; lef t  ; bottom 
> le f t  ; boiiorn
provided top is total.
Similarly, if lef t  is missing, setting lef t  = top ; right ; bottorn~ yields a square if 
bottom is singular. Thus:
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3 . 1 . 1 9  P r o p o s i t i o n .
(1) right can be filled in if  top is total, exactly if it is expanding.
(2) l ef t  can be filed In i f  bottom is singular, exactly if  it is contracting.
Corresponding assertions can be made about top and bottom, but they axe less 
important for our purposes.
Now let
end : \C\ —^ objC^ : ( /  : s  —+ y) i-» {x, y).
If we magnify with end, we will get a context whose objects are arrows of C, 
and whose arrows are pairs of G-arrows between the sources and the targets. We 
therefore define the arfoia context of C, Arr(C), to be X end.
Now a square can be viewed as a member of A.rr(C) in two ways: either from left 
to right, or from top to bottom. Each of these views, together v/ith the appropriate 
kind of composition, effectively makes the squares a sub of Axr(G). We shall call 
them Hor(G) or Vert(G). The exact arrows comprise further subs Hor~ < Hor and 
Vert= 4 Vert.
If C is symmetric, what is the appropriate notion of reversal of a square? We 
could reverse all the edges (and rotate through ;r), but this v/ould yield a square 
iff the original were exact. It seems preferable to reverse it either horizontally or 
vertically, ie: with respect to either Hor or Vert. In the first case we reverse only 
top and bottom, in the second only le f t  and right. We shall say that a square is 
horizonicdly or vertically symmetric when its corresponding reversal is also a square.
Ifc follows that the horizontally symmetric squares are a bisub of Hor, the vertically j
symmetric ones a bisub of Vert.
3 .1 .2 0  PROPOSITION. A square Is
(l) vertically symmetric if its top is singular and its bottom total.
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(2) horizontally symmetric if its left is co-total and its right is co-singular.
PROOF:
(1) We have
leflj'j)bottom < top ; right => bottom~ ; le f t ' ' < right~ ; top~
bottom ; bottom" ; l ef t "  ; top < bottom ; right" ; top" ; top
=> lef t "  ; top < bottom ; right"
(2) From (*) continue with ...
=> right ; bottom" ; le ft"  ; lef t  < Hght ; right" ; top" ; lef t
=4" Hght ; bottom" < top" ; lef t
3 . 1 . 2 1  C o r o l l a r y .  A  square is vertically sym m etric  i f  its  top  and bo ttom  are 
adjunctions, and horizontally sym m etric  i f  its  le ft and right are co-adjunctions.
3 .2  S t r o n g  a n d  R e g u l a r  I n t e r io r s
In the bicontext Set, the interiors are (1,1) relations. These have some nice 
properties not possessed by interiors in general. This is pai’ticularly evident in the 
case of parts. In this section we look at particular kinds of interiors, with properties
that bring them closer to int crisis in Set,
Let us fix som e bicontext C for this sectio n .
An interior has both ends < 1, so, for /  €  Int, f  \ f ~  f  < f .  We define strong
interiors as those for which equality holds.
3 . 2 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n .  Interior f  Is stron g  if f  f ' , f ~ ] f  ~  f  fequivaJcntiy f \ f ~ \ f  > f )-
3 . 2 . 2  P r o p o s i t i o n .
(1) Interior f  is  strong i f f  f ~  is.
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(2) The strong interiors are a subtype of any given bundle.
(3) Every injection (and therefore projection) is strong.
P R o o f :
(1) /  strong implies f  ; f~  ; f  ~  /.implies /" ' ; / ; / "  =  / "  implies / "  strong.
(2) Let V  be a directed set of strong interiors in C\x,y\ with sup / .  Then
/ ; / “ ; / =  \ j  [d \ d-  \ d) =  Y  d =  /
deD deD
(3) When /  € Inj, /  ; / ” ; /  =  ./^  ; /  ~  / ,  so /  is strong. Likewise for Proj. |
Unfortunately, the strong interiors do not necessarily form a sub; we shall see a 
counter-examirle for this in Chapter 6. However, the strong parts are important; 
we shall refer to them again later, but for the moment we can charaxterise them by:
3 .2 .3  P ro p o s it io n , p e  P% is strong iff p =  p -  =
PROOF:
p strong =-> p ™ p ; p~ ; p < {p~, p;p)
-> p = p~ ~  p ; p (since p ; p < p)
p; p"; p  =  p ; p; p  =  p
=> p strong.
13
Also, if p ; q is strong (p, q €  Fx), it is the inf of (p, g} amongst the strong parts 
of X. For clearly p ’,g < p,q, and r strong < p,q implies r ~  r ; r < p; q.
A forgetful functor F  ; C —* C' will reüect strong parts, ie: Fp strong implies p 
strong. In particular, if C" has all parts strong (eg: Set), then so does C.
Although the strong interiors do not form a sub, we can, if we work in a pre­
compact bicontext, define a different kind of interior which constitutes a bisub.
So for the remainder of this section, G wdll be pre-compact.
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3 .2 .4  D e f i n i t i o n . L e t k e C .  Then k is:
(1) L-regular when, V/, g G G, /  < A: ; g => f  < ; f
(2) R-regular when k~ is L-regular
(3) rcgixlar when it is both L- and R-regular
3 .2 .5  P r o p o s i t io n . I f k is L-regular, then k < k^ ]k
It is now immediate, that a regular interior is strong. The next theorem shows 
that the regular interiors do indeed form, a bisub. We prove ifc by v/ay of a Lemma. 
We shall write Regint for the set of regular interiors.
3 .2 .6  L e m m a . For any objects x,y,  (A: : a; —» i/ | A: is regular) is a subtype of 
C { z ,  y ] .
P r o o f :
(a) We have
/< 0 ;g .= 4 >  / < 0
=>• /  =  0 
=> o ^ ; / >  /
so 0 is L-regular and therefore regular by symmetry.
(b) Let D yo!--®.!!/) do v/ith every d E D regular. Let f  < do ] g. Clearly the set 
D ; £? =  (d g \ d G D} y  do ; g, so by pre-compactness of G, there is D / y  /  
dominated by D ; g. That is to say, for / '  G D /, f '  < d \ g 3d E D. It follows 
that d" ; / '  > / ' ,  so dg ; / '  > / ',  whence ; /  > / .  Thus do is L-regular.
R-regularity is similar. |
3 .2 .7  T h e o r e m . Regint is a spanning bisub of C.
.PROOF: Regint is obviously closed under (•)“ . By 3.2,6, it contains every 0. Also, 
every object is an interior, obviously regular, and so is in Regint. Thus Regint is 
spanning. Using 3.2.6 again, it remains only to show that Regint is closed under
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composition. So let /ci, E Regint and let /  < k i \ k 2 \ g. Then ; /  =  /  
and k'f ; /  < fcf ; Azg ; g < ; g implies ] k f  ] f  ~  k'j ; / ,  which implies
[ki ; k2 ]^ ] f  ~  ki]  /v2 \ kY f  ~  k f  ; f  = f .  So ki ; Acg is L-regnlai’. Likewise 
is L-regnlar, so ki ; is R-regular. We already icnov/ that ; k2  is an interior. |
Thus we have:
Regint Ç strong Ints Ç  Int 
Regint <5~ Int
3 . 3  F u n c t o r s  o v e r  B ic o n t e x t s
3 . 3 . 1  DEFINITION. L etC ,G ' he con tex ts .
(1) A pre-functor from G to C' is a function F : G O' which is a pre-functor of 
the underlying category
(2) A functor Is a pre-functor F  for which every F[x, yj is continuous.
When G, C' are symmetric, F  : G —» G' is a functor (of bicontexts) when it is also 
symmetric. We shall write |F | for the underlying function of F : |G{ —* |G '| and 
objF for the restriction of F  to : objG —> objGL Also, if U Ç G and R is a binary 
relation on G, FU will mean [F f  \ f  g U} and FR will mean {{Ff ,  Fg) | /  R g}.
Additionally, we have: A pre-functor is spanning when every object in G' is the 
image of one in G. If F  is polyadic with G an /-tuple of contexts, it takes {Ki)i 
(each K{ < Gi) to K ' < C' when / ( H t  S  / / ' .  If each K, <i~ Ci, v/e may 
say that F cuts down to {Ki)i —»• K ‘. If K  is common to all the G,- and G', and 
F  takes (/()/ to K,  F  is within K . F  is K-full when every F-buudle is onto the 
corresponding /f-bundle (omit K  =  G).
Note that F  is not in general a functor of the underlying category; this is true 
only in the case of an exact functor (see below). Ail we know is that F {f  ; g) and 
F f  ; Fy are parallel.
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Terminoîog'y. Any properly of maps can be applied to a pre«*fiiiictor to mean that 
every bundle has that property.
Given a polyadic (pre->)functor F  : ((7,•)»•£/ —> C \ J  Ç I  and idempotent loops U{ 
for i 6  I  (ie: each U{ ; U{ ~  Ui), we can specialise F  to a (pre-)fanctor
F«.J ■ (Cy)yej C" : /  M F (« p //] ) .
And if every Q  — O, we can diagonalise F  to the (pre-)fimctor
We can mimic ordinary category theory and introduce a notion of natural trans­
formation between pre-functors. However, there does not appear to be much use
for a direct transfer of the concept; rather, we shall define a weakened form which
is “sub-commutative” in the same way that squares are.
Let G be a context and /  an ordinary (small) category. Let Pref( J, C) be the 
class of pre-functors from I  to the underlying category of C, and define the function
63  ^: Pref objCT^^^ : f  k-.
The the context is defined as x ext. We shall refer to the arrows as
trails formations,
3 . 3 . 2  D e f i n i t i o n , t : F  G in is a n a tu ra l transformation (NT) when, for 
any f  : i  —► j  S  I, {t{, Gf  [ Ff ,  tj) is a square (see Diagram 3.3)
These squares are the components of the NT. t is exact v/hen all its components 
are (write t : F G in this case).
Using the properties of squai'es, it is straightforward to verify that tlie NTs com­
prise a sub NT(7, C), as do the exact ones (NT” (J, (7)). Diag(J, (7), the context
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A
i
of diagrams over C, will be NT|{funcfeors : I  —> C], We shall usually denote a 
diagram by some version of |- |.
If we identify an object x with the constant functor Xf.x : J  C, then a NT 
from X to y (necessarily exact) is simply an arrow t : x y in C, and vice versa.
If C is symmetnc, so is , and to say that a NT is symmetric means relative to
There is a another view of , Each t : F G G determines, and is 
determined by, the pre-functor
( /  : t -  G/} : ff fy) : 7 -+ Arr(C).
If t is natural, this pre-functor is into Hor(<7), and if F  and G are diagrams, it is 
also one. That is, a NT can be treated as a diagram in An (C).
3 . 3 . 3  D e f i n i t i o n . Let F  : O O' he. a preTunctor, and lei 6 stand for any one 
of
(1) For composahle arrows / , g (= C, F  is 9 on (/, g) when F { f ] g) 0 F f  \ Fg.
(2) Let R  be any binary relation on C. Then F is R~6 iff it, is 0 on every (/, g) 6 R.
(3) Given an I-tuplo C of hicontexts and an I-tuple R  of blnai'y relations with 
each Ri on C;, we define "S' — %]. N on G by (/, g) r  S iff each (/*, 6 J2,-.
Term inology. The cases <, > ,=  of Ü are referred to as lamer, upper, exact respec­
tively.
The following special relations are particularly important:
(1) For K  < C, R~0 on K  will mean {R n
(2) For ff, J  < C, 7f, 7-^ will mean (7C x 7 U 7 x 7C).g. Omit 7 =  (7 or AT =  C.
(3) If X  Ç obj<7, pivot-0 on X  will mean R-0, where
R  =  { (/ : X y, g: y a) | y € X }
4.0
When C  is symmetric we have also:
(4) K-end  is the relation {(/, f ^ ) ,  ( / " ,  f ) \ f €  K]
(5) K-f i t  is the relation {{/,</) \ f ,  g E K  fit}
In (4) and (5) omit K  ~  C.
It is clear that, if TT <~ (7, a functor which is 0 on K  is end-0 on K.
Henceforth in this section, all contexts will be symmetric unless otherwise speci­
fied.
d o ta t io n . When F  is end-exact, F[J^)  =  [Ff )^ ,  so we can unambiguously write 
F f^'\ likewise
3 . 3 . 4  P r o p o s i t i o n .
(1) If  M Ç S  are both binary relations on <7, and pre~fuiict,or F is S~0, it is also
(2) If f  is Jr, J-g, it is also X - , J -
(3) Let F  : C —+ C', G : C' C” be respectively R-$, S-0 such that f  R  g => 
F f  S  Fg. Then thejv cowpo.Fiie is an R-0 (pre~)functor.
P r o o f :
(3) Obvious
M  ; A:-) =  P(A: ; j ) "  g (FA: ; f  ; f  A:'
(3) The corny ::h  j ii a prc-functo: of t he undcrlyiay category of C, and is obviously 
a functor if F, G are. Then, for /  R. g, we have
C T 't/ ; g) 6? f  ; CPgf
— the result follows by transitivity of t). ^
In ordinary category theory, the image of a functor is a sub-categoi*y. For contexts 
this only happens for exact functors.
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3 . 3 . 5  P R o p o s i t i o n . Let F  : O C  he exact on K  < C. Then F K  < CF Also,
K  symmetric implies F K  is, and if  K  is a bisuh F'K is provided F  is strict.
The applications of this proposition to the special relations described above are
particularly important.
E xam ples.
(1) The simplest example of a functor is an inclusion functor C ; K  <" C. It is 
both strict and exact, and full precisely %vhen K  is full.
(2) Another naturally occurring example is the collection of polyadic projection 
functors [•){ from a sequence of bicontexts to each component, and their cor­
responding monadic projection functors over the product. They are all exact, 
linear and full,
(3) An isomorphism between bicontexts is an exact bijective bimonotonic functor
(4) If O, D are /-tuples of bicontexts and F  is an /-tuple of (pre-)functors v/ith 
each F{ ; ■—> Di [i G /), the product E is also a (pre-)functor.
Moreover, if 7? is an 7-tuple of binary relations with each Ri on C, and each 7^  
is Ri-d, then IÎ  f |  R-0.
(5) Any function between classes determines a unique (and exact) functor between 
the coiTespondiug xero-contexts.
(6) Any pre-functor from C to C is O-exact, where
O =  {(a:, /  : z —> y), ( /  : x -* y, y)}
We now introduce the important concept of a //-functor.
3 . 3 . 6  D e f i n i t i o n . Ti'G is an I-tuple of hicontexts, with K  < for every i 6  / ,
and F  C C ', then F is a /l-functor when it is:
o y/ithin K
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«5 upper
o K~e.Xiicù (equivalently K~Iower)
The specialisation of a //-functor to loops in K  is also one, as is its diagonalisation 
(if appropriate). Moreover, a .K-functor is also a i/"-functor.
We now define some special types of functor. Thread functors will appeal* later, 
and forgetful functors, as in ordinary category theory, arise commonly in passing 
from a bicontext to some underlying one with less structure that the former is based 
upon.
3 . 3 . 7  DEFINITION. A functor between hicontexts is:
(1) A  thread functor when it is lower and fit-exact.
(2) forgetful when ii is exact and every bundle is linear biinonotonic.
(3) An embedding when it is full forgetful and ( l,l)  on objects.
Obviously a thread functor is end-exact. Proposition 3.3.4 tells us that the prop­
erties of being a //-functor and a thread functor are preserved by functional com­
position.
When there is a forgetful functor from C to C', we say that C is C-based, and 
if the functor happens to be full, that C is C'-lihe.
Forgetful F  ; C C  mry Ic -Dstract, v hh:h means that, if i' : Fx y' G C‘, 
then there is an i G C with Fi =  i*. ï\u*thermore, we have
3 , 3 . 8  P r o p o s i t i o n . I f F  is forgetful and i : x —> y with Ft : F x  S  Fy, then t is 
an iso.
PROOF: F(f ; r  ) = Fæ, ; %) = Fy
E xam ples.
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(1) The prime example of a. forgetful functor is an inclusion functor C : K  G. 
This is in fact an embedding; conversely, the image of an embedding is a full 
bisub. In case the inclusion is also abstract, we say that K  is abstract.
(2) An isomorphism is an onto embedding.
(3) The functor
( /  : a: —S' y) h-î- ( /  : drop{a:) —> drop{y]) : Seto —» Set
is forgetful, as indeed is any first-component projection : (7 x V' -+ (7. These 
are full, so every G xiji is (7-like. By abuse of notation, we shall call the functor 
ij) as well. Thus we have drop : Seto —> Set.
E)xample (3) has a converse, yielding a representation for (7-like bicontexts:
3 .3 ,9  THEOREM. Bicontext G is C'-îîke iff it is a magnification of (7h 
PROOF: It remains to prove the “only if’. Let F  : (7 (7' be full forgetful. Then
(y : a; y) (F / : (Fa;,a:) (Fy,y)) : (7 C  X objP
is clearly an isomorphism. |
Moreover, it is easy to see that yi : C' x  ip O' is an embedding precisely when 
V; is (1,1).
Obviously any functor preserves part-hood, so any functor from (7 to takes 
P art((7) to Part((7’). It is clear that such a restriction of a forgetful functor is still 
forgetful.
Once again, if P  is some property of functors, we shall say that F  is îocalïy~P to 
mean that F  restricted to Part has P.
Later, we shall use the notion of a disjunctive functor, which v/e now define.
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3 , 3 . 1 0  D e f i n i t i o n .  Pre-functor F  ; c  — IS disju n ctive  iff given x  G ob jC , 
eveiy q G PFz has
g — \ /{ F p  I p G Pa; &: F p  < g}.
T he ac tion  of ftm ctors on squares.
In (3.1) v/e introduced the idea of a square. Nov/ we look at how functors affect 
squares, in pai'ticuiar NTs.
Let R  be a binary relation on bicontext C. Let I  be a category. We make the 
following deiiii’tions:
© Pre-functor P \ I  C satisfies Ii (is an i?.-pre-functor) when, given /  : i —*■ 
y, 6 E / ,  F / F F g .
ffl A square in C satisfies R  (is an 7?,-square) when both l ef t  R  bottom and
top R right.
© A NT from 7 to C saiisjiss R  {Is an 72-NT) when each of its component squares 
does.
We can extend R  to x |(7{ and x Pref(7, C) as R^ X [C'|  ^ and x
Pref(J, C')^ respectively. These relations then restricted to Hor(C'), Verfe(C) and 
NT(7, C) yield respectively Fhct» Rveri and Rirr-
Now let F ; C  —- I) be a to bicontext D. We can extend F  to
G3 X |C| X |D| and ^ Pref(7, C) x Prof(7, D) M F^ X |F | and
jpoh'ii (post composition with F).
Clearly the former cuts down to Arr(7^) : A:it((7) -+ Arr(77) and the latter to
F^ ; —y D^. The ciuestion then arises as to whether they also cut down to 
Hor(C) Hor(D), Vert(C) -+ Vert(D), ZFf(7,C) NT(7,D) etc. In general the
answer is no; the best we can do is:
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3 . 3 . 1 1  P r o p o s i t i o n . Let F  be R-exact. Then
(1) If dhigram |- | : I  ~+ C sa tisfie s  R. , then F | ' |  is a  d iagram  in  I).
(2) F applied (edgewise) to an R-square in C is  a squai e in D, exact i f  the orig inal 
is.
(3) I f t : P  —y P ' is an R~NT in C^, then F t : F P  —» F P^ is a N T  in , ex a c t i f  
t is.
L ifting.
If V : C —ir C  is a functor, it may serve to relate funcfeoi's over C to functois over 
C’y and this relationship is of special interest when V  is forgetful. We shall first 
define the relationship, then catalogue some of the salient functor pi'operties which 
are preserved by lifting via a forgetful functor.
3 .3 .1 2  DEFINITION. Given functors 7  : C F  : G  ^ G, F^  : -* C' ("f
is an index set), wa say that F lifts F* (via V ) when, for any f  G ,
y F /  =  F ' y /
where V f  is short for {Vf i) ief
3 .3 .13  T h e o r e m . With the same notation, let V he forgetful and let R  be a 
binary relation on C. Then
(1) I f  F' is any of bimonotonic, definite, monolinear, polylinear, rnonostrict or 
polysbrict, so is F.
(2) I f F' is VR~hwer, upper, exact, F  is likev/ise relative to R
(3) I f  F 'V  is disjunctive, so is F
(4) I f F', V are both projective, so is F .
P r o o f :
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(1) Biiuonotonic;
F /  < y F /  <  y F g  
- ,  F 'y y  < F 'y ^
• V f < V g
f  < 9
Definite: 0 < F f  implies 0 =  VO < V F f ,  so the “bimonotonic” part of 
definiteness goes through as above. And
F f  =  0 F 'y /  =  y F /  =  0 
=> V fi ~  0 3i G Î
fi =  0.
Monolinear: Let A  Ç , Then
y F ^ A ^ r y ^ A  
= F ' \ / y A  
=  y  F V A  
= y  yFA 
= y  y  FA
Polylinear: If the members of A above agree on all but one component, so do 
the members of VA, so the argument goes through again. The case wliere the
component in focus haxs 0 — V 0 is covered by the argument for polystrictness
below.
Monostrict: V FO ~  F ‘VQ =  F ’VO — F'O =  0
Polystrict: yF (.,., 0,...) =  F '(y ..., 0, y...) =  0
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bo
(2) Let f  R g he composable. Then
y F ( / ; 9) =  F ' y ( / ; p )
< ,> ,=  F 'y /;F 'y g  since y /y ^ y ^ y  
= y F / ; y F g
(3) Let a; e  objC, q G P F x. Let Y  — {Fp | p G Pa; âc Fp < ç}. Clearly Y  < q. 
Then
V Y  =  {VFp  I p €  Pa; & Fp < g}
= {FVp I p G Pa; & FVp < yg}
y  < 1/ =:> y y  <y%/
# - V  V Y  =  V q  < V y
q < y
Thus g =  \ / y
(4) Let X  = { f  : X —y y \ F f  < g} ÿà Çi. Let /o be top in { f  \ V f  < Jq}, where
/,; is top in { /' ! FV' < y^} < P implies y F /  = F 'y /  < yg, so the
last set is non-empty, whence /(, exists, so that V f  < ff, making the second set
non-empty, whence /o exists). Then
y/o  < < yg,
=> y F / o  <  y g
=> F /o  < g.
So /o G X,  w hence
/ G J ) /  =4. y F / < y g  
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=> F 'y /  < y g
=> y /  < /6
=> f  < fo
Furthermore, suppose if : X  —> objG and that F  : —* G is & (pre-)functor.
If G : X^  > X  is such that il>[Gx) ~  F(^^a;) for every x €  , then G extends
canonically to an 7-ary (pre~)functor on C X ip that lifts F , viz:
G {f : {y,i>^y)) =  F f  : {Gx, ipGx) {Gy, tpGy)
T ranslators.
Sometimes we encounter functions defined only on a single bundle of a bicontext 
or which, for other reasons, are not quite functors. The following concepts may 
then be convenient:
3 . 3 . 1 4  D e f i n i t i o n . Let C ,C ’ be hicontexts v/ith x , y G C, x ',y ' E C'
(1) A continuous function T  : C[:r, y] —» C '\F ,y '\ is a tran sla tor  (from  x ,y  to  
F , y'). fn case x ~  y, x' ~  y', it is u n itary  iff Tx — x '.
(?) A trandatnr from x, v to t . y is a \)-recurscr. When x = y, it b  a reciirsor 
on ;c.
Re cursors are important because of their least fixed points:
3 . 3 . 1 5  P r o p o sit io n . Let R  he an [x ,y)“recw:sor. Then
(1) ihc R  : X —>■ y.
(?) I f X — y,  fix R E Px, and if  R is symmetric, so is fix R.
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3 . 4  K-ALIGNMENT OF A FUNCTOR
In this section, let G, C' be bicontexts with K  < “  C  pre-compact and spanning, 
and let F  ; C -H- C' be a functor. If either (a) O' is linear' almost-complete, or (b) 
K  is projective, we can define a new functor from F  which is essentially the same 
as F  but better behaved with respect to / / ,
3 .4 .1  D e fin itio n . Define FA G —* C' by Fj^f  V FfK> where //c — (/I n  K .
(This is a good definition because Ffj^ is either (a) < F f  or (b) directed or 
empty.)
3 . 4 . 2  T h eo rem . Fk  is a functor from C to C‘ which agrees with F  on K .
P r o o f ;  Since K  is spanning, every 1 G fjC) so FA l — F l  =  1. Obviously Fjc f  is 
parallel to F f  so Fjç is a pre-functor. Next, because K  is symmetric, =  /jc” 
(write /A), so F /^  =  (F’//r)~ j whence FKf ~ — (F jr /)” , And for k G K, k is top 
in k id  so F][çk — Fk, It remains to show every y] continuous. Fhst,
f  ^  9 => f ic  G. q k  Fk  /  <  Fk 9,
so Fjc is monotonie. Now let D /"cfa!,?.») d. For k G djc, let, by pre-compactness, 
7/?s / ' k  k, with iffc dominated by D. Then
djc -■ {Y  \ k e  djc }
implies
FdK =  {V  F i a  11- e  d,t]
implies
Fjcd= YU{F7/& |A;Gdjc}
=  V  I k G cfjc})
But I A: G djc} Ç | d G D). So
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=  \ / { V  'P '4  \ d ’ e D ]
=^ \ / F k D
3 . 4 . 3  T h e o r e m .
(1) I f  F is upper on K,  Fk  is upper.
(2) I f  K  Ç Regint and F is lower on K , then Fk  is iC-Joiver. 
PROOF;
(1)
so
f ic  ; 9k  Q i f  i 9) k
F K { f ; g ) - = \ / F { f ; g ) K
> \ J F { S k \ 9 k )
> V  F it:  ; FgK
=  V -f’/A' ; V r s K
by either (a) linearity or (b) strictness and continuity of ;
(2) k '  < k  ; f  => k ~  ] k' <  k^^ f  < f ,  and by regularity that k ^  ; k '  =  k', ie; that k '  — k  -, [k~ ; k ']  
Thus { k  ; /)% — k  ; ( J k ) and we have
F K { k - , f ] : ^ \ / F [ k : f K )
< V  «  ; Fh<
=  f  ; V F J k
by either ... as above
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Moreover, if F  is polyadic (of arity I), K  = A'q, and F  is within Kq, then every 
Lk  has k as top, so Fj^k — Fk  G K q and Fk  is v/ithin K q- In this case we shall 
write Fko for Fk  .
3 . 4 . 4  C o r o l l a r y . I f KC.  Jîegînù and F is exact on K , F k is upper and K~exact. 
E  additionally F  is within K , F k  is a K-functor.
3 .5  JOINS AND S u m s
In this section we shall look at some constructions in bicontexts that are akin to 
biproducls in Ah-categories. Indeed, the definition of sum is formally the same as 
that of biprodnct in [l6j, if the gi'oup operation be replaced by V.
First, fix some bicontext C and an index-set J.
3 . 5 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n . Functor F : —* C is a prejoin  on C when, for any object
X E C~ and any i €  I, there are injections
F X.
N o ta tio n .
In the situation of 3.5.1, if f  \ x y E and g : Fx  —> F y (see Diagram 3.4) 
we define
/-» =  ; fi ;
gh =  'If i ; g ; ,
g| = (g|»)« G C^.
When there is no risk of confusion, we may abbreviate variously to pg., r)i or 
just Î].
The following facts are immediate,
(1) (•)] is a unitary translator from Fx , Fy  to x, y with
(g; / ) !  > g| ;
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Indeed, ( )|t is an upper functor : C  x objF —> C^.
(2) (•)_i is a (non-unitary) translator from %, yj to Fx, Fy,  with
i f  ; f ] R  = f - i  ; f - i
(3) g|_t < g
(4) f J \ i  =  f i
(5) x J  =  . < Fx
It is not possible similarly to convert (•) J  into a functoi*, because it does not even 
preserve objects, although it is “exact” .
3 .5 .2  D e f i n i t i o n . A join on O h  a prejoin, +, which satisfies, for f  : x —* y G 
, -\-j > fA , Mi G I. It is a sum when it further satisfies + /  — Vt'e/
Write / i  +  f,^ for -h ( / i , . , . ,  f^ , 0, ...) .
Actually, the join condition forces the tj to be injections.
3 .5 .3  P r o p o s i t i o n . Let-f- be a. join. Then 
(1) (+ /)! >  /
(2) -j- is a sum iff, for any g : -\-x —> -f y, +{g\] < g
(3) If 4- is a sum, -h/ ~  V{/-^ 1 fi ¥- 0} [whence +0 — Oj
(4) f J  =  +  0 ( i / A j
PROOF:
(1) + /  |t >  /_,'(% =
(2) If + is a sum, then + g\ — \/- g\A < g. Conversely, let g dominate every f J .  
Then g\ > f J \  -- / ,  whence
g  >  T  gj >  - \ - f
(3) Every 0_i — 0
(4) Immediate from (3). ||
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It follov/s tliat, when +  is a sum, + ( + /  |) — -I-/, (+ yj)| == g\ and g\ is the largest 
/  : X y with + /  < g. Thus -f is projective, hence monolinear. Also, equality m
(l) is equivalent to -j- being bimonotonic.
Of particular interest are sums for which equality holds in 3.5.3(2) above for all 
parts g. The next theorem tells the full story, but first we prove;
3 .6 .4  Lemma. If join -f- k  disjunctive, 4- g{ > g, Vq E P-f-r.
PROOF; Let q E P+a:. Then
T g| > I )  I  P G Px & 4-p < g}
"  V  1 p G Pa; & 4-p <  g}
3 . 5 . 5  T h e o r e m , if -I - is a sum, the following are equivalent:
(1) 4- is locally-full
(2) Every q E P-t-a; is 4-p for some p E P ;^
(3) 4- is dkjunctive.
(4) Equality holds in 3.5.3(2) for all parts q.
PROOF;
(.1) implies (2); Let q E  P -fr, with q = 4-p. Then by 3.5.3(3), q ~  4-(g|). Since 
(•)[ preserves part-hood, g| E Px.
(2) implies (3); q E  {-fp j p E Px & 4-p < g}
(3) implies (4); Immediate from the previou,? Lemma.
(4) implies (1); A fortiori
In this situation, we shall normally use the term “disjunctive” to describe the
sum.
We now show that a sum must be a lower functor,
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3 . 5 . 6  T h e o r e m . A sum is a lower functor.
PROOF: Let 4- be a sum on C. Then, if / ,  y €  with f  : x —* y and f  : y z, 
we have
T / ; / '  = Y ( /i
= V (/-: ; /'~0i
< 4-/ ; 4-/'
The concept of sum bears a close relation to the Afc-categorial notion of biproduct, 
but it is not in fact a limit construct. To make it so vmuld require, because of the 
symmetry in bicontexts, making it a product and coproduct simultaneously, which 
seems impossibly restrictive. It is in fact a kind of hybrid of product and coproduct, 
as will be seen in the examples below wliere derive from coproducts and some from 
products in an underlying context. We shall take up this matter again in Chapter 
4,
We turn now to the lifting of joins and sums by forgetful functors. In this respect, 
we want not only that they lift qua functors, but also that the the injections are 
suitably related.
Term inology.
Let V : C —<■ C', be a functor, a piajoin on C, and a prejoin on C . We 
shall say that -h lifts 4-' (via P ) iff it does so qua functors, and V  preserves all the 
injections, ie; every
3 .6 .7  Lemma. Let 4- Jift 4-' via exact V. Then we have, for f  E C^\x,y\ and 
g E C'l+.T, 4-t/j
(1) y / j  =
(2) y g | =  yp |
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P R o o f :
(1)
(2)
{ V f ) J  =  ; K /  ;
=  Vt }~ \ V  f  \ V q  
=  V f J  
Vg\ i  ~  V T}i ; V g  ; V
— v ' ~
=  yg |)
Wc can therefore write V fJ . and Vg\ unequivocally.
3 .5 .8  T h e o r e m . Now let -}- lift + ' via forgetful V. Then -f is a (exact) join /  
fdisjunctivej sum if-h' is. Furthermore, ifV  k  full and spanning the reverse is true 
(ie: -î-' is a ... if-f- is).
PROOF:
(1) + ' is a join implies -1- is: Let /  e  CR . Then V-hf  — +' V f  > V f  A. Thus 
y + /  > V f  Ji, whence -f-/ > f A  from binionotonicity, so +  is a join.
(2) is exact implies +  is: Use 3.3.13
(3) is a sum implies + is: We already know, by (1), that 4- is a join. Let
/  : 4-z —> -|-y, and use 3.5.3(C) to calculate;
/ |  =  4 - ' y / i < y /
whence
*r / j  <  / *
(4) 4-' disjunctive implies 4- is: Now let the /  in (3) be a part on 4-z. Then V f  is 
a part on V-r.r — + 'Vx, so we get equality in (' )^,
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For the second half, V  full and spannmg means that any f '  E G' ~  V f  3 f  E G.
(1) +  is a join implies + ' is: Let V f  E C^^Vx,Vy].  Then V f  = V- hf  > V f J .
(2) T is exact implies +' is: Given arrows in G ‘^\x' ,y ' ]  and G ' ^ [ y ' , z ‘\, choose 
æ ,y ,x  with V x  ~  x ' , V y  ~  y'  and V z  ~  z ' .  Then the aiTows are expressible as 
y / >  P f  fo r  some /  E  <7^{rc,y], / '  G C ^ \y , z ] ,  We then have
y /  ; y / '  =  + 'y  /  ; /
=  y +  /  Î r
=  y ( 4 - / ; 4 - n
= y + / ; v - v f  
= - b 'y / ; - b 'y f
(3) -f is a sum implies is: We already know that -f' is a join. Let / '  G 
C ' \ + ' x ' Choose x , y  E with Vo: — x' and V y  — y'.  Then f  E  
C^\V  -f x , V  + y|, so / '  “  y / ,  3 /  €  C .  We then get, using 3.5.3(2)
(t) + ' y / i  =  y + / i < y /
(4) 4- disjunctive implies 4-' is: Let the V f  in (3) now be a part on -Dxf =  y 4-2:. 
Then V f  < V-Vx, so f  < 4-z, ie: /  is a part. So we get equality in (f). |
One would expect that zero components contribute nothing to a sum. This is 
true in the sense that v/hen all but one component in a sum is zero, the suni is 
isomorphic to the non-zero object.
3 . 5 . 9  P r o p o s i t i o n .  Let i E I, and Jet x E G^ w ith  all but X{ zero. Then
t}x,i • =  4-2:
PROOF: We have only to show that — 4-2:. But 4 -2: =  V i'e/ —
>)f- I
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Moreover, if the sum in 3.6.9 happens to be exact, sums v/ith more zero compo­
nents are “smaller” in the following sense. Let x, y E be such that x is zero at 
eveiy i E I  v/here y is zero. Then there is an obvious injection from x  to y, which 
T (being exact) carries into an injection from -|-:r to +y.
It would be possible to specify a requirement that sums be commutative in tlie 
sense that the order of presentation of their arguments is immaterial. We shall not 
pursue this here because it is tedious to no real advantage.
Exam ples.
In S et —
(1) Disjoint union is an exact sum, with the obvious injections, because, for r : 
4-æ —» H-y in Set,
A r \~  {{xi, y j  e  r j Î >  0} Ç r.
It is disjunctive.
Ill Seto —
(2) Cartesian product defined by, (for r : x y E Seto):
-fr — { ( 2c,y) [ Vf G J (a'i =  0 & yi -  0) or (a:,- r,- y,)} \  {(0, 0))
with each y,- =  0[z] is an exact join but not a sum. It is not disjunctive.
(3) Coalesced union, which is disjoint union but with all the Os identified ac a
common 0, with the obvious injections and -fr ~  }J, r, lifts (1) via drop. It is 
therefore an exact disjunctive sum.
In T ypsS —
(4) The standard coalesced sum construction yields a sum v/hen
Vi -  ( ( - j i n + r ,  ( ) | r , ) ,
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because for /  : 4-a; -px/,
f \ i  : Xi I-+ (if /a-j : .r(- th e n  fx i  else 0),
so H- /[  < / .  It is exact and disjunctive.
(5) Cartesian product is an exact sum, with
Vi * * (O, • . • I 0, , 0, . . . , O), (')i)
because
f \ i  : X{ i-> /(O ,. . . ,  0, a;,-,0 ,.. - ,O)/
so
(*b y |)a :  == { f { 0 , . , . , 0 , X i , 0 , , . . , 0 ] i ) i  <  f x .
It is not disjunctive, for consider the function {0,1,2 i—> 0,3 3} on the type
2 — 1 + 1 (see Diagram 3.5). The only sum of parts < (/, / )  is 0 +  0 =  0. 
Notice that; Cartesian product being a sum does not depend in. any v/ay on 
Vie/ being a poiatwise sup.
(6) Standard separated sum (disjoint union with an extra 0) with the injections 
shown in Diagram 3.6 is an exact linear join, but not a sum because it is not 
rnonostrict. And it is not disjunctive because any part with a component which 
maps some % > 0 into 0 is not an image of parts.
(7) In all the above examples, the joins which are not sums are also not disjunctive. 
We now give an example of a disjunctive join that is not a sum. We take C 
to be the bicontext with one object whose bundle is the continuum I  =  [0, ij 
under its natural ordering, with multiplication as composition and the identity 
as conjugation. 1 is the identity arrov/, so eveiy ai'row is a part.
We now define the pre-join -1- :  ^C by
r  jf
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n \ / n ) ,
where /  : ï  -+ ï  is any onto function greater than the identity on I  (such as 
that shown in Diagram 3.7), with all injections equal to 1. Then every rA — r/, 
and r|i =  r, so +  is obviously a join. By the choice of / ,  it is not a sum, but 
because f  is onto and every arrow is a pmd, if r =  / s  then r =  +(s),-, whence 
+  is disjunctive.
Furthermore, this join is not bimonotonic, whereas all the previous ones are. 
We shall see more examples of joins and sums in Chapter 5.
3 . 6  D ia g r a m s  a n d  C o n e s
For the subsequent sections of this chapter, let us fijc a bicontext C  and a net N. 
In this section we shall study the notion of a cone over a diagram in C with a view 
to obtaining a concept of limit in the next section.
N o ta tio n .
We shall use m, rt,.. for objects of N , and n, 6,... for arrows of N . Also, diagrams 
over N  will be denoted by various versions of |- |.
By an arrow between diagrams v/e shall mean an arrow in Diag(#, C). Thus, if
r : |- | —!■ we have
I'm ; H'oF ^  î^ '^l ! Di, Va : m —^ n €  N
3 . 6 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n . A cone over | ] is  an exact NT, c to some constant dhigram
Cco- F/e denote this by |- | > c. Cgg is the a p ex  o f  the cone.
We sh a ll refer to  a d iagram  or con e as h av in g  som e p roperty  o f an'ow s to  m ean  
th a t each  o f its  com p on en ts h as th a t property.
Cone (TV, C) is the full sub of Yert(Diag(yV, C7)) v/hose objects are cones. An arrow 
between cones will be understood in this context. When r : |- | —*■ | ' |  > c, [•]' >
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d and *■ Coo —* do© form a square (see Diagram 3.8), we have an arrow in Cone, 
which we shall write as re© : c d.
Moreover, viewing r as a diagram in Hor(C'), (c, d) is a cone over r with apex >’oo.
There aie two instances of composition in Diag of interest here:
(1) Composition of an exact arrow between diagrams and a cone over the target 
diagram to obtain a co-apical cone over the source diagram:
»' : I'll 1*1' > c gives |- | t> (r ; c)
(2) Composition of a cone and a C-arrow, treated as an exact aiTOW between 
constant diagrams, to give another cone over the same diagram;
|. |  i> c — 4 X gives |- | > (c ; / )
An immediate consequence of 3.1.21 is that an arrow between diagi'ams is sym­
metric if the diagrams are adjunctive.
Now assume that |  | is total and consider, for given n E N , the set
nj, I a has source n}.
If a, a' both have source n, they ha,ve a unifier, say {b,F). Let a" =  a ; 6 == a' ; 
Then
= (!«]! ; N )^
> W '
Likewise, > \a 'Y ', so n/  ^ is directed.
3 , 6 . 2  D e f i n i t i o n . For total diagram |- |, th e  v iew  o f |- | at :i, |n |* ,  is  defined to 
be V n/ .^
Notice that > 1, with equality if |- | is expanding.
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3 - 6 . 3  P r o p o s i t i o n .  I f cone-c over |> | is  total, > |a |^ ' for any a : m  -i- n in N . 
Furthermore, i f  c is expanding, so is |- |, and it is determined by c, viz: | a |  =
P R o o f :
Cm =  I«1 ; ; [al“
If c is exp an d in g  th is  becom es
> N  
1 =  14 ; 1 ; 1 4 “
=  |a |^
Also
Cm ; c~ =  14  ; Cn ; c~
=  14
Thus, when f-| is total, c is total iff every > fn|^.
We can construct contexts to represent both the “bases” and the “apices” of 
cones. Define
apex : obj(Cone) —> objC : c v-»- c©©
base : obj(Cone) —» obj(Diag) : ( |-| o c) |-|
Then we can form the contexts
Apex(jV, (7) =  (7 X apex
and
Base(iV, C) ~  Diag X base
If we have two cones and a (7-arrow between their apices, we can construct an 
arrow between the diagrams which completes the apical arrow to a.n arrow between 
tlie cones.
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3 .6 .4  D e fin itio n . Let /  : Co© —> d©©, with |- | > c, f-J' > d, and î ’I 'jd  both 
singular. Define 'V f  ~  c \ f  \ d~.
3 . 6 . 5  T h e o r e m .
(1) V /  : |- | —> |-J', exact if |- | ' is contracting.
(2) /  : c — > d, exact if d is contracting.
P r o o f :
(1) V / m  ; =  c,,i ; /  ; ; |a | '  (a : m n G iV)
=  ( 4  ; C» ; f - , d~;  1 4 '~ ; | a f
< [ct| ; Cn ; f  ; d~ (with equality if |a | '  is contracting)
= [«I ; v/„
(2) V / fills in {?. d j c, / )  G exactly if d is contracting. |
Now V lias the following obvious properties:
(1) (V /)“ =  V (/~ ), so V / is symmetric if |-|, c are also singular.
(2) If g : udco —> Cco V (/ ; g) > V / ; Vg with equality if d is contracting.
(3) VCco =  Coo iff c is expanding.
(4) If D / ' c  f) we have
v / „ =  V
f ' G D
=  V
so
V / =  Y  V f
/ 'e o
Thus V is an upper static functor : ApeX|^j —> Cone, pivot-exact on contracting 
cones, where
Apexjnj =  Apex j {injective cones over singular' diagrams}.
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But an. injective cone v/hicîi is also contracting is an iso, so the exactness condition 
can be rephrased as ‘‘pivot-exact on iso cones”. And 3.6.5(2) says that
apex V — identity.
T he action  o f fnnctors on  diagram s and  cones.
We now loo.k at how these various entities are transformed by functors. We shall 
apply the results of 3.3 separately to a if-functor F [K < C) and a thread functor 
T, both within C.
In the first case, assume that all diagrams and cones are in K . Then every 
diagram satisfies K  (ie: K  x  O U O x  K), as does every arrow between diagi-ams 
and every arrow between cones. Thus:
3 . 6 . 6  P r o p o s i t i o n .
(1) Î3 a diagram, in K , over N .
(2) I f  r : |- | —> then Fr : /'f-jj exact if r is. In particular, if  c is a
cone, so is Fc.
(3) II IV, : c —b-»- d, then Fi'oo : Fc Fd. It is exact i f  Vco is.
In the second case, assume that all diagrams satisfy fit. Notice that a cone satisfies 
fit when every |a  ; m —> n |, fit.
3 . 6 . 7  P R O P O S IT IO N .
(1) is a smooth diagram.
(2) I f r : |- | -->• I satisfies fit, then Tr  : T |- | exact i f  r is. Again, If c is a 
cone, so is To.
(3) If |- | > c and c satisfies fit ,then !T|-| £> Tc.
(4) If i'oo : c d, and r, d and c, f v  fit, then Tiv, ' Tc Td.
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3 .7  Limits
In this section we see how the concept of limit aa’ises in bicontexts. It is most 
easily defined as a special case of a more general notion, which we .shall investigate 
first. We assume here that all diagrams {again over N) are adjunctions. It is then 
immediate that every diagram satisfies fit and every arrow between diagrams is 
symmetric.
It is interesting that we seem to need to make this assumption in order to get 
a notion of limit. In (l] Gunter shov/s that (dhect) limits exist in the context 
Adj(Type2) following work by Nino {Sj on adjunctions. The implication is that if 
a limit construction in some context is really taking place in a wider bicontext, the 
adjunction constraint on the diagram is going to be required.
3 .7 .1  D e fin itio n . Cone c over |*| is tight jH'every 
By 3.6.3, c is tight iff it is total and every < [n|*.
Henceforth in this,section, cones will be total unless otherwise stated.
3 .7 .2  Lemma. For every a : m n, c" ; 5 dm < c“ ; r,i ; dn 
PROOF:
7^71 5 r^n Î ~  j |i^ ]j J j |^ | j
< c,T ; ; ’h  ; dn
<  c”  ; ; dn
0
Thus, since N  is a net, the set {c~ ; r„ ; dn | n 6 N }  is directed. So we can make:
3 .7 .3  D e f in it io n . The modulus of c, r, d is
jc ,  r ,  d j   ^n  ) dn . Cfxj  ^ d'oo
n€N
In case |- | — we write jc, d[ for jc, j|-|, d] and [c] for jc, c|. If jcj =  1, c is a- unit 
cone.
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Notice that if we treat r as a diagram in Hor(C), (c,d) is a cone over r  whose 
modulus is (jc[, jdj).
We first list without proof some basic properties of modulus.
3 . 7 . 4  P r o p o s i t i o n .
(1) [c, r, d\ is continuous hi &Ü three arguments, ie: qua function
I',', "I : Diag[|-|,Coo] X Dia.g[|-|, |-|'] X Diag[|-|', d«,| C[cco,doo|
(2) jc[ < 1 iFc is singular.
(3) |c , r ,d | -  =  | d , r - , c |
(4) If r : |- | — , then jc, r, dj ~  jc, (r ; d)| {the exactness here is to ensure that 
r ; d is a cone).
The next proposition describes the behavioui’ of the composite of moduli with 
respect to the modulus over a composite arrow.
3 . 7 . 5  P r o p o s i t i o n , jc, r, dj ; jd, s, cj > jc, (r ; s), e|; with equality if d is tight. 
P r o o f :
jc, r, u| j Id, s, c| \y  Î j dfi J 3^ . C;%)
— \ J ((-ft j ! ^n)
=  |c, (r ;s),e |.
If d is tight, we can continue from the first line with:
a;n—*n‘ 
o.-n—+1'*'
=  Va'.n—> n'!
n
= jc, ( r ;s ) ,c j
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3 .7 .6  C o r o l l a r y . In particuiar, |c,d| ; jd, cj > jcj, and if c and d are both tight 
unit cones, |c, dj : Coo — doo.
3 .7 .7  T h e o r e m . jc,r, d[ : c d , exact i f  c h  tight and r is exact.
PROOF: The first part is immediate because, c being total, c“ ; r ;d fills in the right
side of (r, d | c,?) in . For the exactness we have
^rn } l^ j n dj ~  C-m î \ J ÎV J d,j)
=  \ J  [crn ; c“ ; rn ] d„) because N  is a net
= V ; C n ; ; d„)a:m—+ n= V (1*1 ; ; d„)
^  ; I^F ; dn) because r is symmetric
a.b
a,b
a,6
=  \/(d?i ; I a ; if ' ; d'„) because r is exact 
a,b
— \ f  (Du 5 d„i )
a,b
— î'm ; dm since m is fixed
Some of the behaviour of modulus can be encapsulated in the statement that it 
is a lower static functor from Basei to Cone, where
Basel =  Base [ {total unit cones over adjunctive digrams},
which is p>ivot“exact on tight cones. And base j • [ ~  identity.
3 .7 .8  T h e o r e m . : c — d, then jc,r, dj < jcj ; Too, with equality if h'
exact.
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P R o o f :
For a.ny n,
f'n > ^  Cfi J i'oo
Tims
j dn — ^n > > o^o
vdience
jc, r, dj <  jcj ; Vco
with equality all through if Tco is exact. |
The next Corollaiy gives the essential propei ties of the modulus.
3 .7 .9  C o r o l l a r y . Let c foe a unit cone. Then
(1) jc, r, dj is least amongst arrows from c to d over r.
(2) There is at most one exact arrow from c to d over r,  which is jc, r, dj.
(3) I f c is tight and r  is exact, jc,r, dj is the unique exact arrow from c to d over r.
P\irt her more, for tight unit cones (over the same diagram), 3.7,6 ensures that 
their modulus is a unique iso between them.
This corollary tells us that tight unit cones a.re simultaneously limits and colimits 
in the underlying category. However, we shall call them simply limits, and reserve 
the term cclinih for a sp n i -1 c %-c. th- icfjre r :ake L.r f: he wing niuon:
3 . 7 . 1 0  D e f i n i t i o n .
(1) A tight unit cone over an adjnsictive diagram is a limit,
(2) An injective limit is a colimit.
(3) An iso colimit is degenerate.
Notice that, by 3.7.4(2), a limit is singular, and therefore an adjunction. And by 
3,6.3, the base of a colimit is injective a aid uniquely determined by the colimit. In
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this case each — |n |*  = 1, so c is necessarily tight. Thus a colimit is simply an 
injective unit cone. Moreover, if a diagram has a colimit, all its limits are colimits.
Hence we have that, qua functors from Basci to Cone, modulus is pivot-exact on 
limits, and V is defined on colimits and pivot-exact on degenerate ones.
It is also worth remai’king that if we treat r as a diagr am in Hor(C'), we find that 
the cone (c,d) with apex |c, r, d| in Hor is total and tight (injective), when both c 
and d are, and therefore is a (co)limit when c and d axe.
3 . 7 . 1 1  P r o p o s i t i o n . I f  cone c over |- | is  a  Ihnit and r : Ccc — s;, then'c ; r is a 
lim it.
P r o o f :
(c ; r)» =  Cn ; ; C~
=  C^
so c ; r is tight.
|c ; r| -  s % (r  ;c*;r)  
=  r~ s u p n i c ^ ) r
~  J.IÎ
Thus c ; r is also unit.
T he action  o f functors on  lim its,
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We now look at how functors affect moduli and Imiits. Let K  < C  and assume 
that all diagrams and cones are in K. Let F  be a functor that is /C-end-exact. This 
implies that every i^|-| is adjunctive and every Fc is total.
3 . 7 . 1 2  LEMMA.
(1) AT, .F (in r) < (ffr.!)-
(2) If c is tight, so is Fc,
PROOF:
(1)
a :n —+ n '
< V
(2 )
fciFn—*ri'
(fi» !)*
< r ( [n ir )  
<(rin|)* by(l)
We consider the two particular cases of a /f-functor and a thread functor, both of 
which are indeed If-end-exact. Observe that A’-end-exactness preserves injections 
in K .
So let F  be a A-functor.
3 . 7 . 1 3  P r o p o s i t io n . lF c ,F r ,F d \~ F ‘c,r,dl 
P r o o f :
\Fc,  F r , F d \  - -= \J (FcZ  ; f r „  ; M „ )
"  F \J{^n I  ^M Î
P |c ,r, dj
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3 . 7 . 1 4  C o r o l l a r y .  I f c is a, [coj lim it m K , so is Fc.
P r o o f :  B y  3 .7 .12 , Fc is t ig h t. A lso  \Fc\ ~  P |c | =  1 and JC -end-exactness gu aran­
tees  th a t  jPc is in jective  if  c is . |
Now let T be a thread functor.
3 . 7 . 1 5  P r o p o s i t io n . jr/Y',Tr,Tdj > 7'\c,r,d\ with equpJity if  c~ ,r and r , d fit. 
P r o o f :
\Tc,Tr,Td\ = \ /{ToZ  -.Tr^-.Td,.)
^  {c~ ) r„ ; d„) (= if c~, r and r, d fit)
-  T[c,r,d{
3 .7 .16  C o r o l l a r y .  If c is a  (co)iimit, s o  is Tc.
P R o o f : B y  3 .7 .12 , Tc is tight. Also jcj =  |c, |* |,c j .  Since c is adjunctive, c“ , | - |
and I I, c fit. Thus |7’c] =  2’jcj — 1, Again, A-end-exa-ctness guarantees that Tc is
injective if c is.
Finally in this section, we look at the possibility of extending the domain of 
definition of a functor to include certain limit objects (ie; the apices of limit cones); 
Chapter 5 w il l  p r e s e n t  an  a p p l ic a t io n  o f  t h e  C ''n?‘-’-n< 'ticn .
Let J  < K  C full such that every x G objC is the apex of a colimit over some 
jy~diagram in J , and that every such diagram has a colimit. If F  is a ./-functor 
from K  to G, we show how to extend it to act upon the whole of C.
Given | ‘|  €  Diag(AT, J ), we know that P |- | is also one. Nov/ define (|-| > c, |- | '  > d 
and /  : Coo dco )
P : Apcxjcolimits — Cone!colimits 
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" I
by
Fc =  some (necessarily co-)limit over F |- | AoC 
=  ( f c . f V A f d ;
This is well-defined because V / G JC since K  is full. In fact, F  is the composite 
functor I I A base V.
Since F is upper and modulus is pivot-exact on colimits, F  is upper. We can now 
extend F  to the whole of G by
F { f : X y) =  apex F { f : Coo -»■ dœ) 
where x ~  Coa,y ~  d ^ .
3 . 8  T h e  L im i t  F u n c t o r ,  F^
In this section, F  is a A-functor, with K  < C. We also take N  to be the category 
{(m, n) j m < n e  w}, with objects {n,n) (abbreviated to n), {m,n) : m —» n, and 
(m, n) ; (n, p) =  (m,p). It is easy to see that this is a net.
3 . 8 . 1  D e f in i t i o n . Adjunction k : x Fx  S  K  is an F-seed.
Note that 0 : æ Fx  is an F-seed iff a: is a zero object. We now use F  to generate 
a diagram from an F-seed in a standard manner.
The diagram l-]k,F • W —» K  is defined by (drop the subscript(s) when there is
no confusion, and write |m , n | for |{m, n)|)
:n] =
j[m, n | =  F'^k  ; • • • ; for m < n
We shall call such diagrams F-diagrams.
3 . 8 . 2  P r o p o s i t io n . |  is an adjunctive diagram, with F^'fm, n]| =  |m-f-y, n +
Ü-
Now suppose that |- | > i is a limit in K, whence F |J  t> Ft is also. Such an i we 
shall call an F-lirnit.
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3 .8 .3  D e f i n i t i o n . Define by .
3 .8 .4  P r o p o s i t io n , •i’*' is a limit over F |-||, with =ioo*
P r o o f : O bviously  )«'*'{ =  jz| — 1.
K ) ^  =  i b i
=  ! « + i f
=  V  I” + + l b
n '>n
n'>n
=  R W )*
0
There is therefore a unique iso between ico and Ftco over F |- | ,  namely j î+ ,F î j .  
We shall refer to this modulus as %. Nov/ define;
3 .8 .5  D e f i n i t i o n ,  next — j n > O}, where nextn — F^ *'k — |n , n -I-1 | .
It is obvious that next : |-j We can use it to describe ii as a modulus
involving both i and Fi.
3 .8 .6  T h e o r e m , ü =  jz, next, Fi\
P r o o f :
= V(*"+i ' F [ n e x t n  ;i„+i))n
—  \ / ( f n - » - i  ' , n e x t „ ^ x  ;  F î n + i )
3 . 8 . 7  C o r o l l a r y , next ; Fi is a limit (over | - | j .
PROOF: Because next is exact, i ; % -- next ; Fi and n is an iso. |
Nov/ let k' : x' — Fx* be another F-seed with F-limit i', and suppose there is 
j'o : X —> X* such that (ro,Fro) : A: —» A:' in Vcrt{C'), We shall call tq an F -seed
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arrow from k to k’, and write ro : h k '. If we have equality, zp is exact, and we 
write To : k — k*. Notice that, if k : æ —> Fx  ia au F-seed, so is F/c and k itself is 
an F-seed arrow from k  to Fk. Given this situation, we make:
3 . 8 .8  D e f i n i t i o n ,  r». =  F ^ vq and  F * ro  =  { r„  | n > 0}.
3 .8 .9  T h e o r e m . F*ro : with exactness if  tq is exact.
PROOF: Writing |- | and |- | ' for the two diagrams and r for F*ro, we have
f’m ; |w , n |' =  F ^ro  ; F^& ' ; |m  +  1, n |'
=  F"'(ro;A :3;|(m  +  l ,» y
< F**^ {k ; Fro) ; |m  +  1, n |' (— if ro exact)
=  F '" t ;F " '4 - l r o ; |( m + l ,n j | '
-  |m , m +  1| ; +  1 ; |m  +  1, n |'
A simple induction on (n -- m) establishes the result. |
The properties of squares tell us that the F-seed arrows from k to k', are a 
subtype of VertjAz, kf]. And since F  is upper, the composite of F-seed arrows is also 
one. Thus the F-seed arrows form a bisub Seedp <~ Vert (symmetric because tlie 
seeds are adjunctions). Clearly the composite of exact F-seeds is exact if either is 
in K . Furthermore, we have
3 .8 .1 0  LEMMA. Let ro : k —^  k', so : k* k’* be F-seeds. then F*ro G K  if 
vq G K, and F" (ro ; Su) > F 'tq ; F"so with — if either ?o or SQ is in K .
P r o o f : If F ''(ro;so) > F^?’o;F*T^o, then (j'o ; so) > F'^ "^  D'o ;F '‘‘^ Fso because 
F  is upper. Use induction on n. If ro (say) is in K , so is every F'Vo, whence these 
inequalities become equalities, and F*ro G K . |
Clearly F* is continuous and symmetric, so we have
F* is an upper functor : Soed^  ^ —> Diagj{F-diagi'ams}
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In fact, we can say that F* is a If-functor, with the obvious understanding of
« A < S e e d X .
3 .8 .11  D e f i n i t i o n .  F^,-iî*o =  j f , r , f ' j .  O m it the subscripts when i.i* are under­
stood.
3 .8 .12  P r o p o s i t i o n .  F ‘'b'o : i  — > i* , w ith  exactness i f  7'o is exact and in K  i f  
To is.
Using the previous Lemma., we see, since modulus is pivot exact on limits, that 
becomes a A-functor
: Seed x sta r t  —> Conej{F-limits}
where
s ta r t : F-lirnits —> F-seeds : (|-| t> z) h->- |0, l]
A we iiov/ assume that every F-diagrarn has a limit, and if we choose one for each 
diagram (AoC) to furnish the object-function, we can make F^  ^ into a A-functor 
over Seed itseU:
F'^ : Seedf’ —■> Conej{F-limits)
In this way F'^ becomes a left inverse for the functor
5ced ( )o base
Thus, with a slight abuse of terminology, we can say that F ‘"' is also a A-functor. 
And the iso a above is just F'Fiexto F^h.
3 ,9  S o l u t io n s  o f  F u n c t o r s
The kind of limit construction just described "was originally introduced by Scott 
as a way of “solving F '\  ie: finding an type x with x Fx. We now look at how 
such solutions can app ear aa parts of objects in a bicontext.
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First we define a way of treating parts as a kind of “subobject” and of viewing 
an interior : x y as injecting p < x  into q < y. Henceforth in this section, C will 
be some fixed interior bicontext. Also, let K  <“  C  and F \ C —> C he a JC-fiinctor.
R ela tive  Injections,
3 .9 .1  D e f in i t io n .  Let /  : a* —+ y with p ^  s:, g < y, then f  is a relative injection, 
when p < f  ] g \ f~  ’ Write f  : p ^  q. When / “ : ç p as well, /  is a relative iso, 
written f  : p ~  q.
3 .9 .2  Lem m a. IS f  \ p q, then g > f ~  ; p ; /
PROOF:
/■ " ; ? ; /<  /■" ; f  ; g ; / "  ; /
< a
3 . 9 . 3  C o r o l l a r y .  If /  : p £= ç, then p =  f  \q  \ f~~ and q ~  f  ; p ; / .
We list without proof some basic properties of relative injections, which justify 
the terminology.
Let /  ; X y, p:y-+z and let p < x, g < y ,r  < z.
o If /  : p s) 9 and p* < p, q < q’, f  < f ,  then f* : p' ^  q*
o f  : X ^  y df /  is an injection 
e- 1 : p ^  p' iff p < p'
o M f  : q and y : ç ^  r, then /  ; g : p r
o /  : p Ç then f  : p" ^  q~
N ow  let p, g, r all be in Fx
O If p : Ç ^  r, then g < [p, p~, r} 
o If p : g }*, then g =  r < {p, p” }
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3 . 9 . 4  T h e o r e m . For p < %, the folhv/mg are equivalent:
(1) p is strong
(2) p =  p -  =  p ; p
(3) p :p  =  p
(4) p : p ^  X
P r o o f ; We a lready know  from  3.2 th a t ( l )  and (2) are equ ivalen t.
(2) im p lies (3): p : p ^  p ^  P < P J P ; p"  Sz p < p~ ;p ;p
(3) im p lies (4): Im m ed ia te  from  th e  lis t  above.
(4) im p lies (2): p '■ p ^  x => p < p ; p~ < p~ => p rr; p ~ r= p j p |
3 . 9 . 5  D e f i n i t i o n .  Let f  : x —+ Fx and p <  z  such that /  : p =  Fp. Then p is a 
so lu tio n  o f F  in  m ed iu m  / .  Omitting the medium signifies “in some m ed iu m  ”,
It is immediate that o; itself is a solution iff the medium is an iso.
W e now  w an t to  consider how  a part o f  x m ay generate a  so lu tion . To th is  end ,
w e m ake th e  fol.lov/mg d efin ition s. L et /  ; x Fx, g : y Fy. T h en  is th e  
recursor A r .( /  ; Fr  ; g~) on  Cjo;, y], and /  /« .p  g {we sh a ll o m it th e  F
v/heu  it is u n am b igu ou s). T h en  w e say  th a t  c  generates r : x y (v ia  f,g )  wh en
a <  r <  /  /a 9- r is inductive  w h en  0 generates it.
Thus, in particular, we can talk of a “solution generated by a”, an “inductive 
solution”, etc.
Notice that ({) lakes Fx to Pz, and that a < 1 ^  / / « /  < 1. In this case 
/ : / / » / #  F {j  /« /)  and ; o. ^  Fa.
Now if p < z is a solution, it is a fixed-pomt of (^), but does the converse hold? 
A solution must also satisfy Fp =  / "  ;p ; / .  This will follow if /  is a projection; for 
then RHS =  /^  ; Fp ; =  Fp. Thus
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3 , 9 . 6  P r o p o s i t i o n , The solutions h. projection f  are precisely the fixed-points
(/)■
III particular, /  / /  is the least solution and the only inductive one.
Henceforth, a medium will always be a projection in K.
How can solutions in different media, be compared? The obvious starting point is 
to examine the situation where /  : x Fx, g • y Fy and h : z F z  are media 
with r : X y and s : y —> z  (see Diagram 3,9). To do this, we must look more 
closely at the behaviour of (]) and / . In the situation just described we have
~  g ;F r  ; /
so, if a is a seed for (^), induction on n gives
for every n > 0, whence
3 . 9 . 7  P r o p o s i t i o n ,  { f  U  g ) ~  9 la f
P r o o f :
— if r or
We can now prove
3 . 9 . 9  T h e o r e m . Let a : x y ,b  : y  z  he seeds for (^), (^) respectively. Then
f  / a 9 \  9 f b h <  f  / a , bh
with equality if  either a or b is in K .
P r o o f : By the previous Lemma, r ]s < t  (Q r  ; (f)s  < ({ )u , so induction on 
n gives
for every n > 0, whence
f  /a 9 ] 9 /b h  f  fa;k h.
Moreover, under tlie extra conditions either cveiy or every is m if , so 
every
AT
“ ' ( 0  * ” ( 0
and equality holds in the result. g
Nov.’' suppose that a : x —>■ x and b : y y are seeds for (j!) and (p  respectively, 
and that r E if  is a seed for . Then
{ f  f r g ]  ' , { 9  Ih 9 )  ; ( /  / r  £f)“  =  ( /  ir .9) ; {9 fh p) ; (9 / r -  / ) “
“  /  /r;b;r" /  hy the previous theorem, since r, v~ €  if. 
So if a, h are parts and r : a ^  b, we have
In particular, if r : a ^  6, then f  Jr g f  ja f  ^  9 1'h 9, so isomorphic seeds produce 
isomorphic solutions in whatever medium. And since 0 : 0 î2?) è and 0 ; 0 0,
every inductive solution injects into any solution, and ail inductive solutions are 
isomorphic. Recalling Section 3,8, if k : x Fx  is an P-secd, we saw that F ’^ k : 
X == so is a solution of F. In particular, we have
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3 .9 .1 0  T h e o r e m . F^O is the inductive solution o f F.
3 . 1 0  D o u b l e t s
In this section we introduce a means of relating together two bicontexts in such 
a way that they have many properties in common. The concept bears a similarity 
to adjoints in conventional category theory, but the ordering replaces the natural 
transformations of the latter. An application of the correspondence will appear in 
Chapter 6.
3 . 1 0 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n . A doublet is a pair üf, jb of hicontexts (the high and lov/ 
halves) and thread functors down : H  izf L : up such that, for any h E if, ! E A
(1) up down h < h
(2) douui up I > I
(3) down 0 ~  0
It is coincident when II, L are coincident and up, doion are static. The stable 
arrows of ff, L are those with equality in (l) and (2).
Note that (1) and (2) imply that up down h || h and down up I \\ I.
3 . 1 0 . 2  D e f i n i t i o n .  H G. H, I g L  m atch  when down h ~  I and up I = h.
The following basic properties of a doublet are immediate, 
o down up down = down 
o up down up ~  up 
e U p  0 =  0 (so every 0 is stable).
® up, down constitu te , a b ijection  o f ob jects , ie; all ob jects are stab le ,
e M atch in g  arrow s <ne stab le . C onversely, s ta b le  h m atch es doxon h and sta b le  I
m atch es up I.
The next proposition tells us that doublets restrict to doublets on suitable cubs.
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3 . 1 0 . 3  P r o p o s i t i o n .  I f <r II, V  <3~ L, down takes H ‘ to L' and up takes 
L' to H ', then down : I I ' ^  L' : up is also a doublet, coincident if  the original is. 
In particular, down : P a rt(jf ) Part(Ir) : up is a doublet.
T h e  halves o f a d o u b let can  have com m on  p roperties by d in t o f various th in gs, 
n o t ju s t  aiTOws, b e in g  m ad e to  match. O f particu lar  im p ortan ce  in  th is  regard are 
m a tch in g  tran sla tors, recursors, fu n ctors, lim its  and so lu tion s.
M atch ing  T ranslators, R eciirsoi's and Functors.
3 . 1 0 . 4  DEPINITIÔN. bet T jf , Zf, be translators in. II, L respectively. They match 
when, for appropriate I G L, h G II  the following hold:
(1) up TiJ < Tnup I
(2) doxan T/f h > Ti,down h
with equality when I in (1), or h in (2) is stable.
Thus the bundles that % ,  Tc, act between must correspond under the doublet. 
We shall refer to a stability-prcserving translator as stable,
Without labouring the point too much, we may allow the Ts to be polyadic, in 
which case up, down will, as appropriate, be taken to mean up\dow nF
The two conditions in this definition are actually equivalent, although the asso­
ciated equalities are not. The next proposition gives the full picture.
3 . 1 0 . 5  P R o p o sit io n .
(1) The inequalities are equivalent.
(2) The equalities- are equivalent if  2// and Tr, preserve stability.
(3) The Grst (second) equality implies Tj£ (Tl ) preserves stability.
PROOF: We sh a ll on ly  prove one h a lf  in  each  case, the o th er  ha lves bein g  ex a ctly  
an alogou s.
(1) down Tjjh > down T^down vp h
> doxon up l\d o w n  h
> TL,down h
(2) Let h be stable. Then
down Tjjh  =  down Tjidown up h 
~  down up 2jr,down h
— Ti,down h
because down h is stable and Tl  preserves stability.
(3) Let h be stable. Then
up down T^jh up down T^up down h
— up doxim up 2%down k 
~  up Tj^down h
=  Tnup  down h
Hence, to prove that Tjj and 2% match, it suffices to prove one inequality plus 
corresponding equality for stability, and that the other T  is stable.
3 .1 0 ,6  Lemma. If the doublet is coincident and Tj/, 'match they are parallel.
PROOF: Let I ’l, be from to x ',y '. Let 1 : x y G L. Then up I : x y 
and tip T[,l II 2'f/ttp 1, which implies that 2/f is from x ,y  to, say, x" ,y" . Let 
h : a; Î/ C if , so that
T j ï h  ) (  2 2 f u p  f
I I  « P  
ll^ -J
Thus x" ~  x' and y” ~  y '. i
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Now let Jfj/ <  H  and Ki, < L, and let Fh : B  —» H, : L —» L be a. K h and 
K l  functor respectively. Fh , Fj^  match when appropriate corresponding bundles are 
matching translators, ie: for any objects x ,y  G H, Fh {x, j/j and F^ldown z, down t/] 
are matching translators. The same comments apply to preserving stability. 
Furthermore, if the doublet is coincident, Fh  and Fl agree on objects.
3 . 1 0 . 7  L e m m a  ( M a t c h in g  I t e r a t i o n ) .  G iven  matching recnrsors or func­
tors, X j i ,X l  on H ,L  respectively, and matching arrows h ,l (to which X 'h ,X h  are 
respectively applicable), then  for an y n > 0
down(%gh) =  %2f
Moreover, each iterate is stable.
P r o o f : By induction on n. Assume true for n: then both X'^h, .Y£l are stable. 
Thus
dow»(%;;.+^h) =  down % (X j}A )
=  X l  down{X.Hh)
and
=
up(Ar2+^Z) =  down %/:(%2/)
=  X h  downjX'll] 
=  %^(A:^h)
Clearly the result holds for n 0 — this is just the matching of h, I.
3 . 1 0 . 8  C o r o l l a r y .  L et  i? jj, be m atching recxirsors, w ith  m atch ing  seeds 
Then Q xa jjU ff  and iiXoiblL m atch. Hence both LF P s axe stable.
PRO OF: Apply the Lemma, and take sups. |
We can also define the idea of matching joinsfsxims), being matching functors for 
which the injections also match.
M atch ing Lim its.
First, suppose that |-|ijr, | - | l  are matching adjunctive diagrams (over the same 
net N, in H ,L  respectively). Then, since up, doxan are thread functors:
«> If | - | j /  t> in  is a (co)limit, so is down\-\H > down in  
® If | - | l  > i>L is a (co)limit, so is > up ii,
Thus xip doxan ijj, down up aie stable limits . We shall call them matching 
limits.
Second, let Fjj : H  —> H, Fj, : b  —+ b  be matching functors (a K jj-  and K l - 
functor respectively), with matching seeds kjs : x  —> F ^x, kj  ^ : y —> Fj^y. Then the 
Matching Iteration Lemma guarantees that |-|fc„,jr-v matches , whereupon
we can proceed as above to establish matching limits.
h la tc h in g  S-.hjtions.
Any lower functor will preserve relative injections (and a fortiori relative isos). 
Hence up,do'wn v/ill do so; furthermore, if h : pn  =  ç/j E id, we have
up doum PH < up down h ; up down qn ; up dovrn h~
< h]up  down qn ; h"
a n d  l i k e w i s e
up down qn < h" ; up dovjn pn  ; h
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So h  : up down p n  ~  up dow n qn- In particular, if one of pfj, qn is stable, so is the 
other.
The same argument is valid in L  provided  that the iso  is stable.
A stable solution in one half of the doublet will create a solution in the other 
half. And if the first is generated by a stable seed, the second v/ill be generated by 
the corresponding seed. The precise picture is as follov/s.
Let Fh , FT be matching (monadic) FC'//, FC/^-functors. Let f n  : x h  —* F h Xh , I l  ■ 
+ FijXi^ be media in H , L  respectively (if one is a projection, both are because 
up, dow n  are thread functors).
3 . 1 0 . 9  T h e o r e m ,  ({^ ) and  (y^) are m atching lecursors on P x h  and P x^.
P r o o f :  F irst, n o te  th a t  for any m ed iu m  f  : x ~> F x  and p <  x, f , F p  fit, as 
do Fp,  f ~ , b ecau se  ~  1 and Fp  < 1 .  So any thread fu n ctor  T w ill have
T  { f;) ,.p )  = Tim:
-\JH /
because up Fj,pL <  F jf up Pl  with =  if p/, is stable 
and similarly
f ( f ) J  = (£)\ \ J H /  F,j J  \ JL  J rfot,, np,,ioi
Pl,  Y.’ilh =  if PH  hi stable
down  \ } h  j .J
ÎL
I l J p
3 .1 0 .1 0  T h e o r e m .  Let p h  <  x h , P l  be matching-. Then
(1) If  aHfO-H a r e  m atching  seeds for  (y^) and (y '^), then cih generates  Ph  iff oh 
generates  p/,.
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(2) P// is a a solution iff pi, is.
PROOF:
(1) We know that f n  Aa fiJ matches far. fù , so < Ph  < h i  A/r f n  i*! <
pL < ÎL A t /a
(2) If Pi/ is a solution of Fh , then
P H  <  PL <  d o w n ^ ^ ^ p i f  ~  0 ^ 1  Pf,
and
Fh Ph  < fn  ; Ph  ] f n  => fc P z , < I l  \ PL \ f h
The converse is analogous.
3 ,1 1  C  ONSTRU CTORS
In this section we look at a way of extending an object function over a Set-like 
bicontext to a functor. The function must systematically construct, in a certain 
sense, the underlying set of an image object from those of its arguments objects.
Let C  be a Set-like bicontext, with K  <” C spanning and pre-compact. Let 
X  — objC. A K-constructor is a function F  : X  (arity /) , together with a
set Op =  U re /’^ Op,, of operators of various sorts r (if r 6  n =  jrj), a set of 
terms, Term =  |J r6x>i Ternie,* where Term, ,a, =  Op,. X xf  and X • • • X Xr^,
and an onto p.u ihd-fuuclion, [■' = U ..f Ar.x with ! ; termr,x Fz.a-e.Y^ " ■
The set of names is Name =  {J rei« Name^.a;, where Name,-,a; — ![-|r,.T;- For term 
oa e  Termr,a:, define |oa| =  (ay j j  =  1 , jr]} and joaj,- = (ay ( ry =  t}.
The import of this is that the elements of F-x can be represented in a systematic 
way in terms of the comx>onent ay.
Now let x ,y  G X^  and A C  OF Consider tuples t =  (o).ai, ...  ^o,„a„l) G Termy ,^% X  
' • ■ X Teririr„,,a; and t' =  (o i^ i,..., o,nb,n) G T e r m ,- ,X - X Term.;.„„y (each ay E
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, bj' G y’’’) — write t ==,„ t'{x,y). These hi duce the finite relation.
1 J ~  k ~  l,.,.,jry |} C X | t y )
t.j
because each ay^ G x^j,. a.ud fcy^  G yrj^ ,
If the /-tuple of restrictions of this relation to each U%,j X l^ yiO (^be 
induced relation) is in (Aj, we shall say that t , t '  satisfy A  (in case A =  Aq for 
Aq Ç C, we shall say simply “satisfy Aq”). Notice that the tuples must be congruent 
in the sense that the corresponding terms must lio.ve the same operator. We shall 
call Uy [ry|,- the component of t.
We now impose two conditions on a constructor. The first requires that the “if- 
structure” of Fx  is determined by those of the X{ in the sense that, given tujîles 
({oiai],..., from F x  and ((oi6j.|,..., from Fy, if the a's “look like”
the Fs (with respect to / /) ,  then the two tuples will look alike. The second requires 
that namehood is similarly determined. Thus;
(G r) If t ~,n t'[x, y) satisfy K , then {((ty), (fyj) j f  “  1,..., m} : Fx  —> Fy  is in K
(Cjv) If t t'[x, y) satisfy K  and t G NamCr,», then f' G Name,.,y
We now extend F  to as follows. For r : x ~y y G C define
Fr  =  {({ij, f/j) I t =1  N(.r, y) satisfy {r}}
Thus [oa] Fr (o'6j when o ~~ o' G Op^ and every ay )>,■ bj (f G . l ,j  ~  1,..., [rj).
3 .11 .1  PROPOSITION.
(1) jFr : f z  f y m G
(2) f  1 =  1
(3) r < s impBes Fr < Fs
(4) f ( r - )  == (F r)-
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So F becomes a monotonie symmetric pre~fnnctor. But If D y  r, then t, t' satisfy 
r iff they satisfy some d G D, because the induced relation is finite, so that:
(a) each induced relation is finite
(b) all but finitely many induced relations are empty
Hence F  is also continuous, and we have 
0 . 1 1 . 2  T h e o r e m .  F is a. functor on CF
Next we show that
3 . 1 1 . 3  T h e o r e m . F k  within K .
P r o o f :  Let n \ x y g  amd let [ty] Fv. [j — 1,..., m). Since the relation 
induced by (ty)y, ( t y ) y  is the 2-wise union (over j  ~  1,..., m) of those induced by the 
t y , t y ,  and each of the latter is <  u, the former is also <  u. Hence (ty)y, ( t y ) y  satisfy 
Æ. Thus by C r
{ ( k ' j ,  K ' l )  I y  -  I .  - 5  m }  G  K
So every finite r C Fu is in i f ,  whence Fu  G if. [f
Thus F  is a functor within if . The next theorem shows it is also if-lower
3 . 1 1 . 4  T h e o r e m . F' k  K-lower.
PROOF: Let u : x —> y G , r '. y —> z G CF. We want F[u ; r) <  Fu  ; i ’r. Let 
[oaj F[u ; r)  [ocj. For each j  1,..., jrj o G Op,.), let 6y E Pr_, with ay Urj 6y cy. 
This is possible because each ay PV, 6y. But then oa,ob satisfy if , so ob is a 
name. Clearly
[oa] Fu  {o6j Fr [ocj
and, of course, ob G Term^.y, whence [o6] G Fy. |
We turn to conditions for F  to be exact.
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3 .1 1 .5  L e m m a  ( E x a c t n e s s  l ) .  Let r : x y e  y u : y z  e  , with
every r j  C !ti,- sjid Fu singulaj'. Then F r  ; Fu  =  F (r ; «).
PROOF; We need only prove F r  ; Fu < F[r ; m). Let [oa\ Fr [o6| — |o '6') Fu 
[o'c'], (o 6  Op^,{/ E Opy,). Then for j  = 1, jrj, bj €  !, so 6y E iur,-, so
let Cj be such that 6y cy. Then o6,oc satisfy K, whence oc is a name. Tims 
[o6] Fu  [oc]. By the singularity, [ocj =  (o'c'j. But clearly [oaj F{r ; u) [oc], so that 
[oa] F{r ; u] [o'c'j. |
We now impose a further condition on the behaviour of names.
(Cd) F is directed when, given names ni E Name^.a;) G Namer,,^ with [n-ij =  
[nsj ~  b Q Fx, there is a name n E Namer,» with [nj =  b and {n| Ç jm j H Ins].
3 .1 1 .6  L e m m a  ( E x a c t n e s s  2). Let u : :c y, v : y z  €  K^y with Fu
co-singular and Fv singular. Then Fu  ; Eu — E(u ; v).
P r o o f :  Again, we need only prove Fu  ; Fv < F(ti ; u). Let [ojo-i] Fu  [oj^ij — 
[0262] Fv [02C2], (oi e  Op^^,02 E Op,.^). By directedness, choose name ob (o E 
Opj.) for the middle element, with jo6| C Tt is now possible to choose,
for each bj E |o6| (j — 1 , jrj), ay E joiai j and cy E jogCgj such that oy «r,- by cy. 
As in the previous proof, oa and oc are then names, [oa] Fu \ob\ Fu [oc\ and 
[00.] F{u ; 5.) [ocj. By th 2 sin;ui iriiy condii'.ons -  [:oj ; r) ,o<:j ~ ["2^3 ! 1
By using second-level derived operators, it is possible to show that the composite 
of constructors is also one, but the details are rather tedious.
Jf-A lignm eT it.
From the exactness Lemma.ta. we now obtain
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3 .1 1 .7  T h e o r e m  ( E x a c t n e s s ) ,  If K  ç  Int(C), directed F is exact on K^.
Assume now both the conditions of the Theorem, viz: that K  C Int(C') and that 
F  is dii'ected. We shall show that the requirements for aligning F  to K  are met in 
this situation.
The only condition on F  is that it bw exact on AT, which has just been proven. K  
itself must be pre-compact and spaimlug, which it is by hypothesis. The remaining 
requirement is an alternative: either K  must be projective, or the target bicontext 
must be linear almost-complete, which it is.
Hence we can align E to Jf, and then, because K  C Regint — Int, we obtain
3 .1 1 .8  T h e o r e m .  F^ c is a K-functor.
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Chapter 4.
In d u ctio n
In this chapter v/e take a general view of the idea of inductive proof by isolating 
the concept of an induction principle. Not only do we want a foundation for the 
particular kinds of structural induction mentioned in Chapter 1, but also a general 
explanation of how inductions may be passed by functions from one set to another, 
possibly being combined in some way en route. One example is induction on the 
depth of a tree, say, wliere an induction principle on w creates one on the relevant 
space of trees. Another might be ^nested’’ induction on one variable ^v/ithin” 
another, say proving (Vs;, y)p(a;, t/) by ‘'induction, on y within re”, wherein we tacitly 
use an induction principle on created by combining one on w with itself in a 
certain way.
Let us consider standard Mathematical Induction (MI) on w as motivation for 
our general treatment. If X  Ç w, MI says
0 E X  èc V?'i(fi E X => n -f- 1 E X) => JC ~  oj
Rephrase this as
i j O } U { m + l | n E X } C j r  X =  w ^
and we can see that the crux of the induction principle is the function
M I  ; fw  —» Pw : X h-v {0} U (n -b 1 j n E X}
which has the property that {X Q w { F X  C X} =  {w}. Below we define a 
principle to be a n y  function over subsets and an induction principle to be one v/ith 
this particular property.
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Another example on w is Course of Values Induction (CoV), whose principle is
Notice that every CoV{X) Ç Af/(JC); this captures the idea that CoV is better 
(stronger) than MI because it furnislies a stronger induction hypothesis. We s’mll 
also make a definition along these lines, though we base it rather upon the fact that 
GoV[X) U X  Ç M I[X )  UX, because clearly elements already in X  do not matter.
One further generalisation is desirable. We wish to discuss structural induction 
in an object (%) of some bicontext, so Pw must give way to any such Per. Now Pæ 
has a top (æ itself), and much of the initial theory can be couched solely in terms 
of an order with top — later it v/ili become necessai'y to assume completeness of 
the order, but in the presence of top this is guaranteed by almost-completeness.
Having set the scene, we now turn to the technicalities.
C onvention .
Throughout this chapter, X,Yy AyJ3... (typical elements a:, y, o, 6...} v/ili be types 
with a top, denoted by 1 (possibly annotated), and C',... will be bicontexts
4 .1  D e f in i t i o n s
4 .1 .1  D e f in it io n . A principle on X  is any function Q : X —> X. StepQ is the 
subset {z E X  I Qx < a;}. Q is an induction when StepQ =  {l}.
Notice that 1 is the only element which an induction can map Into 0. As men­
tioned above, we shall be especially interested in principles on various Px, where x is 
an object in some bicontext. In such a case we shall refer to a principle on x, or more 
generally, if p < g < æ, a principle on [p, g], being one on (p' E P.r j p < p' < g).
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4 .1 .2  D e f i n i t i o n . For principles on X , de&ne
(1) Q A Q ‘ : X Qx A Q'x
(2) Q V Q‘ : X Q xV  Q'x 
<2+ =  Q v j r
(we are using here the convention that X  stands for its identity).
4 .1 .3  D e f in i t i o n . The strength preorder ^  (no weaker thanj on principles is 
defined by
Q h  Q' 4^ Q+ <
The corresponding equivalence (equipotencej is cr..
We list some immediate properties.
■ Step(Q V Q') == StepQ n  StepQ*
. SbepX =  X
• StepQ"^ — StepQ is the set of fixed-points of Q'^
• If Q is monotonie, so is Q"*'
. Q++ =  Q+
• If Q h  Q% then StepQ D StepQ', in which case Q' is an induction if Q is.
• The Q"^  8 are canonical representatives of the c=:-classes.
• If X is an F  tuple of complete types with Qj a principle on each Ah, then
^ tc p n  4? "  l l te /  StepQ* and [ j  Q is an induction if each Q.; is.
• StepQ is closed under infs.
When Q is an induction, the last property enables a collection of induction proofs
to be combmed into a single proof that the intersection of aU the separate properties 
is universal.
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4 .2  P -PAIRS
Îîi this and the next section we consider various relationships between principles 
on different complete types, embodied in functions between the orders. A function 
f  X  —> Y  is isolating when f x = l  => x ~  1. Notice that the composite of 
isolating functions is also one.
4 .2 .1  D e f in i t io n . A P-pair is a pair of functions s : X  ^  Y  : s* such that
y ^  ^ y ^  sx
It is isolating when $ is isolating, s is a left conjugate for s*, which is a right 
conjugate for s. We may write the P-pair as s : X  ==> Y ,
The composite (s ]t, t* ; s*) of appropriate P-pairs is also one, and any {X ,X )  
is obviously a P-pair, so the P-pairs form a category, indeed, a context taking the 
functions under pointwise ordering. It is, in fact, a sub of the pair-bicontext of 
the context comprising all (small) types and any functions between them (of which 
Type2 is also a bisub); it contains the isolating P-paii's as an inner sub.
The P-pair sub is not symmetric because in general (a*, $) is not a P-pab — when 
it is we have a àt-P-pair. We can similarly talk of P-isos, etc.
4. 2. 2 P r o p o s i t io n . For the P-pair s : X  = >  Y , a i —1 & y < ss*y.
PROOF:
3*1 < 1 => 1 < 3l
s i — 1
Also
S* y < s*y y < 33*y
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I
E xam ples.
(1) Let X  be an /-tuple of complete types. For i G J, xq E X, consider the 
comi>onent projection (•)* : X  Xy (non-isolating) and the superimposition 
function ^o[f] : X* —* X  (isolating).
Then for any X, x* E X i, we have -Xi < x' => x < l[i\x' so l[f] is a left-
conjugate for (•),•. We shall take this P-pair as canonical from Xi to X.
Also, for X* 6  X i  again, rcoHJa:' <  x  =>■ x* <  a-'j, so every æ o(f| is a right 
conjugate for (•),•. Thus the P-pair above is symmetric.
(2) Any jpolyadic functor (of arity I) determines a function : Ht'e/ —> P(Fæ) for 
any /-tuple x of objects. We can therefore talk about a left- or right-conjugate 
for F at Xy referring to this function.
(3) Any function ; {1} —> X  in a non-isolating right conjugate for the only function 
: X  — {!}, also non-isolating.
Now, given P-pam s : X  ==*- F  and principle Q on Y, define principle Q" on X  
to be s ; Q ; s* (ie: Q"*x — s*(Q(sx)) ). Then
4.2.3 Lemma , .r g StepQ’ sa; g StepQ.
P r o o f :  Let Q ^x < x. Then
s*Q(sa;) < x => Q[sx) < sx 
sx  G S t"p Q
4.2. 4 C o r o l l a r y . I fQ  is an induction and s is isolating, Q/ is an induction.
We may say that the induction Q creates the induction Q ' (via s). It is immediate 
that for comp08able P-pairs s ,t  Q'»* = (Q*)', and that Q^ — Q.
The components of a P-pair may be monotonie; in this regard we have
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4 . 2 . 5  P r o p o s i t i o n . If the p air  of/ujDcfcions a : X  F  : s* has s monotoaic, it 
is P-pair iff s* ; s > Y .
PROOF; T h e  forw ard im p lica tio n  is  ju s t  (4 .2 .2 ) . C onversely
s*y < X => S3^y < sx
=»• y < sx
Now let X ,Y  be complete, and suppose now that we have P-pairs sy : X  
Y{, ti ; X* =>- F  for each i 6  /. Define s : X  Hi : s*, i : }7*- X* #  F  : F  by
6Æ =  (six),- iX i
Vi
Then
and
s*y < X ^  Si iji < X Vf G /
=> y* <  Six Vf G I
=>- y < SX
t*y < X => $]y < Xi Vf e  I  
=> y < tiZ i Vf G /
^ y < ^ a
Thus (s, s*), (t, t*) are P-pairs. Moreover, suppose that some s* and every i{ is 
isolating. Then
sa; =  1 =*' s* a: — 1 Vf G /
=î>- X — 1
so 5 is isolating, and
=-> tiXi = 1 Vf G /  
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æ =  1
so t  is isolating.
If y  =  and t is the canonical P-pair (l[f|,(-)t) above, then t ~  t* ~  Y .
Reverting to the general case, we have for each t €  /  since f*l =  1
t(l[f]a:f) — / \ ( j f  j  — i  th en  t {Xi  else 1) 
ye/
=  U x i
and
~  tiy
Thus the ti factor through the (l[f], ( )*), but not uniquely in general.
P rojective P -p a irs .
Let a*: y  —> X  be a projective function with 3*1 =  1. Define s : X  —> Y  by
sx ~  top of {y G y  j s*y < a;}
Then
s*y < a; =*- y < sx
and
=> X =  1
so (s,s*) is an isolating P-pair.
A prime example of this is to create an induction on some integer measure over 
a set, such as the length of a sequence or the depth of a tree. In such a case the 
relevant bicontext will be S et or Part (Set), and X, F  will be some Px and Pu 
respectively. For q G Pu, s*g will be the inverse image of {re j measure x €  y}.
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Since s* is linear it is projective if P® is complete, and obviously satisfies s*y ~  x. 
Any induction principle on w then creates one on x.
Other examples of this kind, associated with functors, will appear later.
4 .3  N e s t e d  I n d u c t i o n s
In this section we define a derived induction vdiich represents the nesting of one 
induction “within” another.
4 . 3 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n .  The set {s® : V  =>■ F  | x  g  X }  o f  P-pairs, indexed by the 
type X , is a P-family for the function s : V X  when for any x E X, v E V we 
have
3xV = 1  => X < 3V 
Notice that si is isolating if s is.
Given principles ,Q ^  on X, F  respectively, the jn’incipie Q* on F  (here the. s 
stands for the whole family) is defined by
Q^v — where x ~  Q^(st;)
A P-pair can be composed with the P-family in the sense that, if t : IF V is 
a P-pair, {( ; gg | a; G X} is a P-family for t ; a.
4 . 3 . 2  T H E O R E M .  I f Q ^ y Q ^  are inductions and s is isolating, Q ' is an induction. 
PROOF:
V G StepQ'* =4- V E  SrepQX’’*
=> G StepQ^
=-> 3.,; y =  1 
=>- X <  su 
=*- sv G S tep Q ^
=*" sv = 1 
=> y =  1
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Again, we may say that create Q3 via a.
As we remarked above, represents induction on within . We shall 
show this more clearly in a later example (it is possible to extend the family concept 
to n-ary families, but the formulation is rather messy).
Notice that since si is isolating, it can also be used alone to create the induction 
Qy,si^ The two inductions are generally incomparable for strengtli, but we would
expect Q** to be better in some sense. We shall return to this point again later.
4 . 3 , 3  E x a m p l e s .
We now present two important examples of nested inductions. Prima facie, they 
may seem contrived; their significance will appear below.
E xam ple 1.
Define
s : A X B  A : {a, o) i-* if b -- 1 then a else 0
and for a G A
3 a : A x  B B  : (o/, 6') i--»- if  a' > a th en  b' else 0
3% : B   ^ A X B : b [ a ,  b )
Then s is isolating and each is a P-pair because
3*6 < (a ',b*) a < a* êc b < b*
=> b < Sa{a‘yb') b*
Also
5 a ( u ' ,  6 ' )  =  1  = > -  o, <  a* &  b* ~  1
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=> a < a' =  s(a', F)
Thus {(sa,5*) I a G A} is a P-family for s, so ii-iductioris on A ,B  respec­
tively create the induction on A x 13 (for the remainder of the example called 
simply Q). Then
Q(a, 6) =  b) where ao ~  Q^s{a, b)
— (ûQj Q*^5ao (a, 6))
In pai'ticular, we have
Q ( l , l )  =  ( Q ^ l , Q ^ ’ l )
Q ( o <  1,1) =  iQ^a,Q‘^ 0) 
Q ( a > Q - ^ 0 , 6 < l )  =  {Q^0,C^®i)
Z Q^O,b < 1) =  (Q^'O.Q^O) 
E xam ple 2 .
Let A?i3 be the set of Inverse monotonie functions /  from A to J3, that is to say, 
monotonie functions from A to the dual order of B, with the property that eveiy 
/ "  [b) is (a| for some a €  A (whence /O =  1).
This implies that V6 G B, 3 greatest a G A with f a > b  — call it bF Then 
f a > b  <4- y  > a. Now b < b' => b  ^ > , so (•)'^  G B I A. Therefore
• ( “  /
' (/u)^ > 3 
. /(&/) > 6
• (/, [-y) is a Galois connection between A and B.
Conversely, if /  : A i=> i? : / '  is a Galois connection, each is inverse monotonie and 
/ '  =  { )^ . Furthermore, if /  <  g with respect to the pointwise ordering, ( )^ < ( )^. 
Hence A I B  can be identified with the set of (left-halves of) Galois connections 
between A and B.
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Obviously Aa.l^ is top m A \ B .  lî H  Q A \ 3  and Va G A, A/tç/r exists, then |
/  Aa. ha =  l \H ,  because f a  >  6 ha > h, VA G H, ie:
r  w  =  n  ['■)h€H
I
É
=  n  (^k] (say) I
h€H
= (  A\h€H j
In paj'ticular, A  ^J3 is complete if B  is.
Given ai < • • • <  a,* G A and &i > • • • > 6** G J3, define [oi “ *■ 6 i , . . . ,  a,, —» 6,*] to 
be the function
Xx .  i f  X — 0  th en  1 e lse if x  <  a i  th en  6i e l s e . . .  if  x  <  On th en  bn else 0
Clearly this function is in A lB .  For to calculate a ~  place b as far to the right 
as possible in the sequence
1 ~  bo > bi > - - > > &n+i =  0,
say bi > b > &M-1. Then a =  o,- in the sequence
0 =  ao < ai < < a„.
Now consider the functions
^ ) : A ; 3 - ^ A
and for any a G A
( ja  : A^ B #  B : [a-+ ]
Then
=  1 =>- /  =  1 (ie : Aa,l) 
fa  =  1 -> a < 1-f
and
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. 1
(a—+ 6 ] < /  =>- b < fa
Hence the set {(( [a-+ j) [ a €  A) is an isolating P-family for so from , j
inductions Q ^ ,Q ^  on A ,B  respectively it creates the induction Q on A 2 B with 
Q f  =  [a -+ fa\ v/here a ~
Henceforth in this chapter, all types will be complete and all bicontexts locally- 
complete.
4 . 4  P a t h s
In this section %ve associate with every induction principle on a complete type an 
ordinal-tuple within it, and vice versa. This association then enables a connection to 
be established between induction via a principle and standard transfinite induction.
It also serves to justify the terminology “nested induction”.
4 . 4 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n , A path in complete type X is a tuple p G Define
P( =  V  Pxx<(
Note that pQ =  0. Because X  is a set, there are two ordinals, say % < (  for which
;Pi — Px* whence < pi. Let a be the smallest such We call this the length of 
p, and refer to p as a p,,-path.
4 . 4 . 2  D e f i n i t i o n . Paths p ,g are eq u ip o ten t, p == g, when they have the same 
length (a) and
Pt =  Çi < a
4 . 4 . 3  P r o po sit io n . U p has len g th  a and ~  g^, < a, then p =  g.
P r o o f ; Let g have length /?. Clearly p^ =  g ,^ < a, so /3 < a. But if ^  < a,
we have pp’< pp, contradiction. |
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Now let Q be a principle on X .  We associate with it a path, also called Q — this 
will not normally cause confusion, because in use the path will nearly always have 
an ordinal subscript; if dktinction is necessary the path will be refened to as p(Q) 
— and defined by transfinite induction (TI) thus:
Qi ~  Q{Qi)
The length of this path we shall call simply the length of Q. Note that, since 
Qo =  0, Qo ~  QO, The following proposition is immediate,
4 .4 .4  P R o p o sit io n . I f  Q is an induction, p{Q) is a 1-path.
Conversely, given a path p on X  of length a, we can define a principle Q(p) (0 
for short) by
( first p( ^  a* with ^ < ct, if such exists 
Oa: =  <
I Pa, else
4 .4 .5  T h e o r e m . p (0 (p )) =  p
PROOF: By TI: assume Oj,- =  Py, V% < Then
0 (  =  o (n ()
=  0(p()
P(, (  < a
Pa,  c  ~  a
I
4 .4 .6  P r o p o sit io n . If p is & l-patk, 0(p) is an induction.
P R O O F ;
Q x  <  X p t  <  X <  a
=> Pa < Æ 
X =  1
I
In general there is not much connection between 0(p(Q)) and Q. But if we define 
Q to be conservative when x <  x* implies Qx < x' or x* V Qx =  x* V qx*, we do have
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I4 . 4 . 7  T h e o r e m . If Q is a conservative induction, then Q(p(Q)) ci Q.
PROOF; For X <  1, ü(p(Q))x — first p^ A T h en  < x, so x V Qp^ =  x  V Qx 
sin ce  p^ ~  Qp^ ^  x. T h u s 0 + x  =  Q + x . |
The significance of a conservative induction, when applied to some Set-like object 
in a bicontext, is that it adds to its argument set as little as is required to enlarge 
it, and this in a uniform way independently of what else the argument happens to 
contain. It thus captm'es the “first element not in the set” idea of CoV induction on 
w, which is indeed conservative in contrast to MI, which generally adds unnecessaiy 
points and is not conservative.
We also have a connection when Q~^  is monotonie.
4 . 4 . 8  P r o p o s i t i o n .  I f  is a monotonie induction, then 0(p(Q]} h  Q- 
PROOF: For x  <  1, f ix  ~  p^ ^  x w ith  < x, g iv in g
=  X Vp(
=  X Vpg V Qp^
-  x V  
<  X V Q'^'x 
=  Q'^x
B
If Q is an induction on object r  of son?: Set-like bicontext, we call it smgîeton 
to mean that for every p G Px, Q p \p  is sin g le to n . CoV on w is singleton, although 
MI is not. Another example on w is
CoV^ : p {smallest even ^  p if such exists, else smallest odd}
Now if Q is a singleton induction on any object x  in Set, it generates a well- 
ordering of X via its path by
~  Qi \  Qi 
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Since Qa ~  x, where a  is the length of Q, it is easy to see that this well-ordering 
of X is of order-type a. Thus, for example, CoV generates the natural well-ordering 
of type w; and CoVg generates a well-ordering of order-type oj +  co.
We now calculate the paths for the nested induction examples of (4.3.3). In each 
case let ,Q  have lengths a, (> 0 ) and 7  respectively.
E xam ple 1.
We shall prove by TI that
(1) Q( = l Q i , Q f )
(2) Qfi+( = { Q t ( ,Q S )  ( < «
whence for ^ < o;
Qp+i ~  { V ^x> V )x<i+« x<P 
~  (Qi-i-o I)
giving 7  =  /? d- a  (unless a  is finite when 7  =  ^ + (a  — 1)).
Thus Q in effect performs followed by in sequence. This is reasonable, 
because ifA  =  Pz, B =  Py for objects x ,y  E C, A x  B  represents pairs of indepen­
dent properties, one on x and one on y. It is like a binary predicate r(a:,y) of the 
form p(z) & g(yj — a proof that r holds universally amounts to the catenation of 
corresponding proofs for p and g.
At this point we can compare
<?'■(«< i,i>) =  ( i .e ^ o )
Thus Q'* obviously has length It makes no use of at all; the induction 
step must include an independent proof of (V%)p(z). To this extent Q’* is worse 
than Q.
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We now prove (1) and (2) by TI;
(1) (  < for ^ > 0, =  (Qo >^f) j  60
=  Q
=  3*(Q^(5a(Qo > 0 f ))) where
so
Q« =  
— {Q^ t Q f )
since < 1. And
Qo =  Q(0,0)
=  <Q^,Q^o)
(2) f < a ;  =  (Of+^j I), so
Q p + i  ~  Q Q p + i
where <
3  — i ) )
~ Q id(
QP'i i — {Qr^K ; Q'^0)
since Q^O < 1  because /? > 0.
E xam ple 2.
Recall that
Q/ = lQ^V- (^3®{/(Q' l^/))l
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'-VIM:; j  ■ .> 1
We prove by TI that for £ < ot, x < /3,
Assume true for all (  with any and for ^ with any %' < %. First we must 
calculate Now if o e  A, 6 G J5, A* Ç A, B* C B
\ J  [o —^ b'] ~  j^ a y  B 'j
b>eB'
and
So
V K ~ ^ b ] ~  [y  A'-^ &j
aeA'
and
V Q p h x ' =  V IQ(-"Qylx'<x x'<x
Hence
and
Thus
Qpi- '^X -  V (Qg Qx]
because < 1
Qp€+X ■” Q Qpi+X
=  [Q f-^Q ''(Q ^(+ x  Q())
But Q f  ~  Q ^ Q f  ^  Q f  because Q f < 1. So 
Qpi+x Q f  "  Qx
whence
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-s
Qx 1
The calculation of is obviously %-alid for Qpa, giving the value [1 —> ij
Thus 7  < j9c£. But for ^ < a, x  < 0  we have
1 ^ =  a
Qpi+x
contradiction.
1 =>
either Qf-
Hence 7  =  /?a, and Q is, in a sense, a “free” lexicographic induction, on B  within 
A.
Again, if we compare which here is /  h-+ [3 —t Q‘^ ( / l ) j ,  we find that it too 
has length fi. It represents a proof of, say, {Vsc, t/)p(ic, y) by proving Ay.(Va:)p{a:, y) 
universal using hiduction on y only. As in Example 1, it is worse in this sense than
Q.
It is useful to know when a P-pair will create an induction of the same length as 
the original.
Suppose s : X  = >  Y  is an isolating P-pair, and let Q be an induction on Y. 
Assume that s has the following property;
( S )
Then we have
« I V V {e Old
J
4 . 4 . 9  T h e o r e m . For any sQ'l =  Q^.
P r o o f ;  By TI. Assume true for all % < Then
V «'(%)
x «= « V ‘‘*(e(«'3x))x<<
=  a y  g*Qy 
x<<
0 ,
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îfc follows that
~  V 
=  5*Q(sQ;)
=  s*Q{Q()
=  g*Q(
Now let Q have length a. Then for any ^
Q( < Q( 3*Q( < Q;
^  < 5Q| =  Q(
=> ^ > a
and sQ* — Qa =  1> whence Q* “  1- Thus Q" has length a.
4 .4 .1 0  DEFINITION. A P-pair satisfying (S) will be called smooth for Q.
4 .4 .11  P r o p o s i t i o n . I f  s, s'* are monotonie and s* ] $ is the identity, then s is 
smooth for any Q (just smooth).
PROOF: Let F ' Ç y . Then
y  r  =  35* y  r
>  5  j  y 3 * y I
L e y  y
> y s s*y
v ey
=  V ? "
which implies
So
M V = V^'L e y  /
V = V «X
x < i  x<€
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4 . 5  I n d u c t i o n s  C r e a t e d  b y  F u n c t o r s
In this section we look at how P-pairs arid P-farniliss can be associated with 
certain kinds of functor, thereby enabling inductions to be created on image-objects.
4 . 5 . 1  A  L i n e a r  F u n c t o r .
Let F  : C —> C* be a linear functor. Given % G obj<7, define th.e function
V ; P(Fa;) —> Pz : g i--> \ J {p | Fp < q}
Then Fp < q =*- p < Vg, and V is clearly isolating, so
V : P(Fa;) #  Pz : F
is an isolating P-pair. By lineai'ity F(Vg) < g, so {p | Fp < g} =  (Vgj. If F  is 
disjunctive, F(Vg) =  q and we have a bi-P-pair.
If F  is bimono tonic, V(Fp) =  p with V monotonie, so P(Fz) projects onto Fx 
(qua T ypo2 objects). In this case, therefore, the P-pair (V, F) is smooth, and every 
induction on x creates one of the same length on Fo: (if F  is also disiunctive. we 
get order isomorphism and a fortiori a P-iso).
4 . 5 . 2  A  M o n o l i n e a r  B i f u n c t o r ,
Let ! : 6'^ —> C  be a monolinear bifunctor. Choose objects x, y G C, and consider 
the P-family of 4 .3 .3 ( j )  applied to the orders P%, Pp, thus:
s : Pa; X Py —» P?; : (p, g) (-!• if q ~  1 th en  p else 0
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and for p G P r
Sp :Px x P y  —* Py : (p', q') i-» if p' > p then  f/ else 0
4: Py -* Pa; X Py : g I-» (p, g)
We can now compose the P-pair V : P(z ! y) #  Pa? x Py : ! from (4.5.1) with this
P-family to obtain a P-family from P (r ! y) to Par, Py. For p G Pa;, q G Py define
the functions
Vg : P(a; ! y) —> Fx :ry~y^\f {p* j p' ! g < r}
Vg : P(z ! y) -+ Py : r  i-> \ J {g' j p Î g' < r)
Then s(Vr) =  V*r and 5p(Vr) =  V^r, so
{ V « :P (3 ;! ! ,) i^ P v :, ,! ( .) |p € P a :}  |
■
is a P-family for V® : P (a: ! y) --> Px. |
We know from 4.3.3(1) that Q-^,Q^ of lengths a,l3 respectively create a Q of
length /3-\- a  on Px X Py, so if F  is bimono tonic Q creates an induction of the same '%
length on P(x ! y). Thus ! behaves lUce a sum, although it has no injections, in that 
every property on x ! y in effect splits into a union of one on x and one on y.
4 . 5 . 3  A  B il in e a r  B i f u n c t o r .
Let ® —> C* be a bilinear bifunctor. Once again we can define V®, V ,^ out
they no longer factor through V as in (4.5.2), because {(p, g) j p@g < r} is no longer 
a rectangle — the product of its component ^projections. However, they do factor 
through the P-family of 4.3.3(2) over Px I Py, as we now show.
Define s : P((x ® y) #  Px  ^Py : a* by
6*/ = V (p®/p)
p < X
Then
and
s* f  < r ^  p <S> fp  < r Vp G Pæ 
=>- fp  < 'ipT Vp G Px 
^  f  < s r
sr — 1  => V%r =  y
=> X <8> y =  X ® V^r =  \^{x  ® g j X ® g < r} < r 
#- r =  1
Hence (s, s*) is an isolating P-pair, and creates inductions on x® y from those on 
Px^Py. Now, given inductions Q®, Q-^  on x, y respectively, let Q be the lexicographic 
induction created by the Galois P-family on Px I Py. We would like to know under 
what conditions s will be smooth for Q, and create a full lexicographic induction 
on X ® y.
Let have lengths a,/? repeclively, so that Q has length /3a. Recall that,
for ^ < os, X < 0
Q «+ x = lo ? - - e i ; i
0i9«+x = IQ( ii Q|+i “♦ <?ïl
Now
6*[p “■* g] ~  V  (p' ® g) V \ f  (p' ® 0)
p'Sr p'£p
~~ p ® q
So
« V («*<?.,) V\n<Pi+x J \ i '< i  j
(t) -- Ap. (largest g such that p 0 q < ( 0 |  ® v) V (Qf 0  Q^))
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We now need to be able to acquire some information about a rectangle (p ® g) 
contained in a sup of rectangles. We can picture the situation as shown in Diagram 
4.1. If v/e seek inspiration from Cartesian product in Set, we find that it satisfies 
the following re c ta n g le  p r o p e r t y
' P <  P i  àz q < q i  or j
0 < p® g < (pi ® gi) V (p2 ® 52) => <
p < P2  & g < g2 or  
P <  P i A p 2 or
g <  91 A gg
Let us therefore assume this property for ® (notice that it implies definiteness). 
Then p ® g < (Q | ® y) V (Q | ® Q^) implies p < Qf or p < Q | & g < which 
implies in turn that p < Qf or g < Q^, so that we can continue from (f) with
=  Ap. if p < Qf th en  y elseif p < Q L j  th en  Q^ else 0 
=  [Q( y, Q 'l+ i'-’-Q^l
— Qpi+x
Hence s is smooth if ® is rectangular.
Suppose now that ® actually Is Cartesian product (x) on S e t (or more generally 
that C is Set-like and ® lifts x). Let Q“^ , Q^ be singleton, and for q G Ord let 
Qn \  Qf] — likewise Q^. Then we have
Qp4+,x \  Q,h+x ~~ IQi ® Q'x) \ ® y) ® Qx)j
=  ( ( 9 ? \ Q s ) s Q » ) n ( Q | ® ( < 2 » \ < 5 ; ) )
— ® (y%}
So Q is singleton and generates the lexicogi-aphic order on x ® y. This case justifies 
the description of nested induction as “induction on y within x” .
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In d u c tio n  on Jo in s  an d  Sum s,
We-now see how a join in bicoiitext C defines a P-pair. We shall make nse of 
3.5.3. Let +  be a join of arity I  and let x & objC'^.
4 . 5 . 4  T h e o r e m . {*)j : ^  x : is a, P-pair, isolating if  +  is a sum, and a
hi-P-pair i f  + is disjunctive.
PROOF: Let p < x, g < 4 Then ~Vp < q ^  p < (+p)[ < q\ so we have a P--palc. 
If + is a snm, then gj — 1 => q>  +{gt) == 1 so the P-pair is isolating.
Now suppose + is disjunctive. Then g| < p => g < -i-(g|) < +p, making (+, (•)!) 
a P-pair. |
4 . 5 . 5  T h e o r e m , {«jji : : {•)_i is a P-pair,
PROOF: pS < q =>- p — p-i|i < g|i |
We can now tie this in with the sum-lilce behaviour of a (mono)Iinear bimonotonic 
functor.
4 . 5 . 6  T h e o r e m . I f  + is a sum, (•)! =  V.
P r o o f : Let q g P(4 æ). Then g\ is the lar gest p G Pæ such that 4 p < g =  V(p ^  
Px I -f p < g} =  Vg. I
4 . 6  P r o d u c t s
We pointed out earlier that it does not seem possible to find a satisfactory limit 
notion of product in a bkontsxt. But for a localiy-complefce bicontext we have just 
seen that a bilineaj; rectangular bifunctor behaves veiy much like a product as far 
as induction is concerned. Certainly ordinary Cartesian product in Set (and other 
Set-like bicontexts) has these properties (plus exactness).
In contrast, the monolinearity of Cartesian product in Type2 makes this functor 
create inductions via V in the same way that it does via its injections qua sum.
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It may be wisest not to tiy  to establish a general notion of product, but if we do, 
the best candidates are probably the poly linear rectangular functors, possibly also 
disjunctive (the rectangulai’ property needs extension to higher a,cities, and becomes 
rather unpleasant — we shall keep to the dyadic case here).
Let us therefore define
4 . 6 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n . Let <s> : C he exact. If  it is bimonotonic monolinear, it
is a weak product; i f  it is rectangular hilineai',it is a strong product.
As with joins and sums, one would want to be able to lift products via a forgetful 
functor. We already know that the above properties, bar rectangularity, do so 
(disjunctivity requhes the composite of forgetful functor followed by underlying 
functor to be disjunctive). We now show that rectangularity also lifts.
4 . 6 . 2  T h e o r e m . If functor ®  : <7® —+ C lifts  —t- O' v ia  forgetful V t C —> 
O ', then ® is rectangular i f  ®' is.
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PROOF; Let f , g  be arrows in C^.  Then
0 <  /  ®  g <  ( / i  ®  g i)  V ( / s  ®  gz) <
0 < y  ( /  ® g)
=  y / ® ' y g
< y { f i  ® gi) V y {/2 ® 9 2 )
' = ( y A ® ' y g j ) v ( y / g ® ' y g 2 )  
y / < y A A y / 2  or
Vg < V g i A V 9 2  or
or-
L y / < y / 3  & y g < y p 2
' f  < f i  A f 2  or
g < g i A #  m 
/  < A & g < gi or
4 , 6 . 3  C o r o l l a r y .  ®  is a w eak, resp, strong product  i f  <S>‘ is.
Exam ples.
(1) Cartesian product’in Set, as we have already seen is a disjunctive strong prod­
uct.
(2) Coalesced product {®) in Seto, defined as the canonical lift of the. Cartesian 
product in Set {via drop) with
Æ ®  1/ — {drop X X drop y) U {0 }
is therefore a disjunctive strong product.
(3) In S im ple2 (Type2|Sirnp) Cartesian product is a (non-disjunctive) weak prod­
uct.
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The following property of strong products makes them even more appealing.
4 . 6 . 4  T h e o r e m . If G is locally-compiete and ® —> C is d efin ite  and  dis­
junctive, the inf of a  non-empty set of rectangles is a. rectangle.
PROOF: Let A  C P%, JB Ç  Py for x ,y  (= objO . Let p = / \A ,  q = / \ B .  If 
/ \(A ® B ) ~ 0  the result is trivial, so assume not. Then p ® q <  A®  B, and for any 
P' < x ,q ‘ < y
Q < p '® q ’ < A ® B  => p‘ < p  h  q' < q 
=*- p' ® g' < P® q
So p®  q is the greatest rectangular lower bound of A ® J5. But by disjunctivity, 
every lower bound of A ® B is a sup of such, hence p ® q ~  /\(A  ® B). |
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C hapter 5
Algebraic Types
In this diap ter we construct and investigate a bicontext of algebraic types. It is 
a Set-like bicoiitext, in contrast to the more usual sub of Type2. In Chapter 6, we 
shall look at the relationship between the two.
Convention,
We shall use square notation for the orderings within the types and for the point- 
wise ordering on functions between types, reserving the pointed notation for the 
bundle orderings of the bicontext. Also, the term *isoinorphisny will mean "Ç- 
isomorpliism”.
5.1 Alg
Let cent be the function over the class Alg of algebraic types that carries each 
one to its centre. Then
5.1.1 D e f i n i t i o n . Alg = Set x cent.
Thus Alg — obj(Alg). We can obviously factor cent through drop : Set Seto, 
so Alg is also Soto-hke.
We now define some spanning subs of Alg, having first introduced the idea of a 
generator.
5 . 1 . 2  D e f i n i t i o n ,  Let x ,y  g  Alg with r c  xj X yj. r i.s a generator when it is 
monotonie and ir is II-closed .
The next definition and theorem justify the term generator.
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5 . 1 . 3  D e f i n i t i o n . For generator r Ç a;j X yj, deBne the fu n ctio n  [r] : æ —+ y  
(acting on all of x), by
frja: =  r(a;j!r)
This is a good definition because ir, being II-dosed, is projective, so (z|!r) is directed 
or empty, whence r(a:|!r) is also.
Henceforth we shall write a:|r for z|!r.
6 . 1 . 4  T h e o r e m , [r] is the smallest (with respect to Q) map extending r. If  
0 ^  !)'; [r] is strict.
P r o o f :
(a)
x Q  x’ => xjr Ç æ'|r
=> r(o:jr) Ç r(a;'|r)
=> [r]a; C [r|æ'
so [r] is monotonie.
(b)
x\r =  (ajr) => r(.'cjr) ~  ( J  r(ajr) 
aGa;|
jrjz — j^J [rja
so [r] is continuons.
(c) Let a G !r. Then a is top in a:|r, ra is top in r(o:|r), so [rja == ra, whence 
r C [rj. Now let r C / ,  a map i x —r y. Then for a G a;jr, ra — fa  C f x .  Thus 
r(a’jr) C fx ,  so |r |z  Q f x  and [rj is the smallest extension.
Finally, if 0 ^  !r, Ojr — 0, giving [rjO =  0. |
We now examine some interesting bkubs of Alg. 
A lgr:.
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Tliis is the class of of binionotonic relations between members of Alg. Clearly 
it is a bisnb (it is D-closed beca.use each relation is determined by its finite sub- 
relations). It is also hereditary, almost-closed, and a sub of Int(Alg). We shall call 
its arrow's Ç.-links, and usually denote them by u, v, etc. Notice that such a u is 
an isomorphism between its left- and right-seta, and that the left-(right-)end of u 
is the identity on its left-(right-)set. We may therefore think of the latter as bemg 
the ends of u if no confusion will arise.
Alg^,.
This is the class of r  : s  —+ y G Alg such that, if i?., R* r  then !.K )- Ü2' iff 
Rl h i2'!. Again, it is an hereditary bisub of Alg. We shall refer to its members as 
[--links.
5 .1 .5  P R o p o sit io n . Alg .^. ç  Aigg
P r o o f ;  (V%, %') xC. x' <4- x* [- x. Thus, taking R  =  {(x',y)},E' — {(a:',y')}, x C 
s ' 4k y :
Algy.
This is the class of r : a; —> y G Aîg such that, if R  r, then !R has a finite 
^/-closure iff R! does, and when they do Ç 3^ : U*(!R) ^  II* (Rf). We may refer 
to its members as U-links.
5.1.6 THEOREM. Alg^ k  an hereditary bkub.
PROOF: We show closure under co m p o sitio n  and D-closure. The other conditions 
are obvious.
(;) Let R  CRq r ; s. Choose y for each (æ,z) G R such that x r y s z. Let 
Rl  =  {{æ,y)},i?2 — {{y,z)}. Then li? ~  !/^i, jRil =  !Eg, Eg! — i?!, so N2 has 
a finite d-closure iff Rl does. When th ey  do, let isomorphisms di D Ri, Ûo ^  Rj'  
Then R Ç Ri ; R 2  Q ^3 -
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(D) Let D r, and let R  Cg^ r. Choose d G D such tha,t R  Ç d. Then !R has a 
finite d"Closure iff Rl does. If they do, there is an isomorphism extending R  by 
virtue oî R  Ç. d. 1
5 , 1 . 7  P r o p o s i t i o n . Algy ç  A lgg.
P r o o f : Let R  — {{x,y), { x \y ‘)} Q r G A îgy, with o: C xJ. Then U*{'R) ~
so if c? is the extending isomorphism, R  C 0. Thus y C |
Observe that each Alg^. ^ is abstract in A lg^
Can either of the inclusions we have just proved be reversed? We present counter­
examples to shov/ that neither of Alg|_, Alg^ is contained in the other, v/hence it 
follows that neither of the inclusions is reversible.
(1) Alg^ g  Alg,.: Let
=  w U (a, è, c} with {a, è, c) Ç w
y® =: except that c g  0
— see Diagram 5.1. Let u Ç a:° x y° — {(a, a), (6, b), (c, c)}. Then u is a h'-iink
because only the singleton subsets of {a,6, c} have a -closure (which is the 
subset itself). But {a ,6} h c in s, yet not in y, so u is not a Kliuk.
(2) Alg,. g  Algj^ : Let
— {a, b, 0,1} with (a, 6} Ç (0,1}
g" =  (a,  6 ,0 ,1 ,2}  whh {%,6} Ç: {0 ,1 ,2}
— see Diagram 5.2. Let u C x° x  y° {(a, a), (6, 6), (0,0)}. Then the only
entaiImenta with in'educible RBS that hold amongst a, 6,0 on either side are 
a h a, b\- b, c \~ c, 0 h 0, 0 r  a, 0 h 6. So u is a Klink. But U*{a, 6} is the whole 
centre on either side, so they cannot be isomorphic. Thus u is not a U~lh\k.
Nevertheless, there is an interesting common subclass of all three subs, which we 
define below. First, we prove some useful lemmata,
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5 . 1 . 8  L e m m a . Let y c  x  g Alg he U-dosed T'hen the indusion is in A ïg^O A lg^  
P r o o f :
(h) Let y, y  Cfiji y. Clearly Y  ha. Y '  => Y  hy y  (the subscript on h indicates 
the order it refers to). Suppose, conversely, that Y  hy Y \  and let some x □ Y. 
Then 3 y  G Z/Y (C  y) with z  3  y  3  y .  Thus $  3  y 3  3 y ' 6  y , giving y  P ,  y .
[U] Let B  Cfji, y. Clearly ll^B (Ç y) is a y-roof of B, so UyB exists Ç U^B, so eveiy 
ZZ%-closed y  C y is Zifyclosed (in particular, y itself). But then a 3  6 3  i^, so 
6 is an upper bound of B, whence b — a. Therefore UxB ~  UyB.
It follows that UyB is Z/jc-closed, whence U%B — UyB, which yields the result.
5 . 1 . 9  C o r o l l a r y .
(1) I f  X is SFP, so is y.
(2) The indusion : .'c'* Ç x is a U~Hnk, so it is immaterial whether \~,U are taken 
relative to or x.
(3) If u : X u G A lg p  has hi, u! both U-dosed, it is in Algj_ n  A lg ^ .
P r o o f ; ( l )  and (2) are im m ed ia te , and (3) fo llow s by ob serv in g  th a t u is th e  
three-fo ld  com p osite
2  !u) ; (w : Iw =  u!) ; («! Ç y)
of re la tion s in  b o th  subs. B
5 . 1 . 1 0  L e m m a . If u :  x  y g  A lg^. with !u U-dosed, u! is also U-dosed, whence 
u €  .
PROOF: Let w(X) Can «!. Them X  b Z/% Ç !w, so u(%) P u(Z/%). Also, Va: €
X ,x '  G UX we have x’ P x  giving ux‘ P ux. Thus ti{UX) is a roof of u(X), whence 
u! is Zi-closed. i
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It follows that all three kinds of links with ZPclosed ends coincide; and a Klink 
with one ZZ-closed end already has both ends ZZ-cIosed. So define
5 . 1 . 1 1  D e f i n i t i o n . A lg *  is the class of c-links with U-closed ends.
5 . 1 . 1 2  T h e o r e m . A lg *  <=  A lg ^  y
P r o o f : Both the 0-closnre and the symmetry are obvious. And since U* is alge­
braic, Alg* is D-closed. lî u : x —> y, v : y z  are in Alg*, l(u;n) — !(« ; (u! n  lo)), 
which is Z/-closed because (u ; (u! D In))! =  tîî n !y is (using Lemma 5.1.10), |
5 .2  S F P  AND S im p l e  T y p e s
If SFP and Simple axe the classes of SFP and simple types respectively, and if ? 
stands for any of the suffices introduced in the previous section, then we define
5 . 2 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n .
(1) S F P ? =  A lgy)SFP
(2) S im p ? - - Alg? jvSiinp
Referring back to the counter-examples for Alg^  ^ ^  Alg[_ and vice versa, the 
types used in the first were not SFP, whereas those in the second were SFP but 
not simple. So the second also proves that SFFj- g  SFPy; but beyond, this the 
counter-examples cannot be strengthed, as the next theorem shows.
5 . 2 . 2  T h e o r e m .
(1) SFP u Ç
(2) Simpy — Sunp)..
PROOF:
(1) Let u : X y G S FP y . Let R ,R '  Cp,n u with IR h \R'. Extend R U R' to 
an isomorphism between l/*(!J?U !i?.') and Z/*(iZ! U ,E'!). Then the entailment
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li?. ï- holds relative to !J7'), so i?! f~ R'\ holds in ?/* (i2! U /?'!), hence
in y. Symmetry gives the result. . •
(2) Fkst of all, note that if æ is simple and X  h X* { X ,X ‘ x), then either
X  is inconsistent, in which case X  h 0, or y X  □ 3a:' G X ', when X  \~ P. 
Thus we need only consider entailments with aero or one elements on the RHS, 
expressing inconsistency and RHS C y  LHS respectively.
By vh'tue of (1), we need only prove Slmp|_ C Sirapy. But U* is dual-closure 
in the centre of a simple type. And if a;i,. . . ,  X^, X  ^ then { [J  X,- j i —
1,..., n} h y  X  (or 0) iff X,- h Va; G X  (or 0). So every entailment in U*X 
is equivalent to an entailment on X.
So let M : a; —> y G Sim p^ and let R  u. Then ti*!R is determined (up to 
isomorphism) by ail its ent ailments, and therefore by all the entailments within 
UL But these are identical, modulo u, to those on A!. Hence u extends to an 
isomorphism between U'*!R and U*RÎ. |
Of course, these extra inclusions invalidate, for SFP, our original proof (from the 
two counter-examples) that C g  F. However, even in S im p this still holds. For let
=  {0,1, T} with (0,1} Ç T 
y° =  {0,1, o, T} with {0,1} C n Ç T
— see Diagram 5.3. And k i  u C x° x  = (\0, C), (1, l), (T, T )} .  Clearly u is a 
E-link, yet {0,1} h T  in x but not in y.
5.3  COLIMITS
In this section, we shall use some a.rbitrar)' but fixed directed set N  as a net. If 
m < n, we shall write m ,n  (as in Chapter 3) for the unique arrow from : m  n. 
Ail diagrams, cones etc. will be over iV.
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5 , 3 , 1  T h e o r e m . Any mjective diagram in A lg g  has a coUmit.
PROOF; This is a standard construction. Let |*| be the injective diagram, and 
construct the algebraic type generated by X  under preorder i< factored by its.cor­
respond in g equivalence c=:, where:
(a) X  is the disjoint union of all the |n | (n G N).  We shall write z,i for the typical 
element of |n |.
(b) is the preorder on X  defined by:
d  4k n < 3p with |m , p|a:„j C |n,p|a:,j
■< is obviously relexive. To see transitivity, we first show that the choice of p is 
immaterial For if m, n < p', let p,p ' < p". Then
-  |p '. since |p ',p "f"  =  1
=  Ip'» p 'l "  (!p »
E Ip ', p " r  (Ip, p" | (h ,  p] ))
=  In.p'gin
So if Xm d  d  Zp, let q > m, n,p. Then
E (M.gfzn E |p ,gjrp
Now let Cn. be the canonical projection ; FrJ —v (X/ . Then
(i) '^n E x'n d  18 mouotonic
(ii)
d  .-Cp. |n ,p j2:,i E 3p > n
=> rn E %»
becau.se |n , p| is bimonotonic. So is bimono tonic; since it is also total, it is 
an mjective E-link.
(iii) .For m < n, ox |m , n|o:m, whence — c,j(|m, n|a:,„).
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I
‘tTims c is a cone; it remains to show that it is unit. But is the set of cx-classes 
that intersect |n |,  so that x  =  c^. |
The next theorem says that this colimit construction stays inside any of the ( )|_ J
subs.
5.3.2 T HEOREM. I f  the diagram of the previous theorem is inTi-, so is th e coUmit, 
where T can be any of A lg, SF P  or Sim p.
P R o o f .*
(1) Alg,.: Let An, Bn. |n |.  First suppose that c„A„. h Then if pn S
|n | is an upper bound of CnVn 3  so CnPu 3  Cnhn, 36» €  B^. Thus
Vii □ bn, whence An h Bn>
Conversely, let A.n h Bn, and let x G Coo be an upper bound of CnAn- Choose 
p > n such that x ~  c^Xp. Then |n ,p |A ,i h |n,p]|j5,^, and x 3  Cp(|n,p|A„.).
Hence 36 .^ 6 Bn, x  3  =  Cnbn G CnBn- Therefore h Cn,B„.
(2) SFPh-: We need only show that Cq^  is SFP if every |?i| is. Since every |m , n |
is total, the diagram is in S F P * . Let A  Coo- Choose n such that A  =  c„ 
with An, C |n |.  Then CnAn Q. Cn(ZZ*An) which is ZZ-closed and finite.
(3) Simp,.: We need only show than Ccc is dualmosc-complete if every |n | is. Let
{a,6} E a; € Choose n such that a ~  c„.a,i, b =  Cn^n and x — Cn'Xn with
On,bn,Xn G |n |.  Then {&», 6,^ } E so exists. Now t t „ U 6 „  3
so Cn{ctn U 6,x) 3  {cfjUjj, Cnbn}, and 6f,} h Cin 3  bfi, so \efiCin, h
C n (o n  U  bn).  Thus C n (a „  U  bn) ”  U  Cnbn. Ic: a Li b exists. |
In the second case, c is also in SFP*. Later we shall see this colimit matching, 
via an appropriate doublet, the usual construction in 'TypselL
" 5
They can all, however, be made into SEPj^-constructors (it is actually only w/r-
5 .4  Constructors
We have seen that Klinks are to sufficient to guarantee that colimits preserve 
simplicity or SFP-hood — why, therefore, introduce Z/-links? Constructors are 
the reason; the obvious naming systems for (•) (lift), -[■ and X make them Alg,_- 
constructors, but we are unable to find naming systems for —+ or P  (powertype) 
to make them SFPh-constructors ((*),+, X and P  are also Alg^ constructors).
 Cj
that requhes U; C n  gets by with h). Of course, they are all Simp^.-constructors. 
We begin with a useful sufficient condition for Define
Ein =  Alg I {finite types}
[Cii] Let F  : Iso(Firr^) —+ ïso(Fm) be a pre-functor such that for any o: G SFP^, X  C 
oP with each X,- (i G I) finite and l/-closed (and therefore itself SFP), there is 
total bimonotonic in x  ■ F X  —> Fx  with Z/-closed right-set v/liich satisfies the 
following:
Let æ, y €  SFP^ with names $ t(x,p) satisfying SEP;;, and let Ai,Bi  be 
IF of the left- and right-sets respectively of the induced relation : Xi —> yi, 
with extending isomorphism 6 : -A — B{. Then for each j ~  1,..., m
<K), [ty)) e in~  ; F d  ; inj3
It follows that if Cj/holds for F, so does Cjr, because ; FÔ ; inn  is a ZZ-link. 
If in addition we have
(C*) Everything in iuAl has a name n with jn| C A,
then S E P ü-constructor F  is within SEP* (this will be important in Chapter 6). 
For then, if the tuple s has each [sy] G IFu (« G SEP*), A < !u, so in^ l  E
whence \Fu is Zi-closed, ie; Fu  G SEP*.
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We now proceed to show how the cornnion type-transformations do become con­
structors.
5 . 4 . 1  L i f t , Q .
This constructor merely adds a new bottom element. It is monadic and for 
X €  obj(SFP) is defined by
3° =  æ" W {0}
It has an obvious immediate definition on finite isomorphisms.
A sort here is just a non-negative integer; define Opp =  {0}, Op^ =  {(•)}, and for 
n > 1, Opy^  — 0. Let Name =  Term and define {■] by
[0] =  0, [(a)] =  a
Since [•] is (1,1), (J^  is trivially directed.
To say that tuples of names t ^rn y) satisfy SFP ^ is to say that the (compo­
nents of) the non-zero names match in a Zi~link. It is then obvious that, if & is the 
extending isomorphism between the corresponding Z/-closures, for each j  =  1 , m
So satisfies Gy. C^y is immediate. Lastly, everything in the lift of a. Zf-closure 
of the components of a tuple t has a name whose component is in this (/-closure, 
whence C* holds.
5 . 4 . 2  C o a l e s c e d  S u m , + .
This has arity 2 (= {0,1}), and is defined on x ,y  G SFP by
(æ +  y)"' =  z® W y"
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Ifc has an obvions immediate definition on finite isomorphisms.
Define Op by Op^o) =  {0}, =  {!}, all other Op^ =  0. and let Name =
Term. Define [■] by
{Oa] =  a  in  (a; 4- y), [Ifc] — 6 m  (æ 4- y)
Since [•] is (1,1), 4- is directed.
Given any finite (/-closed A  Ç a;®, y  C y°, the inclusion in  : X  4* Y  Ç x-k  y has 
(/-closed right-set.
Now to say that tuples of names t P((z, y), {x‘\  y’)) satisfy SFPy is to say that 
the arguments of those names of sort 0 match in a (/-link : x x ', likewise those of 
sort 1. When these are extended to isomorphisms Oo,di respectively between the 
corresponding (/-closures, obviously for each j  — 1, ...,m
{^ j 1 (^0 4- ^i) {t}i
Thus 4* satisfies Cy. G// is immediate. And clearly everything in the sum of the U~ 
closures of the components of a tuple t has a name whose components are contained 
in these (/-closures, so C* holds.
5 . 4 . 3  C a r t e s i a n  P r o d u c t ,  x ,
Also of arity 2, it has
( z  X y ) [  =  x\ X yj
Again there is an obvious definition on finite isomorphisms. Define Op by Op^o) ~  
{( ,0)}, -  {(0, }}, Op^o =  {(•,')}, all other Op^ =  0. Name == Term,
and [-j has the obvious definition ([(a, 0)] — (o,0),etc.). Again, [•] is (1,1), so X is 
directed.
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Given any x , y  G SFP and finite (/-closed X  Ç  a:|, Y  Ç  yj, we show that X  X Y 
is (/-closed, so that again the inclusion has (/-closed right-set. But if V Ç X  X  
Y, UVq X UVi  (Ç X  X F )  is a roof of V ,  because
=> Æ 3  G (/Vh & y 3  36 G (/Fi
Tuples t 55m y), {x' , y ' ))  satisfy SFF y when all the first components match
in a (/-link, and all the second components likewise (zeroes just being omitted).
So if 00» are the isomorphisms extending the two induced component relations 
to the (/-closures of the tuple components, clearly wo have for each j  =  1,..., m
[ty] (^0 X (?i) [<;.)
So again Gy holds, and Civ is immediate. And again, every (a, 6) in the product 
of the (/-closures of the components of t has the name (a, 6), so G* holds.
Furthermore, if we have only Op^Q non-em pty, the same argument shows that 
coalesced product, for whicli
( x  ©  v Y  =  X® X y®,
is also a constructor.
5 . 4 . 4  P o w e r t y p e ,  P .
This is the (unary) powertype (power-domain) construction of [5], For x G SFP, 
(Fx)® is all the finite subsets of x® under (the quotient order of) the Milner preorder, 
Em- Clearly P  has a natural definition on finite Isomorphisms. Define Op by, for 
n > 0,
Op,  ^ =  { ( ...) , (0, ...)  I . . .  represents n entries}
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{again a sort is just an integer, Opo = =  0). Every Term is a Name with [ • ]  defined J
in the obvious way by
» • •} ®ït)] ~  > • * • > ®n}“.
Given x G SFP with finite X  C x®, we show that P X  is a (/-closed subset of Fx, 
so that the inclusion is a (/-link. Let X C PX . Then P  [J{UX' j X ' C IJ X) C P X  
is a roof of X. For let Y  €  Pæ be an upper bound of X, and for each y  G  Y , X ' G  X, 
let Xy — {re G X ' j C y\.  Then no Xy — 0 and every X' =  LJyer Xy. Now define
=  (y I y €  F} where, fo'r y G  F, y G  U U x'G r ^  such that y  □ y  3  X '.
ït is straightforward to check that F  3 ^  F  3 ^  X.
Next, if tuples t ~m t'[x,y)  satisfy SEP»;, the induced relation is a (/-link u :
UyLil^yj — Yfith each u|fy] =  [f'-j, j  =  1, If u extends to the
isomorphism d between the (/-closures, obviously for each j  — 1, ...,m  we have
|t,-ip« K-i
So Gy holds, and again C,v is trivial. And the (solitary) component of m-tuple 
t is Uj^i My I '— if X  is its (/-closure, every member of Prc obviously has a name 
whose component is inside X , Hence C* holds.
Finally, v/e show that P  is directed. Let names s, t denote the same set. Then 
the extremal points in each tuple must be common, because rr G |g| E 3y G Mi E 
3rc' G  jsj, so X maximal implies re ~  y =  rc', and so on, But [.s] is contained in the 
convex-closure of its extremal points, whence [s, — [s !l tj. Likewise, [t| — [s fi i|.
5 . 4 . 5  E x p o n e n t ,
This has arity 2. Once again, it is obvious how to define on finite isomorphisms. ^
•a
J
Nam es.
For each n > 0, there is one operator 0» of sort (0,1)*', and for each n > 0 there 
is one operator Ajf of sort (0,1)" 4+(l). We shall write (a; 6 i, . . . ,  a,^  &n) for #
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. . .  a^bfi and (ai —>• 61, . . . ,  0» —> bn, 0 —» b) for • • • o„6n6. Henceforth
we shall not disfemgnish them because they behave uniformly with respect to this 
common presentation, n is the length of the term (ai .. —^ 6^). We now
define {•] over all terms in such a way that [f| is a function from x  to y for t G 
Term(z,y):
{(ai 6n)ja: — if a: 3  th e n  61 else . . .  if % 3  a„ th e n  else 0
(just write [ai —> 6i , . . . ,  a„ —» &%])- We shall refer to the smallest i for which x 3  c; 
as the i  that “catches x”. We shall also treat a term as a relation C x° X y® in the 
obvious way.
Then we define Name as those terms i — (ai —+ 61, , . . ,  U n . 6,^ ) which satisfy 
Vf, y — 1, ...n:
(Ni) If t <  y and (cq-, ay} h/ {aj, . . .  then 6,- 3  bj-
(N2) t < y implies a,- % aj
Note that N2 makes [t]a; =  6, for every i — 1,..., n, Ie: t C |t]. The next theorem 
says that names denote the the proper kind of function.
5 .4 .5 .1  T h eo rem . For name v, \u\ is a map.
P r o o f :  Let % c  3 '. If z 3  a.-, x‘ 3  a,;, so if i catches x' and j  catches x, then j  > i. 
Thus {i/|a: =  hj, \u]P =  6;. But then x' 3  {a^.oy}, so P  3  3a G 3 ® 3  (a,-, ay). If 
{a;, ay} H {«1, . . . ,  Gt_i},then x' 3  3/c < i, contradiction. Hence 6; 3  hj.
Thus [z/j is monotonie; and since [u]x ~  [u]a for some a G x\, it is also continuous.
We have tv/o uses now of “[■]'' applied to a finite relation, viz; the function 
generated by a generator, and the function value of a name. The next theorem 
assures us tha.t this overloading is consistent.
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a
5 . 4 . 5 . 2  T h e o r e m . I f  name u has U-closecl ieft-set, so that it is a gen erator , it s  
value [u\ is the same as the fu n ctio n  [z/j i t  gen erates.
PROOF; Write (f/j-vai, [L/|gen to distinguish the two functions herein. Now, since 
\u is finite, any x\u has a top m lu, %vhich must be a; for the i that catches x. For if 
y < i catches x, x 3  3% G (/{a,-, ay}, and k must be < j ,  so k catches x. Therefore 
k ~  j  and oy 3  a,, whence ay =  a;, contradiction. Thus
IHgenSZ =  UOi =  [z/jvzuæ
We now show that —> is directed with respect to this naming system. To this 
end, we introduce a normal form for names, as follows.
5 .4 .5 .3  D e f i n i t i o n . Name (ai 6i, . . . ,  a„ —> 6,^ ) is in normal form v/hen it ad­
ditionally satisfies
(N3) 6,. ^6y => t <  y
(N4.) i < y & a; 3  ay => 6,- ^6y
We shah show that for every name u there is a normal form P Ç u with [z/j =  [pj. 
It then follows, if [u\ =  [pj with
^ -  («1 ~^bi,. . . ,an~^bn)
and
fl ~  (ci di, . . . , C,-a -■* dm)
that given a,, we have a, 3  Bcy 3  3a,», with 5< =  dy =  bi>. So by N2, i  < i', and 
therefore by N4 i  =  i f  Thus a; =  cy and a, —> b, is common to P and p.. So P ~  fi. 
Hence [v] =  [p| =  [p\ and P Q u and p — we have dh'ectedncss. We now establish 
the normal form result.
First note that if a —» b, a' 6' are adjacent pairs of name u with b fâ b' then, by 
N l, interchanging the jDalrs will not affect [u\,
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5 . 4 . 5 . 4  L e m m a , u can  he re-ordered to v ' w ith  the same value and satisfying
Proof*. Induction on the length n of u. The case n =  1 is trivial, so let u ~  
(a —> 5) 4+ p where p has length n, and assume that p can be re-oi'dered to / /  
satisfying N3. Now suppose that 6 C36; in p ', and start moving a —>6 through p‘ 
by successive interchanges. If at any stage we were to have ( . . . ,  a —»■ 6, a,/ 6;<, . ..)
with 6 3  bii (F < t) then.è;» C b ^6;, thereby contradicting N3 for p f  Thus we must 
eventually get a —+6 to the immediate right of o ;—+6,-. Performing this operation 
for the largest i  such that 6 Ç6* will produce a v' satisfying N3. |
Now consider u ~  (ui —» . . . ,  which satisfies NS, and let a, 3  ay for
some i < J with 6; ^  6y. By Nl, 6,- =  6y — 6 (say), so that ai-^b:  is redundant 
unless i < 3i' <  j  with {u;, a;»} 1/ { u i,. . . ,  and 6,-/ Y  6. But in that case,
Nl would give bp C 6, therefore ^  6 =  6y, contradicting N3. So u; > 6,- must be 
redundant. Removing all such pairs modifies u' to P satisfying N4. Clearly P still 
satisfies No and P C v. And ah the transformations have preserved value, so we 
have [pj =  [u\ as required.
We have still to show that the names denote precisely (a;—^ y)®.
(1) [z/j G (z —»y)®: Let D /o 3  [z/|, u =  (ai —^ 6 ; , . . . ,  a,, —^ 6n,). Then 
fo<^ i =) b{ implies /a ;  3  6;, 3 /  G D, Vvdnence 3 /  G i l  such that every fai  3  b{. Now
let X he caught by i. Then f x  3  /,.q 3 hi — y^x. So every [u] is compact, and 
clearly ^  0.
(2) Every /  G (æ—^î/)® has a name: Given non-zero map f  : x --*■ y, let R  be the 
set of all r C æ{ X y° such that r is a finite generator in graph(/) . Then
(a) /  =  UrGisI'i* ^br obviously every \r\x =  [J r(a'jr) C fx .  But if g 3  {{rj j r G 
A!}, let (a, 6) G graph/. Then (a, b) G R, so ga 3  (rja =  6, whence graph/ C graphg 
giving /  E g .
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(b) Now let r, r ' G R. We define s G i? as follows. Take !s — Z/*(!rU!r'). Extend 
r, r ' to.this set by setting ra =  0 for a ^  !r and similarly for r ' (which clearly does 
not affect their values). Now let a G !s be maximal, and suppose a defined elsewhere 
on !s. Then {ra,r'a} U {scd j a G !s} C fa .  Choose b G Z/(LHS) with b Q fa  
and set sa ~  b. By induction on the size of !s, we obtain s with {[^ *), [r'|} E 3. 
Hence B. is directed.
(c) It remains to show that every [r], r  G  R  has a  name. Choose maximal a G Ir, 
and assume that we can now order r \{ ( a ,  6)} to satisfy N2 (converting each (a', 6') 
to o '—» 6'). Prefix o-+6 to this ordering, and N2 is stdl satisfied. And since !r is 
(/-closed, evciy {o;, oy} h { o i,, . . ,  so Nl holds vacuously. This establishes 
(2).
In fact, v/e have characterised (x—>t/)® in two ways: as the set of [r*] for name u,
a.nd as the set of [r] for generator r. Moreover, (2c) shov/s how to make an equivalent 
name out of a generator, and obviously, given name u, r — {(a, (t/jo) j a G U'*{\u)} 
is an equivalent generator extending u.
We now turn to the conditions Cn  and Gy.
C n .
Let x ,y  e  SFP. If terms t —j. t ' satisfy SFFy, let A,A~ be the (/-closures of the 
left-, right-set of the induced relation with $ : A =: A‘ the extending isomorphism. 
Now Nl and N2 involve only entaibnents amongst the members of li, and these are 
entirely determined within A because it is (/-closed. Thus the determination is the 
same for t or modulo Û, whence either both or neither of t, U satisfy each of Nl, 
N2.
C y .
Again take x ,y  G SFP and let X  rcj, Y  Cr,,, y® be (/-closed. Then each map 
in [X  —» Y) is a generator, so {•] : (X —^ Y) —> (x —» y)® because each r : X  —» Y  can
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(as ill (2c) above) be converted into a name. Furthermore, every non-empty x\X, 
being finite dkected, iias a top, say z. Also
[r| C [s] =*- [rjo Ç [sja Va G X
=> ra C sa
=> r C s
so [•] is bimonotonic. Now let R  C (X —+ Y); we show that {(r'j [ r ' G UR} is a 
roof of {[r] I r G R}, whereupon the right-set of {•) is (/-closed. Define /  : X  — 
Y ; a (/a)jY . Then, in case xjX A 0, [/jæ — / â  E / â  C / a  (if x |X  is empty, 
[f\x =  0 anyway) giving [/] C / .  And [rja — (|r]à)|Y =  ra, so [rj =  r. Then if 
/  3  {[r] I r G R}, f  3  R, whence /  3  3r 6 (/i? implying /  3  {/] 3  [rj (pre-empting 
Chapter 6 a moment, having got the injection-pair the doublet therein would
tell us immediately that [•] is a (/-link).
If we now have u z/((x, y), (a', y')), let A, A' be the (/-closures of the zeroth 
component of i/,u' and if, jB' lürewise of the first. Let 6a , Ob  be the extending 
isomorphisms. Then for each j  =  Uj (resp. u}) is a name in
(resp. A.' B'), and — [uyj because any x (relative to A) 3  a; 6  !i/y
— [z/yj. But clearly eachfor the i that would catch x. Likewise each 
[jyyj,4 -yj3 {Oa ~^Ob ) [z-'y],4' ->• B', because [z /y j^ a  is determined entirely by the 
order structure on A, B.
Hence does indeed satisfy C;;;, and is therefore an SFP;;-cons true tor,
C*.
Finally, v/e prove C*. With as for Cy, consider r : A  —» B. Now r
generates [rj, so just as in (2c) above, r can be ordered into a name for [rj. Obviously 
the components of this name are contained in A U B, so C* holds.
It is worth remarking here that in the simple case, working v/ith h rather than 
(/, these proofs of consfcructor-hood become essentially those presented in [l4| for 
information spaces.
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îSome of these constructors are suras or products, with respect to any of Alg or 
Algg * because the injections involved are in all of these (notice that a join 
restricted to a sub lifts the original via the inclusion functor):
(1) Coalesced sum is a join which lifts disjoint union on Set, whence it is a dis­
junctive sum.
(2) Cai-tesian product (with injections as in Seto) is an exact join but not a sum. 
It is not disjunctive. It lifts Cartesian product on Set, which is therefore not 
a sum.
(3) Coalesced product lifts that in Seto, so the former is also a disjunctive strong 
product.
We conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of effectiveness.
5 .5  E f f e c t i v e n e s s
The bicontexts Algg ^ provide a natural setting for the notion of an effective, 
or computable, type (cf. [10]). We can say that w-algebraic type x is C ,h , (/- 
computable when the corresponding structure on x is decidable for finite subsets of 
X®. We now make this idea precise.
Let P — U ^ i  Yi be a set of pradicate-symbois, with each P  G of arity -ffP — n.
We consider the class of P-structures, that is to say, sets x with a subset Px C
corresponding to every P G P,  and construct the bicontext T-Set — Set x carrierp 
where carrierp associates with eveiy T-structure its carrier.
5 . 5 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n , r : x  -+  y  G P - S e t  ù?
(1) f-preserving when for any P  G Pn and s,- r y,-, i — 1, ...n we have
(x'Xj • • • , G Px ^  (y.l; • ■ • 3 t/n) G Py
(2) f-matching when r,r~ are both f-preserving.
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5 . 5 . 2  T h e o r e m . The P-matching relations are a sp an n in g  h ered ita ry  bisub, 
Se tp ,  of P-Set.
P r o o f :  We shall show that the / ’-preserving relations are a spanning hereditary 
sub, and the result will follow. The spanning and hereditary are both obvious’, as 
indeed are 0-closure and closure under composition. It remains to prove D-closure. 
So let D /'sot;>(tB,y] ’"} with every d G D T-preserving, and let p G Pn, x; r % [i —
1,..., n) and (x i , . . . ,  x„) €  Then 3d G D such that x, d y; Vi ~  1 , n, whence 
{yi}• • • > Vn) G Py. ^
5 . 5 . 3  T h e o r e m .  The left- and right-sets of any r : x  —* y G S e t  g are elementary 
(first-order) equivalent qua sub P-structures of æ and y.
PROOF: For any arbitrary set X,  an X-environment is a function y from the indi­
vidual variables of first-order predicate calculus to X .  IE is a !r-environment and 
7]* is a r!-environrnent, we write f? ~  q' to mean that r}  ^r for every variable f. 
We shall show that, for any formula #  and y ?/',
!r Y u  ^  rl #
where means “satisfies using q to supply the values of the free variables” .
We proceed by induction on the structure of #:
#  =  #1 & #2:
LHS 44- . . . , Tj^n) G Px
G Py 
RHS 
LHS 44- Ir 1=,) #1  and !r 
4k rl [=,p <ï>i and rl 
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^  RHS
0  =  -1^:
LHS 4  ^ Ir
#  r! ^
44^  RHS
#  =  V^W:
LHS #  Ir ^,jji«/aj for any a e  !r 
Assume LHS and let a r b. Then, since r]\^/a] <^' 37'{ /^6j,
h»?( /^al ^  ==> r! K'U/al ^  
so r! h,j» # . And conversely gives LHS 4^ RHS. |
Given an m-place formula #  with free variables , we shall write
for the derived predicate, which denotes in z E obj(f-Set) the relation
= =  I  3 ? ?  s  ( = : ) | ( i / z i  ( m A w r J  S
(the particular- rf used in this definition is irrelevant).
We now define three particular Ps, and give the centre of every x €: obj(Ai-lg) a 
.P-structure.
(1) P has one binary symbol Le with
(%1; Zg) G Le. #  Zj C X2
We shall denote it by
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(2) P  has an (n +  m)-ary symbol for every n, m > 0, v/ith
(^l> * • ’} j . . , G Î!/ '^ 44- {zx j « . • } Zn} h • • • ,
We shall denote it by “h” . Note that the information spaces of |9] are simple 
h-stinictures.
(3) P  has an n-ary symbol for every finite order A  with carrier Ç w and
3  n}. Its interpretation is (z x ,.. . ,z „ )  €  iff the correspondence
{t Z'i I Î =  1 , n.} extends to an isomorphism 0 \ U * { x i , . . . ,
We shall denote this P  by .
If we now define, for each of these P,  a function (which we take the liberty of also 
calling P]
P  : obj(Alg) —+ obj(A’-Set) ; z t—> the P-striictux'e of z°
(it does not matter whether this f-structure is taken relative to x  or x° because t/* 
of any % z° is also C %*).
Then P  is (1,1) because the order is determined by the f-structure in each case 
(E,f“ arc obvious, and x% C x-2 iff (zi, zg) €  U^'-' where A  — {1,2} under the 
natural ordering).
So we can identify Alg with P - S e t  X  P,  which in turn can be treated as a full 
bisub of P -S e t.  Then
5 . 5 . 4  P r o p o s i t i o n .  For each o f these P, the P -links  aa previously  d efined  are 
Just th e  p-m a.tching relations. le: A lg p  — Set;>]A Ig.
We can now define object x  in Alg to be F'-computablc, relative to some enumera­
tion a : (.0 —>• when for every F  E P^ the set
1(^ *1 > ' • • > ) I ) ' " » ) } 6: Px /
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is„f^eciclable.
Now the definition of constructor makes the f -structure of Fx, for J-ary Alg^c- 
constructor F, determined finitely, and abstractly, by the f-structures of the ar­
gument z,-s. It is straightforwai'd to require this determination to be computable 
(relative to suitable coding of names etc.), to obtain the notion of a computable 
cou-structor (one requirement will be that synonymity of names is decidable). Then 
it is immediate that a computable constructor produces computable types from 
computable types.
Also, the colimit of a directed diagram [ ] of f-computable types is /'-computable 
provided the diagram itself is computable in the sense that
(1) the indexing directed set, N,  has an enumeration, n, v/ith respect to which its 
ordering is decidable, ie: {(%, j n; < ny} is decidable, and
(2) if the centre of |7r,-| is enumerated by a% then
I | n . ; , n y |  u ' y , }
is also decidable.
Actually, by considering all the derived operators, we can make the limit functor 
F'''^  a constructor when F  is. Then for the canonical diagram generated by F, 
condition (1) is immediate and condition (2) is simply that synonymity of names 
over the colimit be declde.bb. In o the r  word?, will pre<^rve com pntnbili ty .
Finally here, we note that although (the centres of) simple types are finitely 
axiomatrisabie in first-order logic (by the order axioms plus one stating dualmost­
completeness), SFP types are not axiomatisable at all.
We show SFP is not closed under ultrapowers, whence it is not closed under 
elementary equivalence, so that none of SFP, its complement or SFP \  Simp are 
axiomatic (see [15j for the relevant results).
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So let J  be an ultrafilter on w containing the cofinite sets. For n e  o>, let 
An° =  {a, U ( 0 , . . . ,  fi} with {a, 6} Ç Vi 6 { 0 ,.. . ,  n) (see Diagram 5.4). Let A 
be the coalesced sum of the An (vmte for the copy of a in An, etc.). Then A  is %
obviously SFP. Let #  be the formula
A a ,  6, . ■ E . ( a  C a; &; 6 Ç .-c & V y ( a  Q y S c b Q y  Sc yÇ:X=i>- y = a:})
§(a, 6, æ) says that x is a minimal upper bound of {a, 6}. Now consider B A^ j 7  
and let a,b,n € B  (n 6  w) be the équivale nee-class es of the tuples (ai)^Q, 
and Then A  |= #(of, n,^ ) for every n G oj, z > n. Thus
{z I j= i,-, fii)} 6 7, whence B  |= <ï>(a,6, n). Also, distinct m, n yield distinct 
sequences in B, so {a, 6} has no roof in B. It follows that B  is not SFP.
C hapter 6
T h e  D o u b le t  8 T P 2 Î , S F P ,
In this chapter we shall construct a doublet between a bisub of the map-paii’ bi­
context Type2 as “high’", and the Set-based bicontext SEP^ discussed in Chapter
5, as “low” . We shall first consider them individually, then define the doublet.
6 .1  A lg 2 i
6 . 1 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n . Alg2i =  Int(ï'ype2)|A.Ig. SEP21 and Sim p2i likewise. 
Convention.
As remarked in 3.3, given /  =  ( / , / )  6 Alg2i, we shall use /  as a map to mean 
/  where no confusion will result.
We now consider the strong members of AlgSi. Unfortunately, these do not 
constitute a sub, not being closed under composition as the following example shows.
l e t  a — { 0 ,1 , 2} an 1er their n z to r j l  crdoriug define f . g  : x  — x by
f  ~  f  ~  {0 ,11-> 0, 2 2}
^  ^=  {0 t-» 0, 1,2 1}
(see Diagram 6,1). They are both strong, but their composite
({0,1 1—^ 0, 2 » l}, Ax.O)
is not. However, a strong interior does determine its reverse uniquely.
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6 . 1 . 2  T h e o r e m .  I f  f ,  g are s tr o n g  with f  -■ §, then  /  =  g- 
P r o o f  : L et f , g  sa t is fy  th e  p rem iss. T h en
}  = } / ; / " ’ ; / )
=
^  } \ g \ f  
=  /  ; k  ; g" : g) ; /
^  f
=  /  ; ; /
E g
L ikew ise, ^ Ç / ,  w h en ce th e  resu lt. |
6 . 1 . 3  D e f i n i t i o n .  For /  : æ —> y e  A Ig 3 I , F i x /  =  {(æ, y) \ y — / x  & x ~  jy} .  
It is th en  im m ed ia te  th a t
6 . 1 . 4  P r o p o s i t i o n .
(1) F ix / is (1,1) Ç /
(2) F ix (/- )  =  (F ix /-)
B y part (2 ), we can un = ' a o u ily  w ih e  I ' ix / " .  We ah.dî can  /  : x  — y t  A ig 2 i
algebraic w h en  F ix /  is a lgebraic (re la tive  to  x x y ) .  It is im m ed ia te  th a t  /  is algebraic  
IE / -  is.
6 . 1 . 5  L e m m a . I f  f  is strong with f  ^  Ç  (equivalently /  ; /  C  ^ ; g) ,  then /  ; g 
is strong.
PROOF: S ince / ; / " ; /  C  /  h o ld s for any f  <E A lg Z i, w e m ust show  th e  reverse
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n ieq u a lity  for /  ; g. N ow  /  stron g  im plies f  ~  f  ; / ^ ,  so
/  ; g ; g“ ; g
3 / ; / ^ ; / ^ ; g  
=  / ; / ' " ; g
= /  ; g
6 . 1 . 6  C o r o l l a r y .  I f  stro n g  f , g  S t, f  ; g is strong.
6 . 1 . 7  D e f i n i t i o n .  For f  t x  —>■ y  €  A lg Z i, the  centre o f f  is
r  = ^ P i x /n ( a ; ' 'x y U a :x / )
6 . 1 . 8  L e m m a .
(1) I*’ =  1
(2) ( /~ )°  =  ( /° )“
(3) /® is a C-link (ie: in A lgçj.
(4) P  Q x° X y®, whence /® — (Fix/)°.
(5) If  f  :x~> y, g : y - ^  z, then ( /  ; g)° ~  T  ] g°
(6) If f  €. SFP2 i, f°  is a generator.
PROOF: ( l ) , ( 2 )  and (3) are obviou s.
(4) Let (a,b) € /® with a € x° . Let directed D pass b. Then f~ D  passes, and 
therefore dominates, a. So D dominates f [ f~ D )  which dominates b.
(5) Let (a, c) E ( /  ; and let b — fa. Then
o 3 r ( / « )
3 r ( g - ( g ( M ) )
— a
so a =  f~b. But gb =  c, so
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-r.'. ' - ' A.-..- .4. /  ,
6 3P-W 6)
=  p'~c
~^f{r{g~c))
■— fa  
~  b
giving b ~  g~c. Thus (a, 6) e  /® and (6, c) e  g°, whence (a, c) G f°  ] g°. The 
converse is trivial.
(6) Obviously /°  is monotonie. We must show that its left-set is ZZ-closed. Let 
X  Cgn ! ( D  and let o €  Z/X. Since a 3  X, / " ( / a )  3  X, so / " ( /o )  3  €
UXy whence a □ / “ (/a) 3  a'. But this implies a =  a', so a €  l(/°). |
We shall abbreviate æj!{/°) to x\f .  From parts {l)j(2),(3) and (6) we obtain
6 .1 .9  COROLLARY. F b r / e S F P 3 i ,  T e S F P * .
Henceforth in this section, we confine our v/orkings to SFP21.
6 .1 .1 0  T heo rem . (•)*^  is an exact functor from SFP21 to SFP*.
PROOF: It remains only to prove continuity. First, let f  Q g, with (a,b) €  / “. 
Then ga 3  whence
a 3  g~[ga]
3 r 6
3  f~b
So g~b ~  a, and conversely. Thus (-)° is monotonie. Now let D f  with (a, b) G 
Then / a  -- Lijgj? do — 6, 3d €  D. Likewise d'b =  a, 3d' G D. Thus
(a, &) G UûtGD I
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8 .2  SFP*
Since any w : a; —+ y m Alg* is a generator, we can extend it to the map [u| : æ y 
(recall that [uja: =  |J  w(3:|w)). This extension has the following additional property.
6 . 2 . 1  L e m m a . I f  u : x y, v t y -~> z, then (n ; o| C [n] ; [o], with — if u^v ût. 
PROOF:
[ i t  ;  v j a ;  —  | _ J  v  i t ( % } ( i t  j  u ) )
(1) =  U
a € a : |( « i« )
and
[v)([u]a:) =  U  [y]a
a«^a;ju
(2) =  1_| □  tji.
ogæjw 6E(uG)|w
Now if a G .t |(u ; u), then u a  G in and a G z|n, therefore u a  G { u a ) \ v .  So (1) C (2).
But if tt^ Ç u a '  G («a ')In Va' G zju, and i(tt ; n) ~  !u, so the inner sup of (2)
=  u(ita), whence the equality.
And if 3  then !(u ; u) =  u“ (!i;), so
a  G x \ u  âc b G (ita)|u =*- u ~ b  G a:|(u ; u)
r-> v b  ~  V U t l ~ h
Thus (2) 3  (l), and again we get equality. |
6 . 2 . 2  C o  ROLL A R.Y. Th o pa ir  \ j u j, | u “  _|) is a s  fro n g A lgZi.
PROOF: u ,  u ~  lit, so the Lemma gives [u] ; [u~ ] =  \ u  ; «“ ] C 1 and [u] ; (li"] ; [u| —
[it ; It ; uj “  [it]. Similarly the other way round.
Convention.
In line with our equivocation between /  and / ,  we shall refer to the pair ([uj, [u~]) 
simply as [uj.
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%6 . 2 , 3  T h e o r e m , {•] is a linear thread fu n cto r  from SFP* to SFP2Î.
P r o o f : If u, u fit we can apply Lemma (6.2.1) to either u,v  or v,u. It remains
only to prove linearity (and a fortiori, continuity). First monotonicity. Let u C u.
Then x\u C x\v giving [u]a: C |v]æ. Now let u =  (JF . Then !u ~  Ut*ev =
8.nd u(z|u) =  Uvev whence [u]x =  |
6 .3 T h e  D o u blet
We now relate (•)” and {•] together to construct the doublet,
6 . 3 . 1  THEOREM. (')" : S P P 2 i S F P *  : t | is a douWet (with SF P 21 high;.
P r o o f : The functors are certainly thread functors. Obviously 0° — 0. In addition 
we have
(a) If /  : z -+ y e  SFP21, æ]/'' Ç æ, so Ç /æ. Thus [/«") Ç / .
(b) Let u : X —* y E SFP*, with (o,6) E u. Then aju =  a and u(aju) — 6, so 
[uja =  b. Likewise [u]~‘b = a. Thus (a, b) E |u|°, yielding u C |u|°. |
We shall see shortly that this doublet gives a match between the various functors 
and limit constructions in S P P  and the usual ones in SFP2Î. Nov/, though, we 
look at the stable arrows and at the soecial case of Simp.
6 .3 .2  T H E O R E M . |/'^] =  /  iff /  k  strong algebraic.
P r o o f:
(=^) We shov/ that every [w] is algebraic; we already know that it is strong. Let 
(x,y) E Fifc{ii]. Then æ = [u ; u"ja: — [J(5;|u). Likewise y =  LKl/i^” )* But 
obviously (a:,y)ju -  (%|u) ; u ; (yju“ ), so lJ(a', y)j« =  (x,t/).
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\ u- . . . .  A ÿV
(<=:) Assume /  is strong algebraic. Then
=  U / w / )  
= /Llw/).
=  / ( / ” (/æ:)) because /  is strong algebraic 
=  f x
B
Thus we have {/®| C /  with equality if /  is either an injection or a projection.
Not every strong /  is algebraic as the following example shows.
Take x ~  {[0,0j}U{[0, r), [0,r] [ 0 <  r < 1} Ç Q (the rational numbers) under C . 
Let us write r~ for [0, r| and for [0, r). Then x is simple with centre {r“ [ r >  0}. 
Define f  : x x to have the graph {(r~,s™) [ 0 < a < r)  U {(0~,0~)}. Then /  is 
strong (with itself as reverse) but = 0, which generates the pair (Aa:.0“ , Aa:.0~), 
not (/, / ) .  In fact, F ix / ~  x \ x ° .
However, we do have
6 . 3 . 3  T h e o r e m ,  I f  f  is strong w ith  / , / “ hath central, f  is algebraic.
PROOF: Let (.T, y) € F ix /. Then (z, y) — ( / " / : : ,  /z ) . Let S = {{f ~ f  a, fa)  | 0 
a G zj). The conditions oii /  imply that S E f ° , Thus [ j S  ~  ( / "  /%, /z )  — {x,y).
a
This theorem cannot be reversed, though. For let x ~  aj ■+ 2 under the natural 
ordering, so that x° = x \  (0, w}. Let f  : x  x he
{ti I—z fi I n <T w j U ■{(<.’ I—^ <■(.’ j  U -((u “h 1 t—> w j
Tlien /  is a strong interior (again self-reverse) with /® ••= {(n, n) j n < o;} and 
Fijc/ — f°  U {(w,w)}, so it is algebraic. But obviously /  is not central.
1S4
:|
I'ÿ
6 . 3 . 4  ThE0R.EM. Every u €  SFP* is stable.
PROOF; We must show that [ic]° C u. Let (a,b) G [uj°. Then a =  [w ; u“ |a =  
L](alu), whence a G (ajii), ie: a G !w. Likewise b G wl. Then b =  [u]a — jju (u ja) = 
ua. i
Sim ple.
If w : z —> y G Simpj., we can define |uj without requiring //“closure (v/hich in 
this case is dual-closure) of the ends. For if X  Çfin zju, then X  is consistent, ie: 
X  \/ 0. Thus u X  1/ 0. so every finite subset of u(z|u) ha,s a sup, and hence \u]cc 
exists 8.5 the sup of the (directed) dual-closure of u(zjit). The doublet construction 
is still valid with this extended [•], so we obtain the doublet
( )^  : S im p2i ^  Simpj, : [•]
And of course, the stable arrows at the low level are just Simp*.
6 .4  COLIMITS
Every injection, -i, in SFF 2i is stable, for it is obviously strong, and algebraic 
because !(Fbci} = 1. So to every colimit in either of SFP2i or SFP*, there is 
a matching one in the other; in particular, every injective diagram in S F P 2 i has 
a cohrnit, which is the standard limit construction normally used to solve type 
equations. We show belov/ that the construetior.s defined in Chapter 5 to represent 
the usual type transformations match the standard functors on SFP2Î, Thus all 
the solution limits match across the doublet.
It is a property of SFP types (see (5j) that they can be obtained as colimits 
in SFP2Î of diagrams with finite nodes. We can translate this property down to 
SFP*, and it does in fact give a better handle on the centre of an SFP type. The 
property also means that we can use the functor extension machmery of (3.7') to 
extend any functor defined on some K  H Fm , with SFP* C K  <J“  S F P , to K
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itself. This paa'allels the manner in which the SFP2i-fimctors introduced in [5] are 
defined.
6 . 5  M a t c h i n g  F u n c t o r s
Here we show that the constructors defined in Chapter 5, which were all within 
SFP*, match their usual c.ounfcerparfcs in SFP2i. Also those defined on Simp^. 
match relative to the fuller doublet.
Having already shown that the constructors are stable, by (3.10) it suffices to 
show (using the notation of that section) that for any u e. SFP* (Sim pf ) — arity 
I ---
(MFl) =  Fi?[u]
(this actually says that Fh  lifts Fj, via [•])
and that for those Fl defined on S im p^ , for any u therein
(MF2) [ M G F n M
Sum ,
Let u : z —+ :v', v : y —» y' be in either SFP* or SimpL.. Then
z j ( u  +  u) —- ZjU 
y|(u -h v) -  yju
so that
[w +  t']z — [ti]z 
[u + v]y =  [ujy
This actually also follows from the facts that [•] is linear and that -|- is a sum at 
both levels with matching injections. So
[u - f  u] — [{lsft~ ; w ; left] U  {right~‘ ; v ; right)]
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where lef t  and right are the injections of the sum
=  ; [ti] ; [ie/t|) U ([n g h ip  ; p] ; [right])
(all the necessary fits hold)
== [uj -h [v]
Hence are in fact matching sums.
P ro d u ct.
Let u, V be as for +. Then {x, y)j(u x y) = (zju) x (yju), so
[u  X u] =  [uj X [u]
Notice that in both cases, the equality holds everywhere in the low level.
Pow er.
Let u : X y E SFP*. We shall compare the graphs of P[uj and [Puj. First, if 
A, B  are compact in Pz, with each h E B  being a directed sup, say 6 =  [j Bb, then 
it is easy to see that A. B  iff A  some section of {Bb j b E  B}, where by a 
sectioji we mean some B' Utgi? such that each b E B, B' P. Bb -A 0-
Now let A ,B  be compact in Pz, Py respectively. Then (P[uj)A is the convex 
closure of the Cantor closure of [ujA, whence
H CxT (P[ul)A 4  ^ P  Çr.T b.j.4
(*) #  B  CM some section of {u(a|u) | a G >4}
and AjPu is the set of sections of (uju j a E A}, so
B  Cm [Puj.4 B  Cm u(some section of (aju j a E  A}]
(**) B  Qu  some section of {u(aju) j a S A}
(^ ') and (' ’^^ ) are the same statement.
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E xpon en t.
Again, let u : x —* x', y : y —+ y* be in either SFP* or Siinpf,,. Recall from 5.4.5 
that for f  E { x —>y), / j  — {[//] [ name C graph/}. Then
/j(ti-+ v ) — {[/.t] e  ( / j )  [!/z Ç !t< & /r! Ç !u}
Moreover, in the SFP* case since !u, it? are //-closed, v/e can always extend p to a 
generator.
We shall compare graphs again, this time of [u—» uj and [u]-^{uj by dint of some 
“compact point chasing” .
Let a,b be compact in x',y '  respectively, and let /  6 (,z—>y). Then 
»-u|/a ^  i!) C (u u)[/.i]a — [(u —?• u)/i]a 
for some name p Ç  graph/ with !p, Ç  \u, (.i\ Ç  !u 
(t) b Q u(pa') 3?y 6  !ju, ua' C a
= > -  6  C  [ u j  /  [ u ” j a
So the inequality holds in all cases. Restrict now to SFP*. Then
6 Q [n] /  [u~ja 44- 6 Ç (uj6i, 36i C fax,  3ai C [u"]a 
(all a ’s and h's compact). But
a-i C [ti"ja 44- Oi C 3a2 e  !u, wag C a
So the RHS becomes b Q [uj/?i, 3bx Ç /og with uug C a. But
h C /c : 44- C [.Tr: 
for some generator p C graph/ with !/* Ç !u, p! Ç !u
44- 6i C fiaz, 3a.3 6  agj/J 
But ogj/f has a top, say dg, whence
h  Ç / « 2  44 6i C pdg, 3a2, wag Ç a 
So RHS now becomes h C [uj(/.m2), 3% with C a. And 
b Ç [uj(/m2 ) 44 6 C u6%, 363 E (.uâg)}^
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(t) 44 6 ç  ü(/,tâ2) because pâg G b
Now, given (f), take ug =  a' whence dg =  a', to get ($). Conversely, take a' =  
then, since ua' C uag C a, %ve get (f).
We conclude this chapter by pointing out the property, perhaps slightly jarring, 
of the doublet presented here that [•} does not preserve regularity. All the low-level 
arrows are regular interiors (so ( )° preserves regulaidty trivially), but not all the 
stable high-level arrows are regular, as a straightforv/ard counter-example shows.
Let x° =  (0,1,2}, y° =  {0,1}, both under their natural ordering. Define
u =r {0 H-i 0 ,1 1—» 1}
/  = {0, 1 0 , 2  1}
Then [«] — {0 0, 1,2 t—> 1} whence /  < [u], but ; /  < / .
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C hapter T
Applications and Examples
We begin by presenting the induction principle associated with a functor, which 
was one of the aims stated in Chapter 1.
With the notation of (3:9), let p G Pz be a solution of Jf-functor F  in medium 
f  : X Fx, Then p is a fixed-point of ( j) , so we have
7 . 1  P r o p o s i t i o n ,  (^)-seed ' o generates  p (v ia  f j  i f f  ( j )  Is an in d u c tio n  on [a .p j.  
PROOF;
(=4-) If (J)g < q and a < g  < p  then p < g
(4=) If (j) i f  /a  f )  ~  f  /a  f  then p -  f  /a f  |
This means that (j) provides induction proofs that a property on z, aheady 
known to contain a, is the whole of p. Thus (j) is a kind of “relative” induction 
principle. In particular, if p is the inductive solution, (^) is a “proper” induction 
principle on p.
When F  is a (monadic) constructor on the Set-like bicontext C, the principle 
on z  is
P {[^] I ^  Name & |i/| C pj
We now look at the particular constructors of Chapter 5. It must bo emphasised that 
these inductions yield proofs of universality relative to the centre of the inductive 
solution. To obtain a proof that a/i of z has a given property, the property must 
be D, 0-closed to catch 0 and the limit points.
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"■"'■À', "b>- ■ ■ ^  “ * ' /; '■?.---w - r - =< ■ .'. -:-/ "'. -^
With the exception of exponent, which requires a little work, all these inductions 
are immediately intuitively appealing and can be stated ( at the expense of a slight 
weakening by not restricting the statement to compact points) v/ithout reference to 
names at all. Here are some examples (X = F X  means x  =  F"'0).
E xam ples,
(•): Let n  =  n . Then Q =  w -f 1 under its natural ordering and the induction
principle is MI because, if 0 ' Ç Q,
~  {0 } U {n. 4-1 { M G 0'}
And D-closure catches w itself.
4-: Let N  — {0}j_ 4-iV Then N  =  Wjl, and the induction principle is Ml together
with “J_ has the property” because, for N '  Ç N ,
1 4 - W  =  { 0 }  U { n  +  1 j fl G N ' }
X;  Let List  =  4- w  X List This yields standard list structural induction
with
List'[C. List) I-+ {m7} Uw.l X List'
F; Let X  =  T 4- F X  where T  =  {tt, If}j_. The induction principle can be 
weakened slightly to the convenient:
To prove X' — X (for X' Ç X), prove T C X' and that  x G X' when z C X'\
— In the case of exponent, the induction principle prima facie depends on the 
names. Let us consider the example of
jF«, = T + (x, -^+A;oo)
To prove that X Ç is the whole set requhes proving that (a) T  Ç X  and (b) 
(g-i •“» 61, . . . ,  Gn —+6n) G X  if {cff, j Î — 1,..., n} C X.
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But if we can establish (b) with the weakened assumption {6,- j i — 1 , n} Ç X,
n
i
i
à
we have removed name dependency, and explicit mention of compactness, because |
{61, ,  èrt} is just the range of a i —^ 61, . . .  ,a„.-+ 6,1. |
Thus we have the convenient (albeit weaker) induction
X  =  w h en  T Ç X & V / e ( E o o - * j e o o ) ( / j 5 ; o o Ç X = 4 / G X )
This is, in fact, exactly the transformation we mentioned in Chapter 1 for obtain­
ing a structural induction on Eç^. But the difference is that there it was necessary, 
whereas here it is only cosmetic. The transformation is actually an application of a 
more general one whereby the diagonal of a functor is replaced by a specialisation 
of it as follows.
Let F  : —+ C be a if-functor [K C) and let strong p < z be a solution of
Fa in the medium f i x —* Fx. Then p  is also a solution of any Fp^ { (i €  i ) , where
P ~  {p) i '€I ‘
If p' < p, then
{ ) )  = f J W  ; r
<  /  ; F{p[i /p ' \ )  ; f ~
=  i f ) r j
So, qua induction on p, X ( p ^
We now present a more extended example, showing some sample induction proofs.
Let / ,  J  be countable sets, and let F  be the set of strings over I  under the prefix 
ordering (write i  ~  (fs)o, & — (ia)i and put Oq ~  Oi — 0 , where 0 is the null string).
Then F '  — F  \  {0} is dualmost-complete and therefore the centre of a simple type 
i  of “streams” over I. Likewise J*, J .
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Now define the type Pi'oc as the inductive solution of the functor 
F  : Sim py —+ Simpy : /  t-+ { f . JŸ
where ( ).</ means a J-fold sum. Thus Proc represents “processes” which take an 
input in / ,  deliver an output in J  and renew with another process. For p G Proc
write p? for the unique j  E J  such that p E Procj, and conversely p.j  for p qua
element of Procy. (let p.O =  0 G  Proc.J). Also define Trans ~  Î  —* J.
Now possesses the ordinary structural induction principle 
P  +-+ {w G J+ I s G  P  U  {0}} 
and similarly J. And the functor F  gives the induction principle on Proc
P  I—^ (p E Proc I Vt G J, Pi G  P}
We shall now illustrate the use of these inductions. Define functions 
tail : I  —* Trans —> Trans by ioAl i f  s — [ f  fs)i
ext : Proc —» T'rans : p i—> the canonical extension of X{is G (p,-?) ext p,- s
int  : Trans —> Proc : /  {int{tail i /) .( /t)o )ie j 
Both ext, int are strict, and tail i 0 = 0 for any i E I.
7 . 2  T h e o r e m ,  {ext,int) : Proc ^  T'ra.ns in S i m p 21.
PROOF: Let P  =  (p  G Proc | int(ezt p) — p}, it is obviously D,0-closed. Given 
p G  Proc, assume that p,- G P  Vi G / .  Then for any i G  I,
int{ext p]i — int[tail i [ext p)).[ext p i)o 
— int(sxt pt).(pi?)
~  Pi
Thus ext : int — Proc,
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For the opposite direction, lacking an induction on Trans, we use induction on 1
as follows. Let P ' =  (s G /  j V/ G Trans, ext{int f ) s  Q fs}.  Again this property
is obviously D,0-closed. Assume s G PL Then
ext{int f )  is =  {{int / ) i ? )  ext{int f )is
— {fi)o {ext{int{tail i  f ))s)
Ë {/f)o (ta/Z i f  5)
== (/î)o{ / «5)1
B
Now define
inc : Trans —+ T'rans ; /  the canonical extension of A(is).(/i)o inc{iail i f ) s  
{inc is thei'efore strict).
7 . 3  T h e o r e m , {inc,inc) is a p a r t  of Trans (relative to S h n p 2 i j .
P r o o f ; Here again we use induction on / .  We want inc C  Trans  so take
P  — {3 G /  j V/ G Trans, inc f  s Ç. f s ]
Clearly it is D,0-closed. Then, assuming s G P,
inc f  is — {fi)o inc[tail i f )s
E {fi)o tail i f  3
=  ( / i ) o  ( /  15)1
E / w
I
If we “lower” inc across the doublet of Chapter 6, v/e obtain a projjerty of func­
tions in Trans°. Compact /  has this property when for any is G I
(1) ( /  is)o =  {fi]o
(2) ( /  13)1 also has the property.
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Such, fuucfcioiis are “incremental” , hence the name inc. We conclude this section 
by showing that the incremental Trans's are isomorphic to Proc.
7 . 4  T h e o r e m . ext]inc  — ext.
P r o o f : Induction on Proc again; take P  ~  {p E Proc } inc{ext p) =  ext p}. Again
it is clearly D,0-closed. Given p E Proc, assume that for any i E I, pi E P. Then 
inc[ext p) i$ ~  [ext p i)o inc[tail i[ext p))s
=  (pi?) inc{Xs'.{ext p is')i)s
~  (Pi‘1) inc {ext p,-))s
-  (p, ?) (ext Pi s)
— ext p is
7 . 5  C o r o l l a r y , {ext,int) : Proc ^  {incline).
7 . 6  T h e o r e m , inc ç  int  ; ext.
P r o o f : Induction on /  this time. Let P  =  {s G /  | V/ G Trans, inc /  s C 
ext[int /)s} . Again D,0-closure is immediate. Assume s €  P . Then 
inc f  is ~  (/i)o inc{tail i f )s
E {fi]o cxt{ini{tail i f ))s
= {int fi?) ext[int f)iS
-- /)  Î3
7 . 7  C o r o l l a r y , {ext,int) ; Proc =  {inc,inc).
It follows that {inc, inc) is stable in the doublet, ie: strong algebraic.
We finish off with a small example showing how two parallel ODype arrows, say 
f ,g  : X —* y, where y has an induction, may be proven comparable (equal) by means
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'-y-:' ;■ ‘ - -= - ; v ;■ ■■ ‘
of that induction. For /  E g iff the subset
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Î
{y I Vz, y E / z  =4 V E (?z} :(
is equal to y, which statement is amenable to induction on y. Similarly, equality 
can be obtained by changing the =4 to 44 . When fixed-point induction is used 
for such equality proofs, it requires two separate inequality proofs; the method here 
compresses these into a single proof.
C h a p te r  8
C onclusion
We have introduced the idea of a bicontext and shown how it provides a common 
framework for both limit constructs and structural induction. We conclude by 
considering some defects, loose ends, connections, extensions and applications that 
indicate possible further developments of the work presented.
Functors.
The basic definition of a functor appears only as a vehicle for obtaining the special 
cases that are of real interest. Since these cases are rather loosely related, their 
intersection is very weak. There is, however, a more uniform expression of these 
cases, which, although not providing any more substantial commonality, makes 
functor into a parametric rather than ad hoc “polyconcept” . The underlying theme 
in this uniformity is the preservation of squares whose top and bottom belong to 
some particular subs K, K '  respectively (call them K, JUT'-squares and functors). A 
functor may also be K, K'-exact when it preserves exact A", Jf'-squares.
Upper and lower functors (on C) can then be obtained as Obj,C~ and C,Obj- 
functors respectively. The limit theory requires only an Adj, Adj-functor, v/ith the 
additional assumption of being upper for the limit functor to v.ork. And the doublet 
theory goes through with a lower Adj.Adj-functor that is Iso,Adj-exact; a thread 
functor between interior bicontexts has these properties, so the doublet of Chapter 
6 suiwives.
Other examples of functors fit nicely into this mould; the exponentiation functor 
A “ >? on the bicontext of types and arbitrary relations is an upper Map,Map-functor 
which is Map,Obj“exact.
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Stuns.
In 3.1 it was observed that there is an exact analogy between the %ero objects of 
a bicontext and those of an A 6-category. It was also noted at the beginning of 3.5 
that the definition of (binajy) sum in a. bicontoxt is formally that of biproduct in 
an A.6-category, although in the latter the operation is an Abelian group and not 
a sup. Unfortunately, the siinilarity is superficial, because the sup operation in a 
bicontext is partial, and composition does not generally respect it anyway. It is 
therefore not necessarily true that a sum is a simultaneous product and coproduct, 
although it will hold for a complete linear bicontext (such as Set with disjoint 
union). Nor will a sum generally be constructible from a product or coproduct in 
an underlying context. For example, Cartesian product is a product on ffiype and a 
sum on Ty'‘pe!2, but it is not a coproduct on Type. In a typical coproduct diagram 
there may be many or no candidates for the requisite factorising aiTow.
L im its.
The definition of limit has the same “sup of right-ends” form as a sum, except that 
it is not required to be a functor. It may be better to include such a requirement in 
the definition, making limit (relative to a pm'ticular net) an exact analogue of sum.
Links.
It is unsatisfactory simply to be unable to find naming systems that make expo­
nentiation or powertype SFPk.-construetors — proofs are needed. There is also the 
possibility of finding other subs of Algu for which —+ or P are constructors (partial, 
if the subs in question are not closed under -+ or P).
B icon tex ts.
Much of the general theory of contexts and bicontexts has been left unstudied. 
All the paths that have been opened up but not followed offer ways of developing 
and extending the present work,
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—Ind uction .
Given a Z?,0-closed property p on a solution x  of constructor F, one attempts 
to prove that p = x via an induction proof that p° p n  This requires
(abusing notation) r'p® < p°, which is equivalent to Fp° <  p since Fp^ <  k®. Thus 
we actually have a stronger induction principle than if we applied F  dir ectly to p, 
even were this possible. But the price is that we do not have induction principles 
for non-algebraic subsets of a type. We have not pursued this question, nor have we 
broached proof-theoretic questions concerning the embodiment of induction princi­
ples in formal rules of inference. Moreover, the relationships between the kinds of 
induction herein and those used in other areas of mathematics and logic warrant 
further study.
^.rj'-pes.
The work herein is concerned with the mathematical foundations of denotational 
semantics and program proving, and as such is about constructing data-types and 
establishing induction principles thereon. An important area of current research is 
polymorphism in programming languages, which involves theories not only of types, 
but also of sub-types. The description of subsets of a type as loops on that type 
(m an appropriate bicontext, such as the various “hnks*) would seem relevant here, 
and even restricted to algebraic subsets is sufficient to include the ideal model of 
[17]. The latter also makes use of metric properties; this line of investigation may 
yield useful bicontexts of metric spaces.
The question of the effective presentation of a type was touched on only briefly in 
5,5. This is another important problem area, and the suggestions made there need 
to be developed.
Teacliing.
In [9], Scott developed the information systems approach to the theoxy of simple 
types mainly for the didactic purpose of making it more palatable than it was
109
previously. Such an exercise often improves botli understanding and presentation 
of a topic. The original motivation for the work herein was similar, particularly 
with regard to the “set-based” treatment of algebraic types, and it is hoped that 
the effect, for the more general theory, is also similar.
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A p p en d ix
D iagram s
This Appendix contains all the diagrams refeiTcd to in the text, numbered ac­
cording to their chapter.
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Diagram 2.1
Diagram 2.2
Diagram 2.3
CO
r  2'
Diagram 2.4
< 7
O'
Diagram 3.1
Diagram 3.2
left
top y
¥
right
V
bottom
top top'
bottom
right = left'
bottom'
right'
V
Diagram 3.3
Ft F f
Gi
Gf
¥
G/'
Diagram 3,4
x,i
V V
Diagram 3.5
/
1 + 1
Diagram 3.6
Diagram 3.7
Diagram 3.8
-0*- 1
1/2
^  2x
0
[3
V
Diagram 3.9
V
/
Fy
^  Fz
Diagi-am 4.1
p <S>q = O
Q'
Q
Diagram 5.1
Diagî'am 5.2
0 î
ba
Ty  =
Diagram 5.4
A"
a b
Diagram 5,3
I
Diagram 6.1
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